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1 OVERVIEW 

The main purpose of Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s (PG&E) 

2008 Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) Procurement Plan (2008 RPS Plan) is to 

describe the actions that PG&E will undertake to meet California’s goal that 

20 percent of PG&E’s retail sales are from renewable resources by 2010, in 

accordance with the eligibility standards of the California Energy Commission (CEC).   

PG&E is currently on track to meet the 2010 goal using flexible compliance.  

PG&E expects to acquire renewable deliveries and signed contracts amounting to at 

least 20 percent of its retail sales by 2010.  Given the lag time between contract 

signings and deliveries, PG&E anticipates that actual deliveries will meet or exceed 

the 20 percent delivery requirement in the 2011 to 2012 timeframe, which is within 

the flexible compliance provisions under Senate Bill 107 (SB 107), Public Utilities 

Code Section 399.14(a)(2)(C).1  In addition to current contract negotiations and 

procurement from its ongoing 2007 solicitation PG&E plans to sign additional 

renewable contracts amounting to 1 to 2 percent of its retail sales in its upcoming 

2008 solicitation.  However, if additional cost-effective renewable resources are 

available and meet PG&E’s evaluation criteria, then PG&E will contract for additional 

renewable resources. 

Public Utilities Code Section § 399.14(a) (3) requires RPS Plans to include 

both resource planning information and a bid solicitation in the form of commercial 

documents.  PG&E’s 2008 RPS Plan includes these elements in addition to the 

requirements outlined in Attachment A of the June 15, 2007 Scoping Memo and 

Ruling of the Assigned Commissioner (Ruling)2:   

• A general overview;  

                                                 
1 SB107 provides that flexible compliance shall apply in all years of the RPS program, including 2010. 

2 See “Amended Scoping Memo and Ruling of Assigned Commissioner regarding 2008 RPS Procurement 
Plans” issued in docket 06-05-027 on June 15th, 2007.  
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• RPS Program metrics; 

• A summary of important changes in the procurement plan and pro 

forma contract for each year from 2004 to 2008; 

• Matrices comparing Standard Terms and Conditions (STC) in the 

2008 RPS Plan to STCs from Decision (D.) 04-06-014, as modified by 

D.07-02-011 and D.07-05-057;  

• A list of lessons learned from prior solicitations; 

• Transmission, flexible delivery and curtailability considerations in order 

to facilitate Program success; 

• Price and collateral requirements; 

• A workplan for reaching the 20 percent RPS goal by 2010;  

• PG&E’s current consideration of whether to build its own renewable 

generation facilities to reach the 20 percent RPS goal;  

• Ways in which the California investor-owned utilities (IOUs) 

coordinated the form and format of the 2008 plans and model 

contracts; and, 

• A redlined version of the 2008 Solicitation Protocol that will identify 

changes from the 2007 Plan.  

PG&E proposes to conduct its 2008 RPS Solicitation using the planning and 

commercial documents set forth below:  

Part A  2008 RPS Plan  

Appendix A: Confidential Portions of the 2008 RPS Plan 

Appendix B: Standard Terms and Conditions Matrix  

Part B 2008 Solicitation Protocol  

The 2008 RPS Plan was developed consistent with the specific requirements 

of the Public Utilities Code § 399.14 (a) (3) and therefore includes assessments and 

discussions of:  (1) supply and demand to determine the optimal mix of RPS 
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resources; (2) the use of compliance flexibility mechanisms; and (3) a bid solicitation 

setting forth relevant need, online dates and locational preferences if any.  A 

summary of these key assessments is discussed below.  

1.1 Supply and Demand to Determine the Optimal Mix of RPS Resources 

The RPS program mandates that PG&E add qualified renewable generation 

(in accordance with CEC eligibility standards) equal to at least 1 percent of its retail 

sales each year until the total is 20 percent of retail sales from eligible renewables 

by 2010.  This target creates a significant challenge for PG&E and the other IOUs in 

securing cost-effective resources to meet their customers’ needs.  Overall, there is 

increased competition for renewable supplies, and increased cost.  This is largely 

due to increased regional and global demand for renewable resources and 

equipment.  For example, the majority of the western states have established their 

own RPS goals, further increasing regional demand (and prices).  In addition, strong 

global demand for materials and equipment, such as metal, wind turbines and solar 

photovoltaic cells has put upward pressure on prices.  However, PG&E remains on 

track for achieving the 20 percent requirement, which is described in PG&E’s 

proposed work plan in Section 8. 

PG&E’s 2008 RPS Plan is influenced by its long-term electric procurement 

needs.  PG&E presented a comprehensive review of its loads, resources and 

portfolio position in its 2006 Long-Term Procurement Plan (LTPP), which is currently 

under consideration by the California Public Utilities Commission (Commission or 

CPUC).  The 2006 LTPP provides the foundation for this 2008 RPS plan.  Among 

the key assumptions from the 2006 LTPP that were used in formulating the 

2008 RPS Plan are the following3:  

                                                 
3 Pacific Gas & Electric Company, 2006 Long-Term Procurement Plan, Volume 1, IV-26 to IV-40, March 5, 
2007. 
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• Renewable penetration rates (RPS deliveries as a percent of retail 

sales) in the 2008 RPS Plan are based on the penetration rates in the 

2006 LTPP and the Increased Reliability and Preferred Resources 

Plan; 

• RPS deliveries in excess of 20 percent will occur in the 2011 to 2012 

timeframe; 

• A 75 percent average renewal rate is assumed on baseline RPS 

contracts; 

• The incremental procurement resource mix is comprised of 50 percent 

wind, 20 percent solar, 15 percent geothermal, 10 percent biomass, 

and 5 percent other sources; and 

•  The average lead times (from solicitation to delivery) are three years 

for wind projects and four years for all others. 

In its solicitation and bilateral procurement efforts, PG&E intends to seek 

qualified renewable energy to meet its mandated RPS requirements, along with 

other energy and capacity products to meet reliability needs.  Executed contracts for 

incremental supply will depend on solicitation results.  As noted above, wind-

generated resources are estimated to comprise the majority of the incremental 

renewable procurement.  Potential wind resource basins include the Tehachapi 

area, Solano and Lassen Counties, and the Pacific Northwest.  Following wind, solar 

resources are estimated to account for the next largest share of incremental 

renewable procurement over the planning horizon, and are likely to come from 

Southern California and the Southwest.  Geothermal resources follow solar as the 

third largest resource with potential supply basins in Northern California, Oregon, 

Nevada, and the Imperial Valley area.  Biomass and other resources, such as small 

hydro, comprise the remainder of the estimated product mix, are likely to be 

procured from California and the Pacific Northwest.  As renewable procurement 
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efforts expand and new technologies become available, resource mix assumptions 

are likely to change.   

It is PG&E’s intention to execute renewable contracts from all eligible 

renewable resources that meet PG&E’s evaluation requirements, including 

resources described in Public Resources Code section 25741, as amended by 

SB 107.  PG&E anticipates that contracts executed pursuant to the 2008 solicitation 

and bilateral negotiations will range between 1 percent to 2 percent of its annual 

retail sales volume, or approximately 750 to 1500 GWh.  If additional renewable 

resources are available and meet PG&E’s evaluation criteria, then additional 

contracts will be executed.  Consistent with the LTPP, deliveries resulting from the 

2008 Solicitation are forecast to occur with lead-times averaging three to four years.  

Lead times may be longer if transmission upgrades are delayed or if developers 

encounter other unforeseen obstacles in the financing, permitting or construction 

process.  

1.2 Flexible Compliance 

PG&E anticipates that actual renewable deliveries will meet or exceed 

20 percent of retail sales by the 2011 to 2012 timeframe in accordance with SB 107, 

which provides that existing flexible compliance provisions through 2009 shall 

continue into 2010 and beyond.  PG&E asks the Commission to incorporate this 

provision of SB107 into the CPUC’s flexible compliance rules by finding that the 

carrying forward of an energy deficit for up to three years after the year the deficit is 

incurred applies to any year, and not just to a deficit first incurred up to or through 

2009.  Further discussion on the use of flexible compliance is presented in 

Section 2.4, below.   

1.3 Bid Solicitation Needs, On-line Dates, and Locational Preferences 

PG&E is seeking energy via the 2008 RPS solicitation to meet its RPS 
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obligations and capacity to meet its resource adequacy requirements.  The optimal 

offers will be those with the best combination of market value, viability, and scores in 

the other evaluation criteria specified in the 2008 Solicitation Protocol.  PG&E is 

seeking offers for deliveries commencing in 2008 or beyond.  Earlier deliveries are 

preferred to later deliveries.  Offers with deliveries within the California Independent 

System Operator Corporation (CAISO) are preferred, but out-of-state offers will 

continue to be evaluated in conjunction with the potential need for a third party to 

deliver the energy to California. 

2 Program Metrics 

PG&E measures its progress towards achieving California’s 20 percent 

renewable goal through the filing of a semi-annual RPS Compliance Report with the 

Commission in accordance with D.06-10-050.  In the current report filed on August 

1, 2007, PG&E presents information for each year from 2003 to 2020, which is 

related to the accompanying program metrics identified by the Commission in its 

June 15, 2007 Ruling.  This information includes actual renewable deliveries, as well 

as estimates or forecasts of future deliveries.  A summary of the program metric 

information presented in the compliance report is provided below. 

2.1 Actual/Forecast Retail Sales 

The public version of PG&E’s actual and forecasted retail sales figures are 

presented in Table 1 below.  As previously mentioned, the forecast component 

(2007 to 2013) is derived from PG&E’s 2006 LTPP (Scenario 2 of the Increased 

Reliability and Preferred Resources Plan), and has been updated to reflect actual 

2006 retail sales and executed contracts.  PG&E’s forecast of retail sales is subject 

to confidential treatment and is provided only in the confidential version of this table 

presented in Confidential Appendix A.4  This information is presented in PG&E’s 
                                                 
4 Confidential treatment is authorized by D.06-06-066, Appendix I Section V-C. “LSE Total Energy Forecast-
Bundled Customer (MWh) . Front three years of forecast data confidential. 
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August 1, 2007 Compliance Report.   

It should be noted that Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) measures are 

currently being considered in several areas inside PG&E’s service region, including 

South San Joaquin County, San Francisco, and Marin County, and are in varying 

stages of progress.  If these CCA measures were to be approved by voters in one or 

more of these areas, retail sales would drop, and PG&E’s renewable energy targets 

as a percentage of retail sales would decrease as well.  At this time, PG&E has not 

reduced its load forecast for potential departing CCA load because the impact of 

CCA for PG&E’s load requirements is still uncertain.   

2.2 Annual Procurement Targets (APT) 

Actual annual procurement figures were previously reported in the APT 

compliance reports and are also presented in Table 1.  PG&E uses the APT 

methodology outlined in D.06-10-50, Appendix B.  

2.3 RPS-Eligible Procurement  

RPS eligible procurement also consists of two components, actual 

procurement and forecasted procurement, which are described below.  

2.3.1 Actual Procurement 

Actual procurement represents annual RPS deliveries in each of the 

respective years (2003 to 2006).  These amounts include contracts that were in 

effect when the RPS Program was initially established, along with contracts that 

were subsequently executed and have since commenced delivering energy. 

2.3.2 Forecasted Procurement 

Forecasted renewable procurement volumes represent future deliveries of 

energy (2007 to 2013) from both signed contracts and from forecasted procurement.  

As noted beforehand, these projections were derived from the 2006 LTPP 

(Scenario 2:  Increased Reliability and Preferred Resources Plan), which has been 

updated to reflect additional contract executions, along with any changes to 
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estimated delivery dates that have occurred subsequent to the filing of the 2006 

LTPP.   

2.3.3 Incremental Procurement Targets (IPT) 

Per D.06-10-050, the IPT represents the amount of RPS eligible procurement 

that the LSE must purchase in a given year, over and above the total amount that 

the LSE was required to procure in the prior year.  The 2004 to 2009 IPT is 

calculated in the following manner: IPT = 1 percent of prior year retail sales, which 

includes power sold to PG&E’s customers from DWR contracts.  For 2010 and 

beyond, the IPT represents the difference between the prior year’s APT and 20 

percent (assuming the APT is less than 20%).  As stated in D. 06-10-050, the IPT is 

a component of the APT and does not stand as a separate procurement target.  
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Table 1: Annual Sales and Procurement Targets (GWh) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APT  Annual procurement target 
IPT   Incremental procurement target 
Fcst  Forecast 
Confid. Confidential Information 
 
Notes:  

1. Confidentiality protected under Decision 06-06-066, Appendix 1, Item V-C “LSE Total Energy Forecast-Bundled 
Customer (MWh)”.  The front three years of PG&E’s own forecast of its bundled customer total energy 
requirements are protected.  Linked cells whose values would reveal this confidential data are also redacted.  This 
covers data from mid-year 2007 through mid-year 2010, therefore the data from all four years are redacted. 

2. Confidentiality protected under Decision 06-06-066, Appendix 1, Item V-C “LSE Total Energy Forecast-Bundled 
Customer (MWh)”.  Linked cells whose values would reveal this confidential data are also redacted.  This covers 
data from mid-year 2008 through mid-year 2011, therefore the data from all four years are redacted. 

 

 

 Actual Actual Actual Actual Fcst Fcst Fcst Fcst Fcst Fcst Fcst 

Year 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Retail Sales 71,099 73,616 72,727 76,692 Confid.1 Confid.1 Confid.1 Confid.1 81,117 81,924 82,750 

APT 7,096 7,807 8,543 9,271 10,037 Confid.2 Confid.2 Confid2 Confid.2 16,223 16,385 

Annual 

Procurement 

8,828 8,575 8,650 9,114 9,224 10,899 12,595 14,098 16,622 18,482 19,241 

IPT N/A 711 736 727 767 Confid.2 Confid.2 Confid.2 Confid.2 176 161 
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2.4 Use of Flexible Compliance 

From the time that renewable contracts are executed, development can often 

require three to four years or potentially longer for siting, permitting, and construction 

activities to be completed, and ready for commercial operations.  The CPUC has 

implemented rules allowing flexible compliance with RPS provisions to recognize 

this fact and other realities impacting renewable procurement.  As a general matter, 

the CPUC’s flexible compliance rules allow procurement shortfalls in one year to be 

made up during the following three years.  In addition, the CPUC rules permit RPS 

procurement shortfall without penalty upon the demonstration of one of several 

factual situations.   

PG&E’s August 1, 2007 RPS compliance report includes projections of its 

annual renewable procurement targets, expected RPS procurement, as well as 

projected use of allowable flexible compliance provisions.  While PG&E expects to 

have its current deliveries along with signed contracts to be at or in excess of 

20 percent of retail sales by 2010, actual RPS deliveries are not projected to reach 

20 percent of the prior year’s retail sales until 2011 or 2012, which is permitted 

pursuant to the flexible compliance provisions in SB107.     

In D.06-10-050, the CPUC acknowledged provisions in SB 107 that provides 

that “flexible rules for compliance shall apply to all years, including before and after a 

retail seller procures at least 20 percent…,” and that the CPUC anticipates 

“implementing this new language…when SB 107 becomes effective.”  This provision 

in SB 107 applying flexible compliance to all years is now in effect.  PG&E, 

therefore, requests that the CPUC incorporate this provision into the flexible 

compliance rules by making a finding that the carrying forward of an energy deficit 

for up to three years after the year the deficit is incurred applies to any year, and not 

just to a deficit first incurred up to or through 2009.  This finding is necessary to 
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comply with SB 107 and conform to the commercial lead-times expected for 

renewable energy projects.  

2.5 Reasonable Use of a Procurement Margin of Safety to Account for 
Potential Contract Failure and Other Contingences 

PG&E’s experience with prior solicitations is that suppliers often experience 

difficulties with siting, permitting, and rising equipment prices, along with problems 

obtaining project financing.  As a result, contract failures may occur.  PG&E has 

implemented certain actions aimed at reducing potential contract failures.  First, 

PG&E uses a rigorous bid screening process that includes assessing market value 

and resource viability, along with evaluating the bidder’s financial strength 

experience.  PG&E also requires a $3/kW deposit for shortlisted bids.  Once 

contracts are signed, PG&E requires developers to provide project security/collateral 

as an incentive for the developer to abide by the contract terms.  PG&E also 

engages in a milestone monitoring process to ensure that all counterparties remain 

on schedule with their respective permitting and construction activities.  As an 

additional measure to address potential contract failure, PG&E engages in “over-

procurement” (above the annual 1 percent target), through its solicitations and 

bilateral efforts, when these opportunities are available and consistent with PG&E’s 

evaluation requirements.  As an example of its over-procurement efforts, between 

2004 and 2006, PG&E’s actual contract signings exceeded 2 percent of retail sales 

in each year of this period.     

PG&E expects to continue its aggressive pace in throughout the 2007 RPS 

Solicitation.  PG&E’s 2008 RPS Solicitation will target renewables procurement 

between 1 and 2 percent of retail sales to increase its margin of safety against 

potential contract failure.  If additional procurement opportunities are available and 

meet PG&E’s evaluation criteria, then as in prior years, PG&E will sign contracts 

above the target level.    
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2.6 Any Other Relevant Data and Information Regarding Sales, Targets, 
Procurement, Flexible Compliance, Margins of Safety or Other Related 
Matters. 

PG&E has no additional information to present for this section.  

3 Important changes  

A summary of the changes made to the RPS Procurement documents from 

2004 to 2008 is provided below.  These changes were reflected in each year’s plan, 

solicitation protocols and related contract forms were applicable.  This summary 

presents important changes from one plan to the next and illustrates the evolution of 

the RPS procurement process via experience and lessons learned.  

3.1 Important Changes from PG&E’s 2004 to 2005 RPS Plan 

• Allowed bids that propose delivery of the product to any point in the 

CAISO control area.  

• Allowed bids that have curtailability as an attribute. 

• Solicited, for the first time, offers for utility ownership. 

• Used an independent evaluator for the first time. 

• Eliminated payment of a bid deposit with the submission of a bid, as a 

requirement to participate in the RPS Solicitation.  Counterparties had 

to submit their bid deposits only if they were shortlisted. 

3.2 Important Changes from PG&E’s 2005 to 2006 RPS Plan 

• Nearly nine weeks provided for submission of bids after issuance of 

Solicitation, an increase over the six weeks allowed in the 2005 

Solicitation, to address bidders’ requests for more time. 

• Evaluation criteria unchanged from the 2005 RPS Solicitation; 

however, the quantitative weightings were eliminated to provide more 

flexibility and accommodate the wide range of technologies and 

specific project circumstances.   
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• Updated the resource needs section to reflect the updated assessment 

of PG&E’s portfolio needs. 

• Proposed to accept bids from all eligible renewable resources, as 

defined by the CEC, resulting in the acceptance of bids with delivery 

points anywhere in California, in addition to the CAISO delivery points 

authorized by D.05-07-039. 

3.3 Important Changes from PG&E’s 2006 to 2007 RPS Plan  

• Updated time of delivery (TOD) factors applied. 

• Power purchase agreement (PPA) included an expanded Dispatch 

Down Period to ensure inclusion of situations where curtailment is 

necessary due to, including but not limited to: CAISO orders, CAISO 

System Emergencies, anticipated System Emergencies, CAISO-

defined over-generation, forecasts of over-generation, and orders by 

Participating Transmission Owners.    

• Reduced collateral requirements during project development. 

• Participants whose projects have delivery points that are outside of the 

CAISO-controlled grid are requested to provide two separate prices: 

one for delivery onto the CAISO-controlled grid and one for delivery 

outside the CAISO-controlled grid. 

• Elimination of redundancy in evaluation protocols.   

• Terms conformed to changes in the RPS statute pursuant to SB 107, 

which became effective January 1, 2007.  

3.4 Important Changes from PG&E’s 2007 to 2008 RPS Plan 

• For the purpose of further streamlining the offer evaluation, PG&E 

proposes to make changes in the evaluation and shortlisting process, 

as described below and in Sections 5 of this Plan: 
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o In response to feedback from the IE, rank offers by market 

value, rather than partial ordering.  Using the information and 

scores from the other evaluation criteria, PG&E will then apply 

judgment and PRG feedback to decide which offers to include 

or not include on the shortlist. 

o Modify portfolio fit to be a qualitative evaluation criteria by 

seeking to strike a balance on the shortlist regarding the offers’ 

location, technology, online date, and counterparty 

concentration.  

• Based on feedback from the IE regarding Delivery Term Security, 

bidders will be asked to post collateral based on 6, 9 or 12 months of 

average revenue rather than maximum revenue for terms of 10, 15 and 

20 years respectively. 

• Bidders submitting projects for ownership are encouraged, but no 

longer required, to provide fixed prices for Operations and 

Management (O&M) or fuel supply, where applicable. 

• The PPA has been simplified by removing the PPA cover sheet.  

• A decision is pending in Rulemaking 06-05-027 related to the standard 

contract terms and conditions initially established in D.04-06-014.  The 

standard terms and conditions may need to conform to this decision 

once it is released.  

• Permission to conduct a short-term RPS solicitation is being requested 

in response to D.07-05-028 which allows for IOUs to enter into 

contracts with terms of less than 10 years once a minimum percentage 

of long-term contracts or contracts with new generation have been 

signed. 

• PG&E may seek authority to make changes to its 2008 plan if REC 
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trading becomes authorized by the CPUC following the series of 

workshops currently scheduled to discuss REC trading for RPS 

compliance.  

4 STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The matrices presented in Appendix B compare both the non-modifiable and 

modifiable STCs specified in D.04-06-14 and D.07-02-011, as modified by 

D.07-05-057, against the STCs in PG&E’s 2008 RPS Solicitation Forms of Power 

Purchase and Sale Agreement in Attachments G and H of the 2008 Solicitation 

Protocol.  The matrices further provide an explanation and justification for any 

variance between the standard term as defined by the Commission and the term 

presented in the solicitation form.  

5 LESSONS LEARNED 

Following its RPS solicitations in 2004, 2005, 2006, PG&E adopted several 

changes to its Solicitation as described in Section 3 that were based on lessons 

learned.  The 2007 RPS Solicitation is currently underway, with projects just recently 

shortlisted.  The 2007 Independent Evaluator Report was recently submitted to 

PG&E and filed with the Commission Monday, July 30, 2007.  PG&E has 

incorporated into the 2008 Plan several of the Independent Evaluator’s 

recommendations for how PG&E might improve its bid evaluation.  Based on the IE 

report and its experience to date, PG&E proposes to implement the following 

incremental changes when it conducts its 2008 RPS Solicitation.   

5.1 Streamlining of Evaluation Protocols 

As discussed in Section 3.4 above, PG&E plans to modify its evaluation 

protocols for the 2008 RPS Solicitation by further streamlining the evaluation 

process leading to shortlisting.  The recommended approach is expected to be 

more efficient, yield comparable results, and will be conducted in consultation with 
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the Procurement Review Group and monitored by the Independent Evaluator.   

5.2 Delivery Term Security 

In response to feedback from the IE and to address the bidders’ cost of 

collateral, PG&E will modify its Solicitation Protocol to allow bidders to offer 

Delivery Term Security based on a portion of average rather than maximum 

revenues of the project.  This change will lower the amount of collateral currently 

required of bids with escalating prices.   

5.3 Expand pool of ownership offers 

PG&E will reduce the requirements for ownership offers so that bidders are 

encouraged, but no longer required, to include the provision of and pricing for O&M 

services and fuel supply.  

5.4 Bidder workshops – started in 2007 to explain to bidders how to fill out 
forms. 

In addition to a Bidders Conference, PG&E also conducted a Bidders 

Workshop for the first time in the 2007 RPS Solicitation to inform bidders of the 

details of the solicitation forms and contracts, and answer general procedural 

questions.  The workshop proved effective in that the 2007 offer packages were on a 

whole more complete than prior year’s packages.  PG&E intends to conduct this 

Bidders Workshop again for the 2008 RPS Solicitation.  

5.5 Standard Terms and Conditions  

The set of standard terms and conditions established for the onset of the RPS 

program under D.04-06-014, as modified by decisions D.07-02-011 and 

D.07-05-057, provided a useful structure to guide development of early RPS 

contracting efforts.  The experience of PG&E, other IOUs, and renewable energy 

sellers has been that the continued restrictions on negotiation of standard terms and 

conditions has hindered progress towards RPS goals, slowed negotiations and 
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reduced the appeal of the California marketplace to RPS development.  As a result, 

PG&E and SCE jointly filed a petition requesting the following three modifications to 

the Commission’s approach to standard terms and conditions for RPS contracts: 

• Reducing the non-negotiable standard terms to:  (1) the definitions of 

Green Attributes; (2) RECs; and (3) CPUC Approval; 

• Elimination of all other standard terms and conditions, or, in the 

alternative, conversion of the remaining non-negotiable terms and 

conditions to modifiable provisions and elimination of current 

modifiable standard terms and conditions; and 

• Clear, expedited processes for reviewing subsequent changes to 

standard terms and conditions. 

A decision on this petition and the overarching standard terms and condition 

is pending.  PG&E urges the Commission to adopt PG&E's and SCE’s proposal, 

which was supported by all parties that submitted comments.  

5.6 Short-Term Solicitation 

The Commission recently ruled in D.07-05-028 that LSEs may sign contracts 

of less than ten years (short-term contracts) for RPS compliance if they have 

procured enough long term contracts (10 years or more) to make up at least 

0.25 percent of their prior year’s retail sales.  The decision noted that new sources of 

RPS-eligible generation will be necessary to meet the goal of 20 percent retail sales 

from eligible renewable energy resources , and concluded that short-term contracts 

would not displace this new renewable generation.  Short term contracts are helpful 

to both renewable facility owners seeking to optimize their value as well as obligated 

entities seeking to maximize renewable procurement to meet their RPS goals.   

Although current Commission rules provide that utilities may execute 

short-term contracts, clarification is needed as to whether the utilities can now solicit 
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short-term contracts, as long as the minimum percentage will be met.  PG&E 

requests that the Commission expand the RPS solicitation process to include 

contracts of less than 10 years.  PG&E believes that a utility solicitation for 

short-term contracts would be in the customers’ interest because it would attract a 

broader range of products providing a more competitive market.  As a result, PG&E 

requests authorization to conduct a solicitation for short-term contracts as part of its 

2008 RPS Plan.  

6 Transmission, Flexible Delivery and Curtailability 

Since the beginning of 2006, PG&E has monitored the adequacy of 

transmission facilities to accommodate the level of renewable energy development 

expected to materialize through the RPS solicitations.  The following section 

describes PG&E’s efforts to ensure the availability of needed transmission to bring 

renewable energy to market; the RPS generators’ willingness to consider 

curtailability to facilitate acceptable bids; PG&E’s experience with expanding 

deliverability from only the CAISO control area to anywhere in California; and, 

PG&E’s experience with the current Transmission Ranking Cost Report (TRCR) 

Process.  

6.1 Transmission, Including Use of Flexible Delivery Points, Efforts to 
Ensure the Availability of Needed Transmission, and Efforts to 
Construct Needed Facilities. 

PG&E has been proactively investigating the potential transmission upgrades 

needed to accommodate new and anticipated renewable development.  PG&E has 

focused on multi-purpose transmission projects, which can provide additional system 

benefits.  Further discussions are included in Chapter 4 of PG&E’s 2006 

Transmission Grid Expansion Plan5 and in Volume 1, Chapter V of PG&E’s 

                                                 
5 Pacific Gas and Electric Company.  “2006 Transmission Grid Expansion Plan” December 29, 2006.  
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2006 LTPP6.  

Starting with the 2006 RPS Solicitation, PG&E has been accepting bids 

anywhere in California (see Section 6.3) and beginning in 2007, anywhere in the 

WECC area.  For offer evaluation, the cost to bring power from the delivery point 

outside NP15 is adjusted as appropriate during the bid evaluation process to reflect 

wheeling costs outside the CAISO-controlled Grid and the TRCR values from the 

appropriate Participating Transmission Owners (PTOs).  Once the power 

procurement contract is executed, the associated generation facility will be included 

in PG&E’s Transmission Assessment and Expansion Studies in the following 

transmission planning cycle.7  PG&E has identified needed transmission projects in 

PG&E’s 2006 Transmission Grid Expansion Plan and in the CAISO 2007 

Transmission Plan.8  Specifically, PG&E has been focused on expanding the 

availability of needed transmission, which can serve multiple purposes, via the 

following projects discussed in Chapter 4 of the PG&E 2006 Transmission Grid 

Expansion Plan:  

• Reconductor Vaca Dixon – Contra Costa 230 kV DCTL; 

• Reconductor Table Mountain – Rio Oso 230 kV DCTL  

• Reconductor Palermo - Rio Oso 115 kV Lines  

• Replace Rio Oso 230/115 kV Transformers w/ larger size  

• Reconductor Contra Costa – Moraga 230 kV DCTL  

• Re-rate Rio Oso – Brighton 230 kV Line  

• Reconductor Atlantic – Rio Oso – Gold Hill 230 kV Lines  

                                                 
6 Pacific Gas and Electric Company.  “2006 Long-Term Procurement Plan” Volume 1, Chapter 5, 
March 5, 2007.  

7 As stated in the Protocol and in the Transmission Ranking Cost Report, renewable resource projects must go 
through the CAISO Interconnection Process before interconnection with the PG&E system.  

8 CAISO, “2007 Transmission Plan” January 2007.  
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• Replace East Nicolaus 115/60 kV transformers with larger size transformers  

• Central California Clean Energy Transmission Project (new 500kV DCTL 

between Midway and East of Fresno) 

6.2 RPS Generators’ Willingness to Propose or Consider Curtailability to 
Facilitate Acceptable Bids or Projects 

PG&E has found that, with limited exceptions, RPS generators are generally 

not willing to offer curtailability as a way to mitigate any required transmission 

upgrades.  In the 2006 RPS Solicitation, two bidders that proposed dispatchable 

projects also indicated that they would be willing to accept curtailments.  In the 

2007 RPS Solicitation, an initial review indicates a similar low level of interest in 

considering curtailability.  Given the relatively low variable cost for many renewable 

resources, it is not surprising that sellers are reluctant to curtail output. 

6.3 Expanding deliverability from only the CAISO control area to anywhere 
in California  

In the 2006 RPS Solicitation, PG&E was authorized to accept offers to 

specific points of delivery anywhere in California rather than just within the CAISO.  

However, PG&E also solicited offers for out-of-state projects that were willing to 

deliver to the CAISO grid.  Several offers for projects with points of delivery within 

the expanded area have since been received by PG&E.  

The terms “delivery” and “delivered” have since been defined by Public 

Resources Code section 25471, as amended by SB 107.  The amendment requires 

the electrical output of an otherwise eligible renewable energy resource to be 

scheduled for delivery into California and consumed by retail customers of a load 

serving entity, subject to the implementing rules of the CEC, for it to count towards 

the RPS goals.  The statute does not require the scheduling to be performed 

specifically by either the seller or the buyer.   

Thus, SB 107 explicitly allows an IOU to accept the power at an out-of-state 
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location.  In the 2007 RPS Solicitation, PG&E began accepting offers for projects 

where PG&E could take title to generation at out-of-state points as long as the 

energy is deliverable to California and the resource is certified as an Eligible 

Renewable Resource (ERR) by the CEC.  Although Sellers were asked to propose 

and quote a price for delivery at the project busbar and a price for delivery to the 

CAISO grid, PG&E’s has found that the price at busbar was a more accurate 

indicative price, with details and pricing of a third party banking/shaping/firming 

arrangement remaining to be worked out between the seller, buyer, and a third 

party.  The expansion of delivery points to out-of-state locations has led to a number 

of offers and creates a real opportunity for PG&E to procure a portion of its RPS 

requirements.  However, even with the increased flexibility of contracting with 

out-of-state projects, the time to negotiate final agreements is taking longer than for 

a project within CAISO due to the complexities involved in negotiating with a third 

party and appropriately addressing the relationships of the various risks inherent in 

both the PPA and the banking and shaping agreement. 

Based on its experience, PG&E proposes to clarify its evaluation protocols in 

regard to out of state offers.  A banking and shaping agreement, through either the 

seller or a third party, can facilitate deliveries from the busbar to California by 

utilizing transmission efficiently and by providing a firm delivery profile to a CAISO 

intertie.  The implementation of RPS provisions in SB 107 in January 1, 2007, 

accommodates out-of-state deliveries requiring banking and shaping services.  

PG&E will use a proxy cost for such a service for shortlisting purposes, and will work 

with sellers to ensure that either seller or a third party can provide such services 

during the delivery term.  The process will be identical to that used in the 2007 

solicitation, but the Protocol will be more explicit on the subject.  For shortlisting 

purposes, the proxy cost will be based on the full transmission tariff cost required to 

move the energy from busbar to CAISO and it will be allocated to the generated 
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energy on a $/MWh basis.  However, prior to contract execution, the actual cost of 

such a service will be evaluated to ensure that the total cost of deliveries to CAlSO is 

competitive relative to other alternatives. 

6.4 Experience With the Current Transmission Ranking Cost Report 
Process and Recommended Improvements for Consideration 

The TRCRs have helped PG&E evaluate offers following the least-cost, best 

fit principles by providing preliminary interconnection cost signals to developers and 

as a proxy for the cost of interconnection.  PG&E will also consider commercial 

arrangements, such as remarketing of power, as an alternative to the construction of 

physical transmission facilities to deliver the power to PG&E’s load center(s) during 

the bid ranking and evaluation process.  PG&E will continue to evaluate the lower of 

the TRCR costs and alternative commercial arrangements as the proxy for the cost 

of transmitting generation to its load center(s).  PG&E will also be factoring in the 

Market Redesign and Technical Update (MRTU) when it is fully implemented to 

reflect potential transmission of renewable resources to points in the 

CAISO-controlled grid other than that of the purchasing utility. 

7 Prices and Collateral 

PG&E requires bidders to provide collateral to ensure that sellers perform on 

their contracts, both during the development term and the delivery term.  The 

collateral is set at levels that are sufficient to create the right incentives for 

performance.  PG&E has allowed, but not required, bidders to submit a range of 

prices based on differing levels of collateral during the delivery term that they would 

tender.  In each RFO, PG&E has allowed bidders to submit up to six offers per 

project.  In certain cases, bidders have proposed two alternatives:  One with the 

level of delivery term collateral required by the protocol and one at a different level.  

PG&E does not support a proposal that requires bidders to submit multiple prices 

based on different levels of collateral (of zero, six, and twelve months).  PG&E is 
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concerned that bidders may inflate the premium required for the six and twelve 

month levels so as to encourage PG&E to select the offer with zero collateral.  

Additionally, because of other pricing variations already required or requested 

 pricing that both includes and excludes applicable tax credits, a premium for 

delivery to the CAISO for out-of-state resources  the proposal for a new additional 

requirement to provide a range of prices based on different levels of collateral, 

creates an administrative burden on both the bidders and the IOU in providing and 

evaluating the many resulting variations for each project.  Moreover, as a policy 

matter, PG&E would not support contracting at a collateral level that would create 

unnecessary risk for PG&E’s customers. 

As described in Section 5.2, PG&E is also modifying its Solicitation Protocol 

to allow bidders to offer Delivery Term Security based on a portion of average rather 

than maximum revenues of the project.  This change will lower the amount of 

collateral currently required of bids with escalating prices.   

8 Workplan to Reach 20 Percent by 2010 

PG&E estimates that it is on-track to meet the 20 percent RPS target in 

accordance with the provisions of flexible compliance per SB 107.  From the signing 

of the RPS legislation to the present, PG&E’s combination of current deliveries along 

with signed contracts for future deliveries has increased its percentage of RPS 

resources under contract from 9 percent of PG&E’s retail sales to 18 percent of retail 

sales, to date.  PG&E anticipates that this combined percentage will meet or exceed 

20 percent of retail sales by 2010.  As described in Section 2, PG&E anticipates that 

actual deliveries of 20 percent will initially occur in the 2011 to 2012 timeframe. 

The 2008 RPS Plan assumes that PG&E’s procurement efforts will continue 

with the goal of signing contracts between one percent and two percent of retail 

sales, or approximately 750 to 1,500 GWhs.  However, if additional procurement 
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opportunities present themselves, and they are within PG&E’s bid evaluation 

parameters, including cost-effectiveness, then PG&E will attempt to sign contracts 

above this targeted amount, to safe-guard against potential contract failure and to 

continue to procure cost-effective renewable resources above the 20 percent level. 

In addition to its annual solicitation efforts, PG&E will pursue RPS contracts 

through its outreach efforts on a bilateral basis.  These activities include extensive 

industry networking, participation in industry and technology conferences, trade 

shows, conducting numerous speaking engagements, and continued involvement 

with various academic institutions involved in energy-related research efforts. 

In order to achieve the 20 percent 2010 RPS target and procure above the 

20 percent level, PG&E will need to procure a diverse supply of renewable energy 

from various locations in the Western Region, including California, the Pacific 

Northwest, and the Southwest.  The top prospects, in terms of location and 

resources, are as follows: 

Location       Resource 

Tehachapi, Lassen and Solano Counties  Wind  

Southern California, Southwest    Solar 

Northern California, Imperial Valley, Nevada  Geothermal  

Pacific Northwest      Wind/Small Hydro  

California and Pacific Northwest    Biomass 

Renewable resources are usually located in geographically remote locations, 

often far from major load centers.  Therefore, additional transmission upgrades and 

enhancements are necessary for achieving the 20 percent target.  In order to 

improve its ability to procure additional wind, geothermal and conventional energy in 

Northern California, PG&E has been moving forward with a number of transmission 

upgrade projects as described in Section 6. 
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8.1 Potential Impediments That Remain to Reaching 20 Percent by 2010 and 
PG&E’s Efforts to Address Them 

Although PG&E plans to meet the 20 percent by 2010 RPS requirement, 

there are uncertainties that could delay compliance with the RPS goals.  For 

example, the federal Investment Tax Credit (ITC) and Production Tax Credit (PTC) 

available to renewable developers is set to expire in 2008, and the California solar 

property tax exemption is set to expire in 2009.  The uncertainty surrounding these 

credits affects bidders, who find it difficult to commit to fixed prices.  In addition to 

containing prices, the extension of these credits improves the ability of developers to 

obtain project financing.  As part of this effort to keep these tax credits in effect, 

PG&E has been actively working with key policy makers to extend these expiring tax 

credits.  

In addition, developers have faced difficulty financing their projects due to 

uncertainties about SEP viability.  PG&E has been working with state policy makers 

to address this in SB 1036.  Passage of SB 1036 would eliminate the SEP program, 

in favor of a more streamlined, CPUC administered program.  

As previously mentioned, PG&E is susceptible to potential contract delays 

and failures due to problems encountered by suppliers, which include siting and 

permitting delays.  Examples of previous issues encountered include problems with 

avian mortality impacting wind re-powering, cultural resource restrictions affecting 

land usage for geothermal development, wind turbines causing radar interference 

issues with Air Force bases, and the lengthy process of negotiating leases for use of 

federal land.  Unanticipated issues such as these can cause significant delays and 

ultimately impact compliance.  In addition, increases in equipment prices are making 

it difficult for suppliers to obtain project financing, resulting in potential needs for 

contract renegotiation and project delay, or potential project default. 

PG&E’s ability to meet the 20 percent renewables target by 2010 is 
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contingent on its ability to procure additional wind, solar, and geothermal resources 

in many areas that are currently transmission constrained.  Significant additional 

transmission upgrades will be required to deliver this energy to PG&E.  These 

upgrade projects are in various stages of planning and development, and are 

clustered around the Tehachapi area, the Salton Sea, Inyo/Kern area, and North and 

East of Lugo.   

In particular, PG&E’s ability to procure additional solar resources is heavily 

dependent on significant transmission upgrades in Southern California and the 

Southwest United States.  Southern California Edison (SCE) has requested funding 

through Advice Letter 2062-E-A to investigate expanding the transmission system in 

these areas.  PG&E will work with SCE, CPUC, CEC, CAISO and other stakeholders 

to engage in proactive transmission planning to meet these transmission needs as 

quickly as possible.  The expeditious resolution of a preferred transmission plan and 

its permitting and development are a critical element for both PG&E and the State to 

meeting its renewables targets.    

9 Develop and Build Own Resources 

PG&E is exploring all available options for procuring renewable energy, 

including the viability of utility-developed and/or owned projects.  PG&E began 

exploring utility ownership options for renewables in its 2005 RPS Solicitation, when 

it sought offers for purchase of completed renewable projects, or power purchase 

contracts with buy-out options.  In 2006, PG&E expanded its search to include 

purchase of development sites.  In 2008, PG&E is also seeking offers for projects 

without requiring maintenance or fuel supply.  Although PG&E has expanded the 

potential options in its annual solicitations, developer response for utility-owned 

projects has been limited.  Thus, PG&E is performing extensive outreach activities, 

including expanding utility ownership and development opportunities through 
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bilateral negotiations.  PG&E has also conducted a review of its land inventory to 

determine if existing land holdings could be used for renewable projects.   

9.1 Current and Future Ownership and Development Opportunities 

PG&E is interested in pursuing ownership opportunities with all technologies if 

the projects are cost effective.  At present, PG&E is pursuing ownership 

opportunities primarily with small hydro, ocean, wind and solar technologies.   

Small Hydro:  

PG&E has initiated a multi-phase investigation of its extensive hydropower 

system for opportunities to expand small hydropower generation in a manner that is 

both economically and environmentally sustainable.  These include incremental 

efficiency improvements at existing powerhouses, new units in existing man-made 

water conveyance systems (“conduits”), and new units at existing dams that do not 

change the volume or timing of the instream flow or cause an adverse impact on 

instream beneficial uses.   

PG&E has also been working to incorporate into CEC guidance and state 

legislation the key decision criteria used in its screening and feasibility evaluations.  

Specifically, PG&E has sponsored a series of bills in the state legislature and 

worked with interested stakeholders to build support for language clarifying RPS 

eligibility for small hydro so that appropriate sites (that do not change the volume or 

timing of flows in the stream channel, and that do not cause adverse impacts on 

instream beneficial uses) may qualify as RPS generation.   

Ocean Energy:  

PG&E has filed for two preliminary permits from the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC) to develop up to 80MW of wave power in Northern 

California.  Ocean technologies have been identified as an emerging renewable 

resource.  PG&E has requested funding through the proposed Emerging Renewable 
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Resource Program (A.07-07-015) to conduct feasibility studies to determine the 

viability to develop the resource and then determine the appropriate method to own 

the project or to procure power from a third party that would utilize PG&E’s 

development efforts.  PG&E is hopeful that FERC will issue the preliminary permits 

in 2007 and that the funding request through the proposed ERRP will be approved 

by the CPUC expeditiously, enabling PG&E to conduct the required feasibility and 

licensing work needed to move forward.  PG&E is also investigating additional ocean 

technologies and development opportunities. 

Wind:  

PG&E has taken initiatives to investigate and develop wind projects which 

PG&E could own and develop.  As part of its lands survey, PG&E identified holdings 

in Solano County with wind potential.  Meterological data is currently being collected 

at the site to better define its potential for wind power.  

Solar:  

PG&E is also investigating ownership and development of large solar 

developments.  At present, utilities are not eligible to receive the significant federal 

and state tax benefits that are available to non-utility developers.  The inability of the 

IOU to capture these tax benefits for its customers creates a barrier to utility 

ownership.  The existing tax benefits are set to expire by 2008 at the federal level, in 

2009 at the state level; however there is proposed legislation to extend the benefits.  

PG&E is supporting the extension of these tax benefits, and exploring ways to 

accomplish equal treatment for assets owned or leased by the utility.   

9.2 Issues Inhibiting Utility Development and Ownership of Renewable 
Energy Projects 

9.2.1 Cost Recovery 

Reasonable ways to identify, track, and seek cost recovery for renewable 

energy project development efforts are needed.  Generally, if the initial project 
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development efforts lead to the construction and operation of a facility, there is a 

reasonable likelihood that these development costs can be recovered.  However, to 

encourage development, PG&E may propose establishing a mechanism to authorize 

cost recovery for early project development expenses.  Such a mechanism would 

encourage utilities to conduct early prospecting activities needed to develop 

renewable technologies on behalf of their customers.  

9.2.2 Investment Tax Credit 

As discussed in more detail above, utilities are currently not eligible for the 

30 percent ITC for solar projects.  PG&E is supporting the extension of the tax 

benefits and exploring ways to accomplish equal treatment for assets owned or 

leased by the utility. 

9.2.3 California Property Tax Exemption  

As discussed above, California utilities pay property tax on solar property 

while non-utility, locally-assessed companies are property tax exempt.  PG&E would 

be assessed property taxes at approximately 1.1 percent of the total plant cost per 

year.  Since non-utility owners do not pay the property tax, non-utility ownership 

appears to be the lower cost option at this time. 

10 Efforts to Coordinate 

PG&E, SCE and San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E) identified three ways 

to coordinate the form and format of the 2008 RPS Plans given the time allotted to 

develop these plans.  The IOUs agreed to the following coordination efforts:  

• The IOUs will follow the Amended Scoping Memo’s suggested outline in 

Attachment A for the 2008 RPS Plans.  The plans will therefore present 

similar information following a consistent format for ease of review.  

• The transactional attorneys from PG&E, SCE and SDG&E held a conference 

call on July 18, 2007 to discuss possible ways to coordinate the format and 
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structure of the form PPAs for the 2008 Solicitation Protocol.  Based on this 

call, the IOUs will consider making certain formatting and structural changes 

to their respective form PPAs to make them look more similar.  Two such 

changes include moving all defined terms to the front of the form PPAs and 

highlighting in yellow all non-modifiable Standard Terms and Conditions.  

Changes such as these should make the review of these forms by the 

Commission and developers more efficient. 

• The IOUs proposed agreed upon the same solicitation schedule.  If adopted, 

the major milestones associated with the 2008 RPS Solicitation will occur 

simultaneously for each IOU.  This schedule is presented in PG&E’s 

2008 Solicitation Protocol.  

11 Other 

In response to the growing demand for renewable resources, PG&E is 

currently evaluating certain measures aimed at adding to the renewable energy 

supply in California, which include out-of-state procurement and the commercial 

development of new technologies.  

PG&E has received approval from the CPUC to spend up to $14 million in 

order to evaluate renewable resources in British Columbia (BC), along with 

performing transmission feasibility studies on connecting BC with California.  Given 

the differences in the peak demand seasons between BC and California, along with 

BC's abundant renewable resources, such as wind, small hydro, and biomass, there 

appears to be much potential for mutually beneficial arrangements.  Although any 

power purchase agreements and improvements in transmission infrastructure are 

beyond the 2010 timeframe, this could be an excellent opportunity for procuring 

additional renewables resources over a longer term horizon. 

Additionally, PG&E and SDG&E have recently filed a joint application with the 
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CPUC for the approval of the Emerging Renewable Resources Program (ERRP), an 

initial two-year, $45 million program ($30 million is proposed for PG&E, $15 million is 

proposed for SDG&E).  ERRP is designed to enhance the commercialization of 

promising renewable technologies, thereby bringing additional renewable supply into 

the market place.  Examples of ERRP-related funding could include siting and 

permitting assistance, equipment purchases, and direct investment.    

Lastly, PG&E is in the process of filing a new tariff and standard contract 

pursuant to D.07-07-027 for the purchase of RPS-eligible renewable energy from 

eligible public water and waste water facilities.  This tariff and standard contract has 

been developed in response to the addition of section 399.20 to the Public Utilities 

Code.  In passing this law, the Legislature observed that the development of new 

energy supplies was not keeping pace with the state’s increasing demand, and that 

public water and wastewater facilities within the service territories of investor-owned 

utilities might have generation that could add to renewable supply.  

As part of the proceeding to implement Section 399.20, the Commission also 

solicited comments on whether it would be reasonable to expand the availability of 

the standard tariff or contract resulting from the implementation of section 399.20 to 

other small, renewable generators.  PG&E supported the idea, and offered to file a 

tariff for a "Small Renewable Generator PPA," modeled on its Section 399.20 

contract.  In D.07-07-027, the Commission authorized PG&E to make such a PPA 

available, subject to a cap of 104.603 megawatts.  The Commission directed PG&E 

to file the tariff and contract for both the Section 399.20 agreement and the Small 

Renewable Generator PPA by Advice Letters on August 3, 2007.   

12 Redline Copy 

PG&E provided a version of the 2008 Solicitation Protocol “redlined” against 

the 2007 Solicitation Protocol to the Energy Division and Administrative Law Judge 
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as requested.  This redline version enables the Commission to easily track the 

updates to this year’s document.  The redline version of the Solicitation Protocol is 

available upon request to other parties.  
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TABLE B-1: 2008 RPS PROCUREMENT PLAN STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS (STC) COMPARISON   
 

Comparison of the Non-Modifiable Standard Terms and Conditions Specified in Decision (D.) 04-06-014 and D.07-02-011,  
As Modified By D.07-05-057,  

Against the Standard Terms and Conditions in PG&E’S 2008 RPS Solicitation Form of Power Purchase and Sale Agreement (2008 Solicitation Protocol, Attachments G and H) 
 
 

2008 
PPA 
REF 

STC REF STC Per D.04-06-014 STC As Modified By D.07-02-011 and D.07-
05-057 

STC in PG&E 2008 PPA Explanation and Justification 
for Variance  

1.39 
 

(1) CPUC 
Approval 

“CPUC Approval” means a final and 
non-appealable order of the CPUC, 
without conditions or modifications 
unacceptable to the Parties, or either 
of them, which contains the 
following terms:    

 
(1) Approves this Agreement in its 
entirety, including payments to be 
made by the Buyer, subject to CPUC 
review of the Buyer’s administration 
of the Agreement. 

 
(2) finds that any procurement 
pursuant to this Agreement is 
procurement from an eligible 
renewable energy resource for 
purposes of determining Buyer's 
compliance with any obligation that 
it may have to procure eligible 
renewable energy resources pursuant 
to the California Renewables 
Portfolio Standard (Public Utilities 
Code Section 399.11 et seq.), 
Decision 03-06-071, or other 
applicable law;                                                 
 
(3) finds that any procurement 
pursuant to this Agreement 

Not modified. “CPUC Approval” means a final and non-
appealable order of the CPUC, without 
conditions or modifications unacceptable to 
the Parties, or either of them, which contains 
the following terms:    

(1)(a) Aapproves this Agreement in its 
entirety, including payments to be made by 
the Buyer, subject to CPUC review of the 
Buyer’s administration of the Agreement.; 

(2) (b)  finds that any procurement pursuant 
to this Agreement is procurement from an 
eligible renewable energy resource for 
purposes of determining Buyer’s compliance 
with any obligation that it may have to 
procure eligible renewable energy resources 
pursuant to the California Renewables 
Portfolio Standard (Public Utilities Code 
Section 399.11 et seq.), Decision 03-06-071, 
or other applicable law; and 

(3)(c)   finds that any procurement pursuant to 
this Agreement constitutes  incremental 
procurement or procurement for baseline 
replenishment by Buyer from an eligible 
renewable energy resource for purposes of 
determining Buyer’s compliance with any 
obligation to increase its total procurement of 

Only non-substantive changes 
were made to this provision, as 
permitted by D.07-02-011, for 
clarification and to conform to 
the specific numbering scheme 
used in the form PPA. 
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2008 
PPA 
REF 

STC REF STC Per D.04-06-014 STC As Modified By D.07-02-011 and D.07-
05-057 

STC in PG&E 2008 PPA Explanation and Justification 
for Variance  

constitutes incremental procurement 
or procurement for baseline 
replenishment by Buyer from an 
eligible renewable energy resource 
for purposes of determining Buyer's 
compliance with any obligation to 
increase its total procurement of 
eligible renewable energy resources 
that it may have pursuant to the 
California Renewables Portfolio 
Standard, CPUC Decision 03-06-
071, or other applicable law; and 
 
CPUC Approval will be deemed to have 
occurred on the date that a CPUC decision 
containing such findings becomes final and 
non-appealable. 
 

eligible renewable energy resources that it 
may have pursuant to the California 
Renewables Portfolio Standard, CPUC 
Decision 03-06-071, or other applicable law; 
and. 

CPUC Approval will be deemed to have 
occurred on the date that a CPUC decision 
containing such findings becomes final and 
non-appealable. 

1.82 
 

(2) 
Definition 
and Owner-
ship of 
RECs 

“Environmental Attributes” means any and 
all credits, benefits, emissions reductions, 
offsets, and allowances, howsoever entitled, 
attributable to the generation from the 
Unit(s), and its displacement of conventional 
energy generation.  Environmental Attributes 
include but are not limited to:  (1) any 
avoided emissions of pollutants to the air, 
soil or water such as sulfur oxides (SOx), 
nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide 
(CO) and other pollutants; (2) any avoided 
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane 
(CH4) and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) 
that have been determined by the United 
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change to contribute to the actual or 
potential threat of altering the Earth’s climate 
by trapping heat in the atmosphere; and (3) 

“Environmental AttributesGreen 
Attributes” means any and all 
credits, benefits, emissions 
reductions, offsets, and allowances, 
howsoever entitled, attributable to 
the generation from the 
Unit(s)Project, and its displacement 
of conventional enegyEnergy 
generation.  Environmental 
AttributesGreen Attributes include 
but are not limited to Renewable 
Energy Credits, as well as:  (1) any 
avoided emissions of pollutants to 
the air, soil or water such as sulfur 
oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides 
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO) and 
other pollutants; (2)  any avoided 
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), 

“Green Attributes” means any and all credits, 
benefits, emissions reductions, offsets, and 
allowances, howsoever entitled, attributable 
to the generation from the Project, and its 
displacement of conventional Energy 
generation.  Green Attributes include but are 
not limited to Renewable Energy Credits, as 
well as:  (1) any avoided emissions of 
pollutants to the air, soil or water such as 
sulfur oxides (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx), 
carbon monoxide (CO) and other pollutants; 
(2) any avoided emissions of carbon dioxide 
(CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide, 
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, sulfur 
hexafluoride and other greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) that have been determined by the 
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change, or otherwise by law, to 

In addition to the changes 
required by D.07-02-011, as 
modified by D.07-05-057, only 
non-substantive changes were 
made to this provision, as 
permitted by D.07-02-011, to 
conform to the specific defined 
terms “Energy” and “Project” 
used in this provision and in 
the form PPA. 
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the reporting rights to these avoided 
emissions such as Green Tag Reporting 
Rights.  Green Tag Reporting Rights are the 
right of a Green Tag Purchaser to report the 
ownership of accumulated Green Tags in 
compliance with federal or state law, if 
applicable, and to a federal or state agency or 
any other party at the Green Tag Purchaser’s 
discretion, and include without limitation 
those Green Tag Reporting Rights accruing 
under Section 1605(b) of The Energy Policy 
Act of 1992 and any present or future 
federal, state, or local law, regulation or bill, 
and international or foreign emissions trading 
program.  Green Tags are accumulated on 
kWh basis and one Green Tag represents the 
Environmental Attributes associated with 
one (1) MWh of energy.  Environmental 
Attributes do not include (i) any energy, 
capacity, reliability or other power attributes 
from the Unit(s), (ii) production tax credits 
associated with the construction or operation 
of the energy projects and other financial 
incentives in the form of credits, reductions, 
or allowances associated with the project that 
are applicable to a state or federal income 
taxation obligation, (iii) fuel-related 
subsidies or “tipping fees” that may be paid 
to Seller to accept certain fuels, or local 
subsidies received by the generator for the 
destruction of particular pre-existing 
pollutants or the promotion of local 
environmental benefits, or (iv) emission 
reduction credits encumbered or used by the 
Unit(s)  for compliance with local, state, or 
federal  operating and/or air quality permits. 

methane (CH4), nitrous oxide, 
hydrofluorocarbons, 
perfluorocarbons, sulfur hexafluoride 
and other greenhouse gases (GHGs) 
that have been determined by the 
United Nations Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change, or 
otherwise by law, to contribute to the 
actual or potential threat of altering 
the Earth’s climate by trapping heat 
in the atmosphere; and (3) the 
reporting rights to these avoided 
emissions, such as Green Tag 
Reporting Rights and Renewable 
Energy Credits.  Green Tag 
Reporting Rights are the right of a 
Green Tag Purchaser to report the 
ownership of accumulated Green 
Tags in compliance with federal or 
state law, if applicable, and to a 
federal or state agency or any other 
party at the Green Tag Purchaser’s 
discretion, and include without 
limitation those Green Tag 
Reporting Rights accruing under 
Section 1605(b) of The Energy 
Policy Act of 1992 and any present 
or future federal, state, or local law, 
regulation or bill, and international 
or foreign emissions trading 
program.  Green Tags are 
accumulated on kWha MWh basis 
and one Green Tag represents the 
Environmental AttributesGreen 
Attributes associated with one (1) 
MWh of enegyEnergy.  

contribute to the actual or potential threat of 
altering the Earth’s climate by trapping heat 
in the atmosphere; and (3) the reporting 
rights to these avoided emissions, such as 
Green Tag Reporting Rights.  Green Tag 
Reporting Rights are the right of a Green Tag 
Purchaser to report the ownership of 
accumulated Green Tags in compliance with 
federal or state law, if applicable, and to a 
federal or state agency or any other party at 
the Green Tag Purchaser’s discretion, and 
include without limitation those Green Tag 
Reporting Rights accruing under Section 
1605(b) of The Energy Policy Act of 1992 
and any present or future federal, state, or 
local law, regulation or bill, and international 
or foreign emissions trading program.  Green 
Tags are accumulated on a MWh basis and 
one Green Tag represents the Green 
Attributes associated with one (1) MWh of 
Energy.  Green Attributes do not include (i) 
any energyEnergy, capacity, reliability or 
other power attributes from the Project, (ii) 
production tax credits associated with the 
construction or operation of the Project and 
other financial incentives in the form of 
credits, reductions, or allowances associated 
with the projectProject that are applicable to 
a state or federal income taxation obligation, 
(iii) fuel-related subsidies or “tipping fees” 
that may be paid to Seller to accept certain 
fuels, or local subsidies received by the 
generator for the destruction of particular 
preexisting pollutants or the promotion of 
local environmental benefits, or (iv) emission 
reduction credits encumbered or used by the 
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If Seller’s Unit(s) is a biomass or landfill gas 
facility and Seller receives any tradable 
Environmental Attributes based on the 
greenhouse gas reduction benefits or other 
emission offsets attributed to its fuel usage, it 
shall provide Buyer with sufficient 
Environmental Attributes to ensure that there 
are zero net emissions associated with the 
production of electricity from such facility.” 
 

Environmental AttributesGreen 
Attributes do not include (i) any 
energy, capacity, reliability or other 
power attributes from the 
Unit(s)Project, (ii) production tax 
credits associated with the 
construction or operation of the 
energy projectsProject and other 
financial incentives in the form of 
credits, reductions, or allowances 
associated with the project that are 
applicable to a state or federal 
income taxation obligation, (iii) fuel-
related subsidies or “tipping fees” 
that may be paid to Seller to accept 
certain fuels, or local subsidies 
received by the generator for the 
destruction of particular pre-existing 
pollutants or the promotion of local 
environmental benefits, or (iv) 
emission reduction credits 
encumbered or used by the 
Unit(s)Project for compliance with 
local, state, or federal operating 
and/or air quality permits.  If Seller’s 
Unit(s)the Project is a biomass or 
landfill gas facility and Seller 
receives any tradable Environmental 
AttributesGreen Attributes based on 
the greenhouse gas reduction 
benefits or other emission offsets 
attributed to its fuel usage, it shall 
provide Buyer with sufficient 
Environmental AttributesGreen 
Attributes to ensure that there are 
zero net emissions associated with 

Project for compliance with local, state, or 
federal  operating and/or air quality permits.  
If the Project is a biomass or landfill gas 
facility and Seller receives any tradable 
Green Attributes based on the greenhouse 
gas reduction benefits or other emission 
offsets attributed to its fuel usage, it shall 
provide Buyer with sufficient Green 
Attributes to ensure that there are zero net 
emissions associated with the production of 
electricity from the Project.  
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the production of electricity from 
such facilitythe Project.    

 
 

3.2 (2) 
Definition 
and Owner-
ship of 
RECs 

3.4 Environmental Attributes. Seller 
hereby provides and conveys all 
Environmental Attributes from the Unit(s) to 
Buyer as part of the Product being delivered, 
as such term is described in the applicable 
Transaction confirmation for the period set 
forth in such confirmation. Seller represents 
and warrants that Seller holds the rights to all 
Environmental Attributes from the Unit(s), 
and Seller agrees to convey and hereby 
conveys all such Environmental Attributes to 
Buyer as included in the delivery of the 
Product from the Unit(s). 

 

3.4 Environmental 
AttributesGreen Attributes.  Seller 
hereby provides and conveys all 
Environmental AttributesGreen 
Attributes from the Unit(s) to Buyer 
as part of the Product being 
delivered, as such term is described 
in the applicable Transaction 
confirmation for the period set forth 
in such confirmation.  Seller 
represents and warrants that Seller 
holds the rights to all Environmental 
AttributesGreen Attributes from the 
Unit(s), and Seller agrees to convey 
and hereby conveys all such 
Environmental AttributesGreen 
Attributes to Buyer as included in 
the delivery of the Product from the 
Unit(s).  
 

3.43.2    Green Attributes.  Seller hereby 
provides and conveys all Green Attributes 
from the Unit(s)Project to Buyer as part of 
the Product being delivered, as such term is 
described in the applicable Transaction 
confirmation for the period set forth in such 
confirmation. Seller represents and warrants 
that Seller holds the rights to all Green 
Attributes from the Unit(s)Project, and Seller 
agrees to convey and hereby conveys all such 
Green Attributes to Buyer as included in the 
delivery of the Product from the 
Unit(s)Project. 
 

In addition to the changes 
required by D.07-02-011, the 
following non-substantive 
changes were made to this 
provision, as permitted by 
D.07-02-011: 

 
(a) A conforming change was 
made to reflect the specific 
numbering scheme of the form 
PPA. 
 
(b) The term “Project” is used 
rather than “Units”, as that is 
the defined term used in the 
form PPA to identify the 
generating facility producing 
the Green Attributes and 
Energy. 
 
(c) “Product” is a defined term 
in the form PPA; therefore, the 
additional descriptive language 
is not needed.  
 
(d) The reference to the 
“Transaction confirmation” 
has been deleted because the 
form PPA does not refer to or 
incorporate by reference such a 
document. 
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1.148 (2) 

Definition 
and Owner-
ship of 
RECs 

Not required. “Renewable Energy Credit” has the meaning 
set forth in Public Utilities Code Section 
399.12(g), as may be amended from time to 
time or as further defined or supplemented 
by Law. 

“Renewable Energy Credit” has the meaning 
set forth in California Public Utilities Code 
Section 399.12(g), as may be amended from 
time to time or as further defined or 
supplemented by Law. 

As permitted by D.07-02-011, 
the following non-substantive 
change was made for purposes 
of clarity and consistency: 
the word “California” was 
added before the reference to 
the Public Utilities Code.   

Cover 
Sheet 

(3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

Not required. Not required. 10.1  No Fault Termination 
 
 (a) Seller Termination Right 
 
  � Not Applicable 

 � Applicable 
   

(b) PGC Funding Termination 
 

  � Not Applicable 
 � Applicable 

 

This provision is included on 
the Cover Sheet due to 
PG&E’s structuring of 
Sections 10.1(a) and 10.1(b), 
which are STCs per D.04-06-
014; otherwise this provision is 
not required to be on the Cover 
Sheet by D.04-06-014. 

10.1(a) (3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

Seller Termination Right 
 

(a)   If Seller’s Bid Price exceeds the Market  
Price Referent, Seller may seek a PGC 
Funding Award from the California Energy 
Commission, or its successor agency 
(“CEC”), for an amount (in $ per MWh) 
equal to the positive difference derived by 
subtracting (a) the Market Price Referent (in 
$ per MWh) from (b) the Bid Price (in $ per 
MWh) (“PGC Fund Amount”). To the extent 
that Seller seeks such PGC Fund Award, 
Seller shall use best efforts to comply with 
all funding criteria and obtain the PGC Fund 
Amount and Buyer shall reasonably support 
Seller’s efforts.  If Seller does not obtain a 

Not modified. (a)  Seller Termination Right.  If “Seller 
Termination Right” is specified as being 
“Applicable” on the Cover Sheet, then the 
following provisions in this Section 10.1(a) 
shall apply.  

 
(a)(i)    If Seller’s Bid Price exceeds the 
Market Price Referent, Seller may seek a 
PGC Funding Award from the California 
Energy Commission, or its successor agency 
(“CEC”),CEC for an amount (in $ per MWh) 
equal to the positive difference derived by 
subtracting (a) the Market Price Referent (in 
$ per MWh) from (b) the Bid Price (in $ per 
MWh) (“PGC Fund Amount”). To the extent 
that Seller seeks such PGC Fund Award, 

As permitted by D.07-02-011, 
only non-substantive changes 
were made to this provision to 
conform to the specific defined 
terms and numbering scheme 
used in the form PPA and for 
purposes of clarification. 
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PGC Funding Confirmation or PGC Funding 
Award by 11:59 p.m. Pacific Standard Time 
on the 120th day from the date on which 
Buyer files this Transaction for CPUC 
Approval (“Funding Termination Deadline”), 
then Seller may unilaterally terminate this 
Transaction prior to the Funding Termination 
Deadline effective as of the date on which 
Buyer receives Seller’s written notice of 
termination.  If Seller exercises this 
termination right, neither Buyer nor Seller 
shall be subject to liability of any kind. 
 
(b)    At any time prior to the Funding 
Termination Deadline, if applicable, Seller 
shall send to Buyer within ten (10) days of (i) 
obtaining a PGC Funding Confirmation or 
PGC Funding Award, written notice of such 
confirmation or award and a copy of the final 
funding award agreement entered into by the 
California Energy Commission, or its 
successor agency (“CEC”) and Seller, if the 
funding award agreement has been granted at 
that time, or (ii) receiving written notice 
from the CEC denying Seller’s application 
for the requested PGC Fund Amount , a copy 
of such notice and a written statement from 
Seller, in which Seller shall (A) waive its 
termination rights under this Section __ or 
(B) notify Buyer that the Transaction is 
terminated, pursuant to the terms of this 
Confirmation. If Seller has the right to 
terminate this Transaction, but fails to send 
written notice of termination by the Funding 
Termination Deadline, then Seller’s 
termination right per this Section __ shall be 

Seller shall use best efforts to comply with 
all funding criteria and obtain the PGC Fund 
Amount and Buyer shall reasonably support 
Seller’s efforts.  If Seller does not obtain a 
PGC Funding Confirmation or PGC Funding 
Award by 11:59 p.m. Pacific Standard Time 
on the 120th day from the date on which 
Buyer files this TransactionAgreement for 
CPUC Approval (“Funding Termination 
Deadline”), then Seller may unilaterally 
terminate this Transaction prior to the 
Funding Termination Deadline effective as 
of the date on which Buyer receives Seller’s 
written notice of termination.  If Seller 
exercises this termination right, neither 
Buyer nor Seller shall be subject to liability 
of any kind. 
 
(b)(ii)    At any time prior to the Funding 
Termination Deadline, if applicable, Seller 
shall send to Buyer within ten (10) days of 
(ia) obtaining a PGC Funding Confirmation 
or PGC Funding Award, written notice of 
such confirmation or award and a copy of the 
final funding award agreement entered into 
by the California Energy Commission, or its 
successor agency (“CEC”)CEC and Seller, if 
the funding award agreement has been 
granted at that time, or (iib) receiving written 
notice from the CEC denying Seller’s 
application for the requested PGC Fund 
Amount , a copy of such notice and a written 
statement from Seller, in which Seller shall 
(AI) waive its termination rights under this 
Section __10.1(a) or (BII) notify Buyer that 
the Transaction is terminated, pursuant to the 
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deemed waived in its entirety 
 

terms of this ConfirmationAgreement. If 
Seller has the right to terminate this 
Transaction, but fails to send written notice 
of termination by the Funding Termination 
Deadline, then Seller’s termination right per 
this Section __subsection 10.1(a) shall be 
deemed waived in its entirety. 
 

1.11 (3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

“Bid Price” means the price as bid by Seller 
in response to the RFP or such other price as 
may be arrived at through negotiation. 

Not modified. “Bid Price” means the price as bid by Seller 
in response to the RFP or such other price as 
may be arrived at through negotiation. 
 

No change in text; the 
definition was moved from the 
PGC funding section to the 
definitions section for purposes 
of clarity and consistency with 
the structure of the form PPA. 

1.101 (3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

“Market Price Referent” means the market 
price referent applicable to this Agreement, 
as determined by the CPUC in accordance 
with Public Utilities Code Section 399.15(c). 

Not modified. “Market Price Referent” means the market 
price referent applicable to this Agreement, 
as determined by the CPUC in accordance 
with California Public Utilities Code Section 
399.15(c). 
 

As permitted by D.07-02-011, 
the following non-substantive 
changes were made:  the word 
“California” was added before 
the reference to the Public 
Utilities Code and the 
definition was moved from the 
PGC funding section to the 
definitions section, for 
purposes of clarity and 
consistency with the structure 
of the form PPA. 

1.130 
 

(3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

“PGC Funding Award” means the final 
award of allocated PGC Funds from the CEC 
to Seller, pursuant to Section [25743(a) of 
the Public Resource Code], as shall be 
modified or amended from time to time.” 

Not modified. “PGC Funding Award” means the final 
award of allocated PGC Funds from the CEC 
to Seller, pursuant to [Section 25743(a) of 
the California Public Resource Code], as  
shall may be modified or amended from time 
to time. 
 

As permitted by D.07-02-011, 
the following non-substantive 
changes were made:  the 
brackets were removed and the 
word “California” was added 
before the reference to the 
Public Resources Code;  
“shall” was replaced with 
“may” for consistency with 
prior changes (provisions may 
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not be modified); and the 
definition was moved from 
PGC funding section to 
definitions section for purposes 
of clarity and consistency with 
the structure of the form PPA. 

1.131   
 

(3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

“PGC Funding Confirmation” means a 
written notice from the CEC to the Seller 
acknowledging Seller’s request for PGC 
Funds and the availability of such funds for 
Seller in a future PGC Funding Award. 

Not modified. “PGC Funding Confirmation” means a 
written notice from the CEC to the Seller 
acknowledging Seller’s request for PGC 
Funds and the availability of such funds for 
Seller in a future PGC Funding Award. 

No change in text; the 
definition was moved from the 
PGC funding section to the 
definitions section for purposes 
of clarity and consistency with 
the structure of the form PPA. 

1.132 
 

(3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

“Public Goods Charge Funding” or “PGC 
Funds” means any supplemental energy 
payments, pursuant to Public Utilities Code 
Section 399.15, as shall be modified or 
amended from time to time. 

Not modified. “PGC Funds” or “Public Goods Charge 
Funding” or PGC Funds” means any 
supplemental energy payments, pursuant to 
California Public Utilities Code Section 
399.15, as shallmay be modified or amended 
from time to time. 
 

As permitted by D.07-02-011, 
the following non-substantive 
changes were made:  the word 
“California” was added before 
the reference to the Public 
Utilities Code for clarity and 
consistency with prior 
changes; “shall” was replaced 
with “may” as provisions may 
not be modified; and the 
definition was moved from the 
PGC funding section to the 
definitions section for clarity 
and consistency with the 
structure of the form PPA.. 

10.1(b) (3) SEP 
Awards, 
Contingen-
cies 

PGC Funding Termination Event 
 
(a)    PGC Funding Revocation. If at any 
time after Seller obtains a PGC Funding 
Confirmation or PGC Funding Award, (i) the 
PGC Funding Confirmation or PGC Funding 
Award is revoked in whole or in part by the 
CEC for reasons not caused by Seller’s 
action or inaction, (ii) such revocation occurs 

Not modified. (b)  PGC Funding Termination Event.  If 
“PGC Funding Termination Event” is 
specified as being “Applicable” on the Cover 
Sheet, then the following provisions in this 
Section 10.1(b) shall apply:  

(a)(i) PGC Funding Revocation.  If at any 
time after Seller obtains a PGC Funding 
Confirmation or PGC Funding Award, (iA) 

As permitted by D.07-02-011, 
only non-substantive changes 
were made to this provision to 
conform to the specific defined 
terms and numbering scheme 
in the form PPA and for 
purposes of clarification and 
elimination of a typographical 
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prior to the issuance of a PGC Funding 
Award or during the term of the PGC 
Funding Award, and (iii) Seller has not 
received a financial benefit in the form of tax 
credits or any other source of public funding 
or credit directly related to the Product sold 
under this Confirmation, which benefit 
would offset the loss incurred from the 
revocation of the PGC Funding Confirmation 
or PGC Funding Award, then Seller shall 
have the right to terminate this Transaction, 
subject to Buyer’s Right of First Refusal 
Option.  If Seller exercises this termination 
right neither Buyer nor Seller shall be subject 
to liability arising from such termination. 

Not more than ten (10) days from the Seller’s 
receipt of written notification regarding 
revocation of the PGC Funding Confirmation 
or PGC Funding Award in whole or part, 
Seller shall notify Buyer in writing of the 
revocation of the PGC Funding Confirmation 
or PGC Funding Award, certify it has not 
received an offsetting financial benefit per 
clause (iii) above, and certify that such 
revocation is not due to Seller’s action or 
inaction.  Seller shall also provide Buyer 
with a copy of such CEC notification. 
(“Revocation Notice”).  Seller shall specify 
in its Revocation Notice what percentage of 
lost PGC funding it is willing to accept to 
continue to perform under this Transaction 
(not exceeding 100%).   

(b)    Right of First Refusal Option.   

        (i)    Option. Buyer, in its sole 
discretion, shall have the right, but not the 

the PGC Funding Confirmation or PGC 
Funding Award is revoked in whole or in 
part by the CEC for reasons not caused by 
Seller’s action or inaction, (iiB) such 
revocation occurs prior to the issuance of a 
PGC Funding Award or during the term of 
the PGC Funding Award, and (iiiC) Seller 
has not received a financial benefit in the 
form of tax credits or any other source of 
public funding or credit directly related to the 
Product sold under this 
ConfirmationAgreement, which benefit 
would offset the loss incurred from the 
revocation of the PGC Funding Confirmation 
or PGC Funding Award, then Seller shall 
have the right to terminate this Transaction, 
subject to Buyer’s Right of First Refusal 
Option.  If Seller exercises this termination 
right neither Buyer nor Seller shall be subject 
to liability arising from such termination. 

Not more than ten (10) days from the Seller’s 
receipt of written notification regarding 
revocation of the PGC Funding Confirmation 
or PGC Funding Award in whole or part, 
Seller shall notify Buyer in writing of the 
revocation of the PGC Funding Confirmation 
or PGC Funding Award, certify it has not 
received an offsetting financial benefit per 
clause (iiiC) above, and certify that such 
revocation is not due to Seller’s action or 
inaction.  Seller shall also provide Buyer 
with a copy of such CEC notification. 
(“Revocation Notice”).  Seller shall specify 
in its Revocation Notice what percentage of 
lost PGC funding it is willing to accept to 
continue to perform under this Transaction 

error.   
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obligation, to pay to Seller the percentage of 
lost PGC funding specified in its Revocation 
Notice (“Lost PGC Funds”) and Seller shall 
continue performing under the Transaction 
for the remaining term of the Transaction 
(the “Option”).  Buyer shall have 30 days 
from its receipt of the Revocation Notice to 
exercise the Option (“Exercise Period”), 
subject to Option Approval, as defined 
below.    

      (ii)    Exercise of Option.  If 
Buyer chooses to exercise the 
Option, Buyer shall send written 
notice to Seller stating that Buyer is 
exercising the Option, conditioned 
upon Buyer’s receipt of Option 
Approval, as defined below, within 
180 days of date on which Buyer 
received the Revocation Notice.  The 
effectiveness of the Option exercise 
shall be subject to Buyer’s receipt of 
a final, non-appealable order  issued 
by the CPUC, satisfactory to Buyer, 
approving Buyer’s exercise of the 
Option and recovery of costs 
associated with the payment of the 
percentage of lost PGC Funding 
(“Option Approval”).   The date on 
which Buyer provides written notice 
of its Option exercise to Seller shall 
be the “Exercise Date.”   Buyer shall 
file an advice filing or application 
seeking the Option Approval within 
30 days of the Exercise Date.  

      (iii)    Payment.  Prior to Buyer’s 

(not exceeding 100%).   

(b)(ii) Right of First Refusal Option.   

           (iA)    Option.  Buyer, in its sole 
discretion, shall have the right, but not the 
obligation, to pay to Seller the percentage of 
lost PGC funding specified in its Revocation 
Notice (“Lost PGC Funds”) and Seller shall 
continue performing under the Transaction 
for the remaining term of the Transaction 
(the “Option”).  Buyer shall have 30 days 
from its receipt of the Revocation Notice to 
exercise the Option (“Exercise Period”), 
subject to Option Approval, as defined 
below.    

(iiB)    Exercise of Option.  If Buyer 
chooses to exercise the Option, Buyer shall 
send written notice to Seller stating that 
Buyer is exercising the Option, conditioned 
upon Buyer’s receipt of Option Approval, as 
defined below, within 180one hundred eighty 
days of the date on which Buyer received the 
Revocation Notice.  The effectiveness of the 
Option exercise shall be subject to Buyer’s 
receipt of a final, non-appealable order  
issued by the CPUC, satisfactory to Buyer, 
approving Buyer’s exercise of the Option 
and recovery of costs associated with the 
payment of the percentage of lost PGC 
Funding (“Option Approval”).   The date on 
which Buyer provides written notice of its 
Option exercise to Seller shall be the 
“Exercise Date.”   Buyer shall file an advice 
filing or application seeking the Option 
Approval within 30thirty days of the 
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receipt of Option Approval, Buyer 
shall pay Seller the Lost PGC Funds, 
which would have been due to Seller 
on a monthly basis for the period 
between the Exercise Date and the 
next invoice following the date on 
which the Option Approval is issued. 
Upon receipt of Option Approval 
Buyer shall continue paying Seller’s 
Lost PGC Funds on a monthly basis 
until the expiration of the term of 
Seller’s PGC Funding Award, or 
Reinstatement of Seller’s PGC 
funding, whichever comes first. 
      (iv)    Seller’s Termination Right.  
Seller may terminate the Transaction 
in accordance with subsection (a) 
above upon the occurrence of any of 
the following events: (A) Buyer 
provides written notice to Seller 
rejecting the exercise of the Option, 
(B) the Option expires without being 
exercised, (C) Buyer fails to seek 
Option Approval within 30 days of 
the Exercise Date, or (D) Buyer fails 
to obtain Option Approval within 
180 days of Buyer’s receipt of the 
Revocation Notice.  If Seller then 
terminates the Transaction, such 
termination shall be effective 30 
days from the date on which Seller 
notifies Buyer of such termination. 
Both Parties shall continue to 
perform under this Transaction until 
the effectiveness of any such 
termination by Seller.” 

Exercise Date.  

(iiiC)  Payment.  Prior to Buyer’s 
receipt of Option Approval, Buyer shall pay 
Seller the Lost PGC Funds, which would 
have been due to Seller on a monthly basis 
for the period between the Exercise Date and 
the next invoice following the date on which 
the Option Approval is issued. Upon receipt 
of Option Approval, Buyer shall continue 
paying Seller’s Lost PGC Funds on a 
monthly basis until the expiration of the term 
of Seller’s PGC Funding Award, or 
Reinstatement of Seller’s PGC funding, 
whichever comes first. 

(ivD)  Seller’s Termination Right.  
Seller may terminate the Transaction in 
accordance with subsection (ab)(i) above 
upon the occurrence of any of the following 
events: (AI) Buyer provides written notice to 
Seller rejecting the exercise of the Option, 
(BII) the Option expires without being 
exercised, (CIII) Buyer fails to seek Option 
Approval within 30thirty days of the 
Exercise Date, or (DIV) Buyer fails to obtain 
Option Approval within 180one hundred 
eighty days of Buyer’s receipt of the 
Revocation Notice.  If Seller then terminates 
the Transaction, such termination shall be 
effective 30thirty days from the date on 
which Seller notifies Buyer of such 
termination. Both Parties shall continue to 
perform under this Transaction until the 
effectiveness of any such termination by 
Seller. 

(ciii) Reinstatement of PGC Funding.  If 
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(c)    Reinstatement of PGC Funding.  If the 
PGC Funding Award is reinstated in its 
entirety, including retroactive payments for 
lost PGC Funds, at anytime before (i) 
Seller’s termination of this Transaction or (ii) 
Buyer’s exercise of the Option, then Seller 
shall no longer be permitted to terminate this 
Transaction, pursuant to Section __(a), and 
both Parties shall continue to perform under 
this Transaction.   If the PGC Funding 
Award is reinstated in whole or in part at 
anytime after Buyer has exercised the 
Option, then Buyer shall be relieved of all 
further obligations to pay any of Seller’s lost 
PGC Funds, which will be covered by the 
reinstated PGC Funding Award.  If PGC 
Funding Award is reinstated in whole or in 
part on a retroactive basis after Buyer has 
exercised the Option, then Buyer shall have 
the right to offset against payments due to 
Seller that portion of such award amount 
equivalent to the lost PGC Funds paid by 
Buyer to Seller between the period in which 
the PGC Funds were revoked and reinstated.  
Seller shall notify Buyer in writing of any 
such reinstatement of PGC Funds within 10 
days of receiving notice of such 
reinstatement from the CEC, CPUC, or other 
regulatory agency responsible for the PGC 
Funds program, which notice shall include a 
copy of the such notice. 

the PGC Funding Award is reinstated in its 
entirety, including retroactive payments for 
lostLost PGC Funds, at anytime before (iA) 
Seller’s termination of this Transaction or 
(iiB) Buyer’s exercise of the Option, then 
Seller shall no longer be permitted to 
terminate this Transaction, pursuant to this 
Section __(a10.1(b)(i), and both Parties 
shall continue to perform under this 
Transaction.   If the PGC Funding Award is 
reinstated in whole or in part at anytime 
after Buyer has exercised the Option, then 
Buyer shall be relieved of all further 
obligations to pay any of Seller’s lostLost 
PGC Funds, which will be covered by the 
reinstated PGC Funding Award.  If PGC 
Funding Award is reinstated in whole or in 
part on a retroactive basis after Buyer has 
exercised the Option, then Buyer shall have 
the right to offset against payments due to 
Seller that portion of such award amount 
equivalent to the lostLost PGC Funds paid 
by Buyer to Seller between the period in 
which the PGC Funds were revoked and 
reinstated.  Seller shall notify Buyer in 
writing of any such reinstatement of PGC 
Funds within 10ten days of receiving notice 
of such reinstatement from the CEC, CPUC, 
or other regulatory agency responsible for 
the PGC Funds program, which notice shall 
include a copy of the such notice. 
 

10.7 (4) 
Confiden-
tiality 

10.11  Confidentiality:  Neither Party shall 
disclose the non-public terms or conditions 
of this Agreement or any Transaction 
hereunder to a third party, other than (i) the 

Not modified. 10.1110.7  Confidentiality.  Neither Party 
shall disclose the non-public terms or 
conditions of this Agreement or any 
Transaction hereunder to a third party, other 

As permitted by D.04-06-014, 
a modification was made to 
this provision to allow for 
additional disclosure.  Other 
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Party’s employees, lenders, counsel, 
accountants or advisors who have a need to 
know such information and have agreed to 
keep such terms confidential, (ii) for 
disclosure to the Buyer’s Procurement 
Review Group, as defined in CPUC Decision 
(D) 02-08-071, subject to a confidentiality 
agreement, (iii) to the CPUC under seal for 
purposes of review, (iv) disclosure of terms 
specified in and pursuant to Section 10.12 of 
this Agreement;  (v) in order to comply with 
any applicable law, regulation, or any 
exchange, control area or ISO rule, or order 
issued by a court or entity with competent 
jurisdiction over the disclosing Party 
(“Disclosing Party”), other than to those 
entities set forth in subsection (vi); or (vi) in 
order to comply with any applicable 
regulation, rule, or order of the CPUC, CEC, 
or the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission. In connection with requests 
made pursuant to clause (v) of this Section 
10.11 (“Disclosure Order”) each Party shall, 
to the extent practicable, use reasonable 
efforts: (i) to notify the other Party prior to 
disclosing the confidential information and 
(ii) prevent or limit such disclosure.  After 
using such reasonable efforts, the Disclosing 
Party shall not be: (i) prohibited from 
complying with a Disclosure Order or (ii) 
liable to the other Party for monetary or other 
damages incurred in connection with the 
disclosure of the confidential information. 
Except as provided in the preceding 
sentence, the Parties shall be entitled to all 
remedies available at law or in equity to 

than (i) the Party’s employees, lenders, 
investors, counsel, accountants or advisors 
who have a need to know such information 
and have agreed to keep such terms 
confidential, (ii) for disclosure to the 
Buyer’s Procurement Review Group, as 
defined in CPUC Decision (D). 02-08-071, 
subject to a confidentiality agreement, (iii) 
to the CPUC under seal for purposes of 
review, (iv) disclosure of terms specified in 
and pursuant to Section 10.1210.8 of this 
Agreement;  (v) in order to comply with any 
applicable law, regulation, or any exchange, 
control area or ISOCAISO rule, or order 
issued by a court or entity with competent 
jurisdiction over the disclosing Party 
(“Disclosing Party”), other than to those 
entities set forth in subsection (vi); or (vi) in 
order to comply with any applicable 
regulation, rule, or order of the CPUC, CEC, 
or the Federal Energy Regulatory 
CommissionFERC.  In connection with 
requests made pursuant to clause (v) of this 
Section 10.1110.7 (“Disclosure Order”) 
each Party shall, to the extent practicable, 
use reasonable efforts: (i) to notify the other 
Party prior to disclosing the confidential 
information and (ii) prevent or limit such 
disclosure.  After using such reasonable 
efforts, the Disclosing Party shall not be: (i) 
prohibited from complying with a 
Disclosure Order or (ii) liable to the other 
Party for monetary or other damages 
incurred in connection with the disclosure of 
the confidential information. Except as 
provided in the preceding sentence, the 

changes that are non-
substantive were made to this 
provision, as permitted by 
D.07-02-011, to conform to the 
specific defined terms and 
numbering scheme in the form 
PPA and for purposes of 
clarification. 
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enforce, or seek relief in connection with, 
this confidentiality obligation. 

Parties shall be entitled to all remedies 
available at law or in equity to enforce, or 
seek relief in connection with, this 
confidentiality obligation. 

 
10.8 (4) 

Confiden-
tiality 

10.12  RPS Confidentiality.  
Notwithstanding Section 10.11 of this 
Agreement at any time on or after the date on 
which the Buyer makes its advice filing letter 
seeking CPUC Approval of the Agreement 
either Party shall be permitted to disclose the 
following terms with respect to such 
Transaction:  Party names, resource type, 
delivery term, project location, and project 
capacity.  If Option B is checked on the 
Cover Sheet, neither Party shall disclose 
party name or project location, pursuant to 
this Section 10.12, until six months after 
such CPUC Approval. 

 

10.12   RPS Confidentiality.  
Notwithstanding Section 10.11 of this 
Agreement at any time on or after the date on 
which the Buyer makes its advice filing letter 
seeking CPUC Approval of the Agreement 
either Party shall be permitted to disclose the 
following terms with respect to such 
Transaction:  Pparty names, resource type, 
project location, and  project capacity, online 
date, delivery point, expected deliveries 
(energy) and length of contract.  If Option B 
is checked on the Cover Sheet, neither Party 
shall disclose party name or project location, 
pursuant to this Section 10.12, until six 
months after such CPUC Approval. 

 

10.1210.8  RPS Confidentiality.  
Notwithstanding Section 10.11 of this 
Agreement, at any time on or after the date 
on which the Buyer makes its advice filing 
letter seeking CPUC Approval of thethis 
Agreement, either Party shall be permitted to 
disclose the following terms with respect to 
such Transaction:  pParty names, resource 
type, project location, project capacity, 
online date, delivery point, expected 
deliveries (energy), and length of contract 
Project location, Contract Capacity, 
anticipated Commercial Operation Date, 
Delivery Point, Contract Quantity, and 
Delivery Term. 

   

In addition to changes required 
by D.07-02-011, only non-
substantive changes were made 
to this provision in the form 
PPA, as permitted by D.07-02-
011, to conform to the specific 
defined terms and numbering 
scheme used in the form PPA. 

 

Cover 
Sheet 

(4)   
Confiden-
tiality 

 
� Option B    RPS    

Confidentiality Applicable.
 If not checked, inapplicable 

 
� Option C    Confidentiality 

Notification:  If Option C is 
checked on the Cover Sheet, Sell
has waived its right to notificatio
in accordance    

         with Section 10.11 (v). 
 

 
�      Option B    RPS  

Confidentiality Applicable.  If 
not checked, inapplicable 

 
� Option C    Confidentiality 

Notification: If Option C is 
checked on the Cover Sheet, 
Seller has waived its right to 
notification in accordance with 
Section 10.11 (v). 

10.1110.7 Confidentiality 
 

� Confidentiality Applicable 
 If not checked, inapplicable. 
 

�  Option C  Confidentiality 
Notification: If  Option C is 
checked on the Cover Sheet, 
Seller has waived its right to 
notification in accordance with 
Section 10.11 (v)10.7 (v). 

 

D.07-02-011 eliminated prior 
“Option B” previously 
required by D.04-06-014 
(shown in double-strikeout). 
The only modifications to this 
provision in the form PPA are: 
(1) elimination of the word 
“Option” and option letter 
reference; and (2) a change to 
cross-reference the correct 
section in the form PPA. 

3.1 (c) 
 

(5) Contract 
Term 

Delivery Term:  The Parties shall specify the 
period of Product delivery for the “Delivery 

Not modified. Delivery Term:  The Parties shall specify and 
agree to the period of Product delivery for 

Only non-substantive changes 
were made to this provision, as 
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Term,” as defined herein, by checking one of 
the following boxes:   

 
�    Delivery shall be for a period of ten (10) 
years. 

 
�    Delivery shall be for a period of fifteen 
(15) years. 

 
�    Delivery shall be for a period of twenty 
(20) years. 

 
�    Non-standard Delivery shall be for a 
period of ____ years.” 

 
If the “Non-standard Delivery” contract term 
is selected,  Parties need to apply to the CPUC 
justifying the need for non-standard delivery. 

 
 

the “Delivery Term,” as defined herein, by 
checking one of the following boxes:   
 
�    Delivery shall be for a period of ten (10) 
yearsContract Years. 
 
�    Delivery shall be for a period of fifteen 
(15) yearsContract Years. 
 
�    Delivery shall be for a period of twenty 
(20) yearsContract Years. 

�    Non-standard Delivery shall be for a 
period of ____ years.”Contract Years. 
 
[If the “Non-standard Delivery” contract 
termDelivery Term is selected, Parties need 
to apply to the CPUC justifying the need for 
non-standard delivery.] 

 

permitted by D.07-02-011, to 
conform to the specific defined 
terms used in the form PPA 
and for purposes of 
clarification.  The phrase 
“contract term” has been 
replaced with the defined 
“Delivery Term” to avoid 
confusion with the Term of the 
form PPA, which is for a 
period longer than the energy 
delivery period.  The defined 
phrase “Delivery Term” 
identifies the number of 
Contract Years during which 
energy is to be provided to 
under the terms of the form 
PPA, and better matches the 
usage and intent of the 
provision.  The term “years” 
also has been replaced with the 
defined term “Contract Years” 
to conform to the specific 
defined terms used in the form 
PPA.  This defined term is a 12 
month consecutive period 
following the date on which 
the energy deliveries 
commence.  If this provision 
had not been conformed, it 
may have created confusion 
that the reference was to 
calendar years, which would 
not have accurately reflected 
the number of years in the 
Delivery Term (unless the PPA 
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happened to commence on 
January 1 of each year). 

10.2(b) 
 

(6) 
Eligibility 

10.2(xiii)  [Party __ or Seller], and, if 
applicable, its successors, represents and 
warrants throughout the term of the Delivery 
Term of each Transaction entered into under 
this Agreement that: (a) the Unit(s) qualifies 
and is certified by the CEC as an Eligible 
Renewable Energy Resource (“ERR”) as 
such term is defined in Public Utilities Code 
Section 399.12 or Section 399.16; and (b) the 
Unit(s) output delivered to [Party __, or 
Buyer] qualifies under the requirements of 
the California Renewable Portfolio Standard. 

Not modified.   10.2(xiii)  [Party __ or 10.2(b)  Seller 
Representations and Warranties.  Seller], 
and, if applicable, its successors, represents 
and warrants throughout the term of the 
Delivery Term of each Transaction entered 
into under this Agreement that: (ai) the 
Unit(s)Project qualifies and is certified by 
the CEC as an Eligible Renewable Energy 
Resource (“ERR”) as such term is defined in 
Public Utilities Code Section 399.12 and 
Public Resources Code Section 25741  or 
Section 399.16; and (b) the Unit(s); and (ii) 
the Project’s output delivered to [Party __, or 
Buyer] qualifies under the requirements of 
the California RenewableRenewables 
Portfolio Standard. 
 

Only non-substantive changes 
have been made to this 
provision in the form PPA, as 
permitted by D.07-02-011, to 
conform to the specific defined 
terms and numbering scheme 
in the form PPA, for purposes 
of clarification and correction 
of a typographical error, and to 
update the applicable code 
provisions. Also, the word 
“Party _ or” has been deleted 
and the defined terms “Seller” 
and “Buyer” are used rather 
than Party A or Party B. 

1.61 
 

(6) 
Eligibility 

[See 10.2(b) above] [See 10.2(b) above] “Eligible Renewable Energy Resource” or 
“ERR” has the meaning set forth in 
California Public Utilities Code Section 
399.12 and California Public Resources 
Code Section 25741, as either code provision 
is amended or supplemented from time to 
time; provided that, for purposes of Section 
10.2(b), the code provisions shall be those in 
effect as of the Commercial Operation Date 
of the Project with respect to the definition of 
Eligible Renewable Energy Resource.   
 

This definition was embedded 
in the STC in D.04-06-014.  
Providing a separate definition 
eases contract administration 
and is more consistent with the 
format of the PPA.  This 
definition provides greater 
clarity regarding the governing 
version of the code provisions 
and avoids any suggestion that 
the parties have control over 
amendment of the code 
provisions. 

10.6 
 

(16) Assign-
ment 

Assignment.  Neither Party shall assign this 
Agreement or its rights hereunder without 
the prior written consent of the other Party, 
which consent shall not be unreasonably 

Not modified. Assignment.  Neither Party shall assign this 
Agreement or its rights hereunder without 
the prior written consent of the other Party, 
which consent shall not be unreasonably 

No changes were made to this 
provision (other than to 
underline the title of the 
provision). 
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withheld; provided, however, either Party 
may, without the consent of the other Party 
(and without relieving itself from liability 
hereunder), transfer, sell, pledge, encumber 
or assign this Agreement or the accounts, 
revenues or proceeds hereof to its financing 
providers and the financing provider(s) shall 
assume the payment and performance 
obligations provided under this Agreement 
with respect to the transferring Party 
provided, however, that in each such case, 
any such assignee shall agree in writing to be 
bound by the terms and conditions hereof 
and so long as the transferring Party delivers 
such tax and enforceability assurance as the 
non-transferring Party may reasonably 
request. 

withheld; provided, however, either Party 
may, without the consent of the other Party 
(and without relieving itself from liability 
hereunder), transfer, sell, pledge, encumber 
or assign this Agreement or the accounts, 
revenues or proceeds hereof to its financing 
providers and the financing provider(s) shall 
assume the payment and performance 
obligations provided under this Agreement 
with respect to the transferring Party 
provided, however, that in each such case, 
any such assignee shall agree in writing to be 
bound by the terms and conditions hereof 
and so long as the transferring Party delivers 
such tax and enforceability assurance as the 
non-transferring Party may reasonably 
request.   
 

10.12 
 

(17) 
Applicable 
Law 

Governing Law.  THIS AGREEMENT 
AND THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF 
THE PARTIES HEREUNDER SHALL BE 
GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED, 
ENFORCED AND PERFORMED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF 
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
WITHOUT REGARD TO PRINCIPLES 
OF CONFLICTS OF LAW.   EACH 
PARTY WAIVES ITS RESPECTIVE 
RIGHT TO ANY JURY TRIAL WITH 
RESPECT TO ANY LITIGATION 
ARISING UNDER OR IN CONNECTION 
WITH THIS AGREEMENT. 

Not modified. Governing Law.  THIS AGREEMENT AND 
THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE 
PARTIES HEREUNDER SHALL BE 
GOVERNED BY AND CONSTRUED, 
ENFORCED AND PERFORMED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF 
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
WITHOUT REGARD TO PRINCIPLES OF 
CONFLICTS OF LAW.  TO THE EXTENT 
ENFORCEABLE AT SUCH TIME, EACH 
PARTY WAIVES ITS RESPECTIVE 
RIGHT TO ANY JURY TRIAL WITH 
RESPECT TO ANY LITIGATION 
ARISING UNDER OR IN CONNECTION 
WITH THIS AGREEMENT.  

The additional language in 
this provision of the form 
PPA is non-substantive, as the 
contract provision as a matter 
of law can only apply to the 
extent enforceable.  This 
language reflects the 
California Supreme Court 
decision that deemed pre-
dispute waivers of jury trials 
unenforceable under 
California law, Grafton 
Partners L.P. v. Superior 
Court, 36 Cal. 4th 944 (2005).  
A single clause has been 
added to the form PPA 
stating:  “To the extent 
enforceable at such time.”  
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Adding this language ensures 
compliance with California 
law, while maintaining the 
existing language’s 
preference for waiver of jury 
trials to the extent 
permissible. 
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TABLE B-2:  2008 RPS PROCUREMENT PLAN STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS (STC) COMPARISON   

Comparison of the Modifiable Standard Terms and Conditions Specified in Decision (D.) 04-06-014 Against the Standard Terms and 
Conditions in PG&E’S 2008 RPS Solicitation Form of Power Purchase and Sale Agreement For As-Available Product (Attachment G) 

 
This chart compares the modifiable STCs set forth in CPUC D.04-06-014, issued June 9, 2004, with the applicable modifiable STCs in PG&E’s 2008 form PPA for 
As-Available Product.  The CPUC’s modifiable STCs are shown in the first column, and the comparable STCs from PG&E’s form PPA are shown in the second 
column.  Any modifications made by PG&E to the 2004 modifiable STCs are shown by strikeovers and underlines, unless the entire paragraph or section has been 
modified, in which case that fact is noted without adding in strikeover or underline marks.  The last column gives the reason why PG&E modified the CPUC’s 
modifiable language. 
 

2004 Modifiable STCs per CPUC D.04-06-014 
(by Section number in CPUC Decision) 

Draft 2008 PG&E Att. G Power Purchase Agreement 
(PG&E Section/paragraph number is shown) 

Discussion of Marked Changes 

(7)  Performance Standards/Requirements 

(7) A.  “Energy Production Guarantees 

The Buyer shall in its sole discretion have the right 
to declare an Event of Default if Seller fails to 
achieve the Guaranteed Energy Production in any 
[12 month period] [or] [24 month period] and such 
failure is not excused by the reasons set forth in 
subsections (ii), (iii), or (v) of Section ___ of this 
Agreement, “Excuses for Failure to Perform.” 

Guaranteed Energy Production = ________MWh.” 

The following is an expanded version of the 
modifiable STC: 
 
3.1(e)  Contract Quantity and Guaranteed Energy Production.  
The Contract Quantity during each Contract Year is expected to 
be at least [_____] MWh.  Throughout the Delivery Term, Seller 
shall be required to deliver to Buyer no less than the Guaranteed 
Energy Production in any period of twenty-four (24) consecutive 
months during the Delivery Term (“Performance Measurement 
Period”).  Guaranteed Energy Production means an amount of 
Energy, as measured in MWh, equal to the product of (i) and (ii), 
where (i) is the product of two (2) times the [________]% of the 
Contract Quantity [Insert number that reflects the percentage 
of Contract Quantity to be delivered over a 12 month 
period], and (ii) is the difference between (A) and (B), with the 
difference divided by (A), where (A) is the number of hours in the 
applicable Performance Measurement Period and (B) is the 
aggregate number of Seller Excuse Hours in the applicable 
Performance Measurement Period, which Guaranteed Energy 
Production is described by the following formula. 

[Unable to insert formula into table; please refer to PPA] 

If Seller delivers less than the Guaranteed Energy Production in 
any Performance Measurement Period, then within one hundred 
and twenty (120) days after the last day of the last month of such 
Performance Measurement Period, Buyer shall notify Seller of 
such failure and Buyer may, at its option, declare an Event of 
Default.  If during such one hundred and twenty (120) day 
period, Buyer opts not to declare an Event of Default with 
respect to Seller’s failure to meet the Guaranteed Energy 
Production requirement, then Buyer shall waive its right to 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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declare an Event of Default based on Seller’s failure with respect 
to the Performance Measurement Period which served as the 
basis for the default.  For sake of certainty, in the event that 
Buyer waives its right to declare an Event of Default with respect 
to the Performance Measurement Period which served as the 
basis for such default, Buyer shall again have the right to declare 
an Event of Default, subject to the conditions set forth in this 
subpart (e),  if as of the last day of the month following such 
Performance Measurement Period or any subsequent month, 
Seller again fails to achieve the Guaranteed Energy Production 
requirement for such subsequent Performance Measurement 
Period. 

(7)  Performance Standards/Requirements 

Follow the color coded paragraphs to see where the 
CPUC’s modifiable language (or something similar) is 
located in PG&E’s PPA: 

 

(7) B.  Excuses for Failure to Perform 

“Seller shall not be liable to Buyer for any damages 
determined pursuant to Article Four of the Agreement in 
the event that Seller fails to deliver the Product to Buyer 
for any of the following reasons: 

i. if the specified generation asset(s) are unavailable 
as a result of a Forced Outage (as defined in the 
NERC Generating Unit Availability Data System 
(GADS) Forced Outage reporting guidelines) and 
such Forced Outage is not the result of Seller’s 
negligence or willful misconduct; [not in PG&E 
form] 

ii. Force Majeure; 

iii. by the Buyer’s failure to perform; 

iv. by scheduled maintenance outages of the specified 
units; [not in PG&E form] 

v. a reduction in Output as ordered under terms of the 
dispatch down and Curtailment provisions (including 
CAISO or Buyer’s system emergencies); or 

For purposes of clarification, PG&E rearranged the 
order of the paragraphs.  Also, a portion of the 
CPUC’s language is covered in the definitions.  To 
facilitate review, the definitions of relevant defined 
terms follow each subsection below. 
3.1(i) Performance Excuses. 

(i) Seller Excuses.  Seller shall be excused from achieving 
the Guaranteed Energy Production for the applicable 
time period during Seller Excuse Hours. 

1.75  “Guaranteed Energy Production” has the meaning set 
forth in Section 3.1(e).  [see above] 

1.150  “Seller Excuse Hours” means those hours during 
which Seller is unable to schedule or deliver Delivered 
Energy to Buyer as a result of (a) a Force Majeure 
event, (b) Buyer’s failure to perform, or (c) Dispatch 
Down Period [see below for definition]. 

1.43  “Dispatch Down Period” means the period of time 
during which (a) curtailments ordered from the 
CAISO, for reasons including but not limited to any 
system emergency, as defined in the CAISO Tariff 
(“System Emergency”) which otherwise do not 
constitute a Force Majeure under Section 1.61(a)(ii), 
(b) curtailments ordered by Buyer based on any 
warning of an anticipated System Emergency, or 
warning of an imminent condition or situation, which 
jeopardizes Buyer’s electric system integrity or the 
integrity of other systems to which Buyer is 
connected, as determined by Buyer in Buyer’s sole 
discretion; (c) curtailments ordered by Buyer due to 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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vi. [the unavailability of landfill gas which was not 
anticipated as of the date this [Confirmation] was 
agreed to, which is not within the reasonable control 
of, or the result of negligence of, Seller or the party 
supplying such landfill gas to the Project, and which 
by the exercise of reasonable due diligence, Seller is 
unable to overcome or avoid or causes to be 
avoided; OR  

insufficient wind power for the specified units to 
generate energy as determined by the best wind 
speed and direction standards utilized by other wind 
producers or purchasers in the vicinity of the Project 
or if wind speeds exceed the specified units’ technical 
specifications; OR 

the unavailability of water or the unavailability of 
sufficient pressure required for operation of the 
hydroelectric turbine-generator as reasonably 
determined by Seller within its operating procedures, 
neither of which was anticipated as of the date this 
[Confirmation] was agreed to, which is not within the 
reasonable control of, or the result of negligence of, 
Seller or the party supplying such water to the 
Project, and which by the exercise of due diligence, 
such Seller or the party supplying the water is unable 
to overcome or avoid or causes to be avoided.]  

The performance of the Buyer to receive the Product may 
be excused only (i) during periods of Force Majeure, (ii) by 
the Seller’s failure to perform or (iii) during dispatch down 
periods” 

over generation as defined in the CAISO Tariff; (d)  
curtailments ordered by Buyer based upon Buyer’s 
forecast of over generation, including, but not limited 
to, a request by the CAISO to manage over 
generation conditions pursuant to CAISO Operating 
Procedure G 202, as it may be amended, 
supplemented or replaced (in whole or in part) from 
time to time; (e) curtailments ordered by the 
Participating Transmission Owner, which otherwise 
do not constitute a Force Majeure under Section 
1.61(a)(ii), or (f) there is scheduled or unscheduled 
maintenance on the Participating Transmission 
Owner’s transmission facilities that prevents (i) Buyer 
from receiving or (ii) Seller from delivering Delivered 
Energy at the Delivery Point. 

(ii) Buyer Excuses.  The performance of the Buyer to 
receive or pay for the Product mayshall be excused 
only (A) during periods of Force Majeure, (B) by the 
Seller’s failure to perform or (C) during Dispatch Down 
Periods.  

(iii) Dispatch Down/Curtailment.  Notwithstanding Section 
3.1(b) and this Section 3.1(i), Seller shall reduce 
delivery amounts as directed by the CAISO, Buyer, or 
the Participating Transmission Owner during any 
Dispatch Down Period, provided that for a Dispatch 
Down Period as described in Section 1.41(b) through 
(d), such Dispatch Down Period shall be no more than 
fifty (50) hours during any Contract Year. 

(iv) No Excuse.  Except for a failure or curtailment resulting 
from a Force Majeure or during a Dispatch Down 
Period, the failure of electric transmission service shall 
not excuse performance with respect to either Party for 
the delivery or receipt of Energy to be provided under 
this Agreement. 

5.1 Events of Default.  An “Event of Default” shall mean, 

5.1(b) with respect to Seller as the Defaulting Party, the 
occurrence of any of the following: 

………………………………. 

(iv) failure to achieve the Guaranteed Energy Production 
requirement as set forth in Section 3.1(e) of this 
Agreement; or ……………………. 
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(8)  Product Definitions 

“As Available” means, with respect to a Transaction, that 
Seller shall deliver to Buyer and Buyer shall purchase at 
the Delivery Point the Product from the Units, in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement and subject 
to the excuses for performance specified in this 
Agreement.” 

PG&E modified this definition to the following: 

1.6  “As-Available Product” means a Product for which, 
subject to the terms of this Agreement, (i) Seller is 
obligated to sell and deliver and (ii) Buyer is obligated to 
purchase and receive the Energy component of the 
Product from the Project whenever such Energy is 
capable of being generated from the Project. 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 

 

(9)  Non-Performance or Termination Penalties and 
Default Provisions [note: strikeovers and underlines 
represent amendments made within CPUC D.04-06-014 itself] 
“5.1 Events of Default. An “Event of Default” shall mean, with 

respect to a Party (a “Defaulting Party”), the occurrence of 
any of the following:  

(a) the failure to make, when due, any payment required 
pursuant to this Agreement if such failure is not 
remedied within three (3) Business Days thirty (30) 
days after written notice;  

 

(b) any representation or warranty made by such Party 
herein is false or misleading in any material respect 
when made or when deemed made or repeated or 
with respect to the representations and warranties 
made pursuant to Section 10.2 of this Agreement or 
any additional representations and warranties agreed 
upon by the parties, any such representation and 
warranty becomes false or misleading in any material 
respect during the term of this Agreement or any 
Transaction entered into hereunder;  

(c) the failure to perform any material covenant or 
obligation set forth in this Agreement (except to the 
extent constituting a separate Event of Default, and 
except for such Party’s obligations to deliver or 

ARTICLE FIVE:  EVENTS OF DEFAULT; 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT; REMEDIES 
 
5.1 Events of Default.  An “Event of Default” shall mean, 

(a) with respect to a Party that is subject to the Event of 
Default(a “Defaulting Party”) the occurrence of any of the 
following: 

(ia) the failure to make, when due, any payment required 
pursuant to this Agreement if such failure is not 
remedied within five (5) Business Days thirty (30) 
days after written Nnotice is received by the Party 
failing to make such payment;  

(iib) any representation or warranty made by such Party 
herein is false or misleading in any material respect 
when made or when deemed made or repeated or 
with respect to the representations and warranties 
made pursuant to Section 10.2 of this Agreement or 
any additional representations and warranties agreed 
upon by the parties, any such representation and 
warranty becomes false or misleading in any material 
respect during the term of this Agreement or any 
Transaction entered into hereunder;  

(iiic) the failure to perform any material covenant or 
obligation set forth in this Agreement (except to the 
extent constituting a separate Event of Default, and 
except for such Party’s obligations to deliver or 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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receive the Product, the exclusive remedy for which is 
provided in Article Four) if such failure is not remedied 
within three (3) Business Days after written notice; 

(d) such Party becomes Bankrupt; 

(e) the failure of such Party to satisfy the 
creditworthiness/collateral requirements agreed to 
pursuant to Article Eight hereof; 

(f) such Party consolidates or amalgamates with, or 
merges with or into, or transfers all or substantially all 
of its assets to, another entity and, at the time of such 
consolidation, amalgamation, merger or transfer, the 
resulting, surviving or transferee entity fails to assume 
all the obligations of such Party under this Agreement 
to which it or its predecessor was a party by operation 
of law or pursuant to an agreement reasonably 
satisfactory to the other Party; 

 

 

 

(g) if the applicable cross default section in the Cover 
Sheet is indicated for such Party, the occurrence and 
continuation of (i) a default, event of default or other 
similar condition or event in respect of such Party or 
any other party specified in the Cover Sheet for such 
Party under one or more agreements or instruments, 
individually or collectively, relating to indebtedness for 
borrowed money in an aggregate amount of not less 
than the applicable Cross Default Amount (as 
specified in the Cover Sheet), which results in such 
indebtedness becoming, or becoming capable at such 
time of being declared, immediately due and payable 
or (ii) a default by such Party or any other party 
specified in the Cover Sheet for such Party in making 
on the due date therefore one or more payments, 
individually or collectively, in an aggregate amount of 
not less than the applicable Cross Default Amount (as 
specified in the Cover Sheet); 

(h) with respect to such Party’s Guarantor, if any: 

(i) if any representation or warranty made by a 
Guarantor in connection with this Agreement is 

receive the Product, the exclusive remedy for which is 
provided in Article Four), if such failure is not 
remedied within thirty (30) days three (3) Business 
Days after written Nnotice;  

(ivd) such Party becomes Bankrupt; or 

[For subsection (e), See 5.1(b)(v) below] 

 

(vf) such Party consolidates or amalgamates with, or 
merges with or into, or transfers all or substantially all 
of its assets to, another entity and, at the time of such 
consolidation, amalgamation, merger or transfer, the 
resulting, surviving or transferee entity fails to assume 
all the obligations of such Party under this Agreement 
to which it or its predecessor was a party by operation 
of law or pursuant to an agreement reasonably 
satisfactory to the other Party.  

5.1(b)(v) the failure by Seller of such Party to satisfy the 
creditworthiness/collateral requirements agreed to 
pursuant to Sections 8.3, 8.4, or 8.5 of this Agreement 
Article Eight hereof.  

 

Note:  PG&E has not included (g) and (h) 
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false or misleading in any material respect when 
made or when deemed made or repeated; 

(ii) the failure of a Guarantor to make any payment 
required or to perform any other material 
covenant or obligation in any guaranty made in 
connection with this Agreement and such failure 
shall not be remedied within three (3) Business 
Days after written notice;  

(iii) a Guarantor becomes Bankrupt;  

(iv) the failure of a Guarantor’s guaranty to be in full 
force and effect for purposes of this Agreement 
(other than in accordance with its terms) prior to 
the satisfaction of all obligations of such Party 
under each Transaction to which such guaranty 
shall relate without the written consent of the 
other Party; or  

(v) a Guarantor shall repudiate, disaffirm, disclaim, 
or reject, in whole or in part, or challenge the 
validity of any guaranty.” 

 
(i) if at any time during the Term of Agreement, Seller 

delivers or attempts to deliver to the Delivery Point for 
sale under this Agreement electrical power that was 
not generated by the Unit(s)”; and 

(j) failure to meet the performance requirements agreed 
to pursuant to Section __ hereof.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1(b) with respect to Seller as the Defaulting Party, the 
occurrence of any of the following: 

(i) if at any time during the Term of this Agreement, Seller 
delivers or attempts to deliver to the Delivery Point for 
sale under this Agreement electrical powerEnergy that 
was not generated by the Unit(s) Project, except with 
respect to Imbalance Energy; and 

(ii) an outage resulting from an event of Force Majeure that 
prevents the Project from delivering at least sixty 
percent of the Contract Quantity to the Delivery Point 
for a period of twelve (12) consecutive rolling months;  

(iii) failure by Seller to meet either of the Guaranteed 
Project Milestones, set forth in Section 3.9(c)(iii), in 
each case after the applicable cure period has expired;  

(ivj) failure to achieve the Guaranteed Energy Production 
requirement as set forth in Section 3.1(e) of this 
Agreement; or 
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Non-Performance/Termination Penalties 
“Gains” means with respect to any Party, an amount equal to 
the present value of the economic benefit to it, if any (exclusive 
of Costs), resulting from the termination of a Terminated 
Transaction for the remaining term of such Transaction, 
determined in a commercially reasonable manner.  Factors used 
in determining economic benefit may include, without limitation, 
reference to information either available to it internally or 
supplied by one or more third parties, including, without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets market referent prices for 
renewable power set by the CPUC, comparable transactions, 
forward price curves based on economic analysis of the relevant 
markets, settlement prices for comparable transactions at liquid 
trading hubs (e.g., NYMEX), all of which should be calculated for 
the remaining term of the applicable Transaction and include the 
value of Environmental Attributes.” 

 

 
“Losses” means with respect to any Party, an amount equal to 
the present value of the economic loss to it, if any (exclusive of 
Costs), resulting from the termination of a Terminated 
Transaction for the remaining term of such Transaction, 
determined in a commercially reasonable manner.  Factors used 
in determining the loss of economic benefit may include, without 
limitation, reference to information either available to it internally 
or supplied by one or more third parties including without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets, market referent prices for 
renewable power set by the CPUC, comparable transactions,  
forward price curves based on economic analysis of the relevant 
markets, settlement prices for comparable transactions at liquid 
trading hubs (e.g. NYMEX), all of which should be calculated for 
the remaining term of the applicable Transaction and include 
value of Environmental Attributes.” 

 

 

 

 

1.67  “Gains” means with respect to any Party, an amount equal 
to the present value of the economic benefit to it, if any 
(exclusive of Costs), resulting from the termination of a 
Terminated the Transaction for the remaining Delivery Ttermof 
such Transaction, determined in a commercially reasonable 
manner, subject to Section 5.2 hereof.  Factors used in 
determining economic benefit may include, without limitation, 
reference to information either available to it internally or 
supplied by one or more third parties, including, without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets, market price referent, 
market referent prices for renewable power set by the CPUC, a 
comparable transactions, forward price curves based on 
economic analysis of the relevant markets, settlement prices for 
a comparable transactions at liquid trading hubs (e.g., NYMEX), 
all of which should be calculated for the remaining Delivery 
Tterm of the applicable Transaction and include the value of 
Green Environmental Attributes 

1.91  “Losses” means, with respect to any Party, an amount 
equal to the present value of the economic loss to it, if any 
(exclusive of Costs), resulting from the termination of a 
Terminated the Transaction for the remaining Delivery Ttermof 
such Transaction, determined in a commercially reasonable 
manner, subject to Section 5.2 hereof.  Factors used in 
determining the loss of economic benefit may include, without 
limitation, reference to information either available to it internally 
or supplied by one or more third parties including, without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets, market price referent, 
market referent prices for renewable power set by the CPUC, a 
comparable transactions, forward price curves based on 
economic analysis of the relevant markets, settlement prices for 
a comparable transactions at liquid trading hubs (e.g. NYMEX), 
all of which should be calculated for the remaining term of the 
applicable Transaction to determine theand include value of the 
ProductEnvironmental Attributes.  If the Non-Defaulting Party is 
the Seller, then “Losses” shall exclude any loss of Production 
Tax Credits, Energy Tax Credits, or other federal or state tax 
credits related to the Project or generation therefrom. 
 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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“Costs” means, with respect to the Non-Defaulting Party, 
brokerage fees, commissions and other similar third party 
transaction costs and expenses reasonably incurred by such 
Party either in terminating any arrangement pursuant to which it 
has hedged its obligations or entering into new arrangements 
which replace a Terminated Transaction; and all reasonable 
attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred by the Non-Defaulting 
Party in connection with the termination of a Transaction”. 

 
“1.56 “Settlement Amount” means, with respect to a 
Transaction and the Non-Defaulting Party, the Losses or Gains, 
and Costs, expressed in U.S. Dollars, which such party incurs as 
a result of the liquidation of a Terminated Transaction pursuant 
to Section 5.2.” 

“5.2  Declaration of Early Termination Date and Calculation of 
Settlement Amounts: 

 If an Event of Default with respect to a Defaulting Party 
shall have occurred and be continuing, the other Party 
(“Non-Defaulting Party”) shall have the right to (i) designate 
a day, no earlier than the day such notice is effective and 
no later than 20 days after such notice is effective, as an 
early termination date (“Early Termination Date”) to 
accelerate all amounts owing between the Parties and to 
liquidate and terminate all, but not less than all, 
Transactions (each referred to as a “Terminated 
Transaction”) between the Parties, (ii) withhold any 
payments due to the Defaulting Party under this Agreement 
and (iii) suspend performance.  The Non-defaulting Party 
shall calculate, in a commercially reasonable manner, a 
Settlement Amount for each such Terminated Transaction 
as of the Early Termination Date.  Third parties supplying 
information for purposes of the calculation of Gains or 
Losses may include, without limitation, dealers in the 
relevant markets, end-users of the relevant product, 
information vendors and other sources of market 
information.  The Settlement Amount shall not include 
consequential, incidental, punitive, exemplary, indirect or 
business interruption damages. The Non-Defaulting Party 
shall not have to enter into replacement transactions to 
establish a Settlement Amount.”  

5.3 Net Out of Settlement Amounts. The Non-Defaulting Party 

1.29  “Costs” means, with respect to the Non-Defaulting Party, 
(a) brokerage fees, commissions and other similar third party 
transaction costs and expenses reasonably incurred by such 
Party either in terminating any arrangement pursuant to which it 
has hedged its obligations or entering into new arrangements 
which replace a Terminated Transaction; and (b) all reasonable 
attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred by the Non-Defaulting 
Party in connection with the termination of a Transaction. 

 
1.151  “Settlement Amount” means, with respect to a 
Transaction and the Non-Defaulting Party, the Losses or Gains, 
and Costs, expressed in U.S. Dollars, which such Party incurs as 
a result of the liquidation of a Terminated Transaction pursuant 
to Section 5.2. 

5.2  Declaration of Early Termination Date.  If an Event of Default 
with respect to a Defaulting Party shall have occurred and be 
continuing, the other Party (“Non-Defaulting  Party”) shall have 
the right (a) to send Notice, designating a day, no earlier than the 
day such Notice is deemed to be received and no later than 
twenty (20) days after such Notice is deemed to be received, as 
an early termination date of this Agreement (“Early Termination 
Date”), (b) to accelerate all amounts owing between the Parties, 
terminate the Transaction and end the Delivery Term effective as 
of the Early Termination Date and collect liquidated damages 
(“Termination Payment”), which shall be calculated in 
accordance with Section 5.3 below; (ii) withhold any payments 
due to the Defaulting Party under this Agreement; (c) suspend 
performance; and (d) exercise any other right or remedy 
available at Law or in equity to the extent otherwise permitted 
under this Agreement.  The Termination Payment will be the 
aggregate of all Settlement Amounts netted into a single amount, 
where the “Settlement Amount” is equal to the Losses or Gains, 
and Costs, which the Non-Defaulting Party incurs as a result of 
the termination of this Agreement.  If the Non-Defaulting Party’s 
aggregate Gains exceed its aggregate Losses and Costs, if any, 
resulting from the termination of this Agreement, the Termination 
Payment shall be zero. Disputes regarding the Termination 
Payment shall be determined in accordance with Article Twelve. 

 

5.3  Calculation of Termination Payment.  The Non-Defaulting 
Party shall calculate, in a commercially reasonable manner, a 
Settlement Amount for the Terminated Transaction as of the 
Early Termination Date.  Third parties supplying information for 
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shall aggregate all Settlement Amounts into a single 
amount by: netting out (a) all Settlement Amounts that are 
due to the Defaulting Party, plus, at the option of the Non-
Defaulting Party, any cash or other form of security then 
available to the Non-Defaulting Party pursuant to Article 
Eight, plus any or all other amounts due to the Defaulting 
Party under this Agreement against (b) all Settlement 
Amounts that are due to the Non-Defaulting Party, plus any 
or all other amounts due to the Non-Defaulting Party under 
this Agreement, so that all such amounts shall be netted 
out to a single liquidated amount (the “Termination 
Payment”). If the Non-Defaulting Party’s aggregate Gains 
exceed its aggregate Losses and Costs, if any, resulting 
from the termination of this Agreement, the Termination 
Payment shall be zero.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.4 Notice of Payment of Termination Payment. As soon as 
practicable after a liquidation, notice shall be given by the 
Non-Defaulting Party to the Defaulting Party of the amount 
of the Termination Payment and whether the Termination 
Payment is due to the Non-Defaulting Party. The notice 
shall include a written statement explaining in reasonable 
detail the calculation of such amount and the sources for 
such calculation. The Termination Payment shall be made 
to the Non-Defaulting Party, as applicable, within two (2) 
Business Days after such notice is effective.  

5.5 Disputes With Respect to Termination Payment.  If the 
Defaulting Party disputes the Non-Defaulting Party’s 
calculation of the Termination Payment, in whole or in part, 
the Defaulting Party shall, within five (5) Business Days of 

purposes of the calculation of Gains or Losses may include, 
without limitation, dealers in the relevant markets, end-users of 
the relevant product, information vendors and other sources of 
market information.   If the Non-Defaulting Party uses the market 
price for a comparable transaction to determine the Gains or 
Losses, such price should be determined by using the average 
of market quotations provided by three (3) or more bona fide 
unaffiliated market participants.  If the number of available 
quotes is three, then the average of the three quotes shall be 
deemed to be the market price. Where a quote is in the form of 
bid and ask prices, the price that is to be used in the averaging is 
the midpoint between the bid and ask price.  The quotes 
obtained shall be: (a) for a like amount, (b) of the same Product, 
(c) at the same Delivery Point, and (d) for the remaining Delivery 
Term, or in any other commercially reasonable manner.  The 
Gains and Losses shall be calculated as the difference, plus or 
minus, between the economic value of the remaining Delivery 
Term of the Terminated Transaction and the equivalent 
quantities and relevant market prices for the same term that 
either are quoted by a bona fide market participant, as provided 
above, or which are reasonably expected to be available in the 
market for a replacement contract for the Transaction.  The 
Settlement Amount shall not include consequential, incidental, 
punitive, exemplary, indirect or business interruption damages.  
The Non-Defaulting Party shall not have to enter into 
replacement transactions to establish a Settlement Amount. 

_________________________________________________ 

5.4  Notice of Payment of Termination Payment.  As soon as 
practicable after a liquidation, Nnotice shall be given by the Non-
Defaulting Party to the Defaulting Party of the amount of the 
Termination Payment and whether the Termination Payment is 
due to the Non-Defaulting Party. The Nnotice shall include a 
written statement explaining in reasonable detail the calculation 
of such amount and the sources for such calculation. The 
Termination Payment shall be made to the Non-Defaulting Party, 
as applicable, within ten (10) Business Days after such Nnotice 
is effective. 

 

5.5  Disputes with Respect to Termination Payment.  If the 
Defaulting Party disputes the Non-Defaulting Party’s calculation 
of the Termination Payment, in whole or in part, the Defaulting 
Party shall, within five (5) Business Days of receipt of the Non-
Defaulting Party’s calculation of the Termination Payment, 
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receipt of Non-Defaulting Party’s calculation of the 
Termination Payment, provide to the Non-Defaulting Party 
a detailed written explanation of the basis for such dispute; 
provided, however, that if the Termination Payment is due 
from the Defaulting Party, the Defaulting Party shall first 
transfer Performance Assurance to the Non-Defaulting 
Party in an amount equal to the Termination Payment.”  

provide to the Non-Defaulting Party a detailed written 
explanation of the basis for such dispute; provided, however, that 
if the Termination Payment is due from the Defaulting Party, the 
Defaulting Party shall first transfer Performance Assurance to the 
Non-Defaulting Party in an amount equal to the Termination 
Payment. 

(12)  Credit Terms 

 

8.1 Party A Credit Protection.  The applicable credit and 
collateral requirements shall be as specified on the Cover 
Sheet and shall only apply if marked as “Applicable” on the 
Cover Sheet. 

(a) Financial Information. Option A: If requested by Party A, 
Party B shall deliver (i) within 120 days following the end 
of each fiscal year, a copy of Party B’s annual report 
containing audited consolidated financial statements for 
such fiscal year and (ii) within 60 days after the end of 
each of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, a 
copy of Party B’s quarterly report containing unaudited 
consolidated financial statements for such fiscal quarter. 
In all cases the statements shall be for the most recent 
accounting period and prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles; provided, 
however, that should any such statements not be 
available on a timely basis due to a delay in preparation 
or certification, such delay shall not be an Event of 
Default so long as Party B diligently pursues the 
preparation, certification and delivery of the statements.  

 

 

 

 

 

Option B: If requested by Party A, Party B shall deliver (i) 
within 120 days following the end of each fiscal year, a 
copy of the annual report containing audited consolidated 
financial statements for such fiscal year for the party(s) 

ARTICLE EIGHT: CREDIT AND COLLATERAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
 

8.1 Party A Credit Protection.  The applicable credit and 
collateral requirements shall be as specified on the Cover 
Sheet and shall only apply if marked as “Applicable” on the 
Cover Sheet. 

(a) Buyer Financial Information. Option A: If requested by Seller 
Party A, Party B Buyer shall deliver to Seller (ai) within one 
hundred twenty (120) days afterfollowing the end of each 
fiscal year with respect to PG&E Corporation, a copy of 
PG&E Corporation’sParty B’s annual report containing 
audited consolidated financial statements for such fiscal year 
and (bii) within sixty (60) days after the end of each of PG&E 
Corporation’sits first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, 
a copy of PG&E Corporation’sParty B’s quarterly report 
containing unaudited consolidated financial statements for 
each such fiscal quarter. In all cases the statements shall be 
for the most recent accounting period and prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.  
Buyer shall be deemed to have satisfied such delivery 
requirement if the applicable report is publicly available on 
www.pge-corp.com or on the SEC EDGAR information 
retrieval system; provided, however, that should any such 
statements not be available on a timely basis due to a delay 
in preparation or certification, such delay shall not be an 
Event of Default, so long as such statements are provided to 
Seller upon their completion and filing with the SECParty B 
diligently pursues the preparation, certification and delivery of 
the statements.  

 

 

Option B not used 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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specified on the Cover Sheet and (ii) within 60 days after 
the end of each of its first three fiscal quarters of each 
fiscal year, a copy of quarterly report containing 
unaudited consolidated financial statements for such 
fiscal quarter for the party(s) specified on the Cover 
Sheet. In all cases the statements shall be for the most 
recent accounting period and shall be prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles; provided, however, that should any such 
statements not be available on a timely basis due to a 
delay in preparation or certification, such delay shall not 
be an Event of Default so long as the relevant entity 
diligently pursues the preparation, certification and 
delivery of the statements.  

Option C: Party A may request from Party B the 
information specified in the Cover Sheet.  

(b) Credit Assurances.  If Party A has reasonable grounds to 
believe that Party B’s creditworthiness or performance 
under this Agreement has become unsatisfactory, Party A 
will provide Party B with written notice requesting 
Performance Assurance in an amount determined by 
Party A in a commercially reasonable manner. Upon 
receipt of such notice Party B shall have three (3) 
Business Days to remedy the situation by providing such 
Performance Assurance to Party A. In the event that 
Party B fails to provide such Performance Assurance, or 
a guaranty or other credit assurance acceptable to Party 
A within three (3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then 
an Event of Default under Article Five will be deemed to 
have occurred and Party A will be entitled to the remedies 
set forth in Article Five of this Master Agreement. 

(c) Collateral Threshold.  If at any time and from time to time 
during the term of this Agreement (and notwithstanding 
whether an Event of Default has occurred), the 
Termination Payment that would be owed to Party A plus 
Party B’s Independent Amount, if any, exceeds the Party 
B Collateral Threshold, then Party A, on any Business 
Day, may request that Party B provide Performance 
Assurance in an amount equal to the amount by which 
the Termination Payment plus Party B’s Independent 
Amount, if any, exceeds the Party B Collateral Threshold 
(rounding upwards for any fractional amount to the next 
Party B Rounding Amount) (“Party B Performance 
Assurance”), less any Party B Performance Assurance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Option C not used 

 

 

(b)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c)  Not Used 
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already posted with Party A. Such Party B Performance 
Assurance shall be delivered to Party A within three (3) 
Business Days of the date of such request. On any 
Business Day (but no more frequently than weekly with 
respect to Letters of Credit and daily with respect to 
cash), Party B, at its sole cost, may request that such 
Party B Performance Assurance be reduced 
correspondingly to the amount of such excess 
Termination Payment plus Party B’s Independent 
Amount, if any, (rounding upwards for any fractional 
amount to the next Party B Rounding Amount). In the 
event that Party B fails to provide Party B Performance 
Assurance pursuant to the terms of this Article Eight 
within three (3) Business Days, then an Event of Default 
under Article Five shall be deemed to have occurred and 
Party A will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article 
Five of this Master Agreement.  

For purposes of this Section 8.1(c), the calculation of the 
Termination Payment shall be calculated pursuant to 
Section 5.3 by Party A as if all outstanding Transactions 
had been liquidated, and in addition thereto, shall include 
all amounts owed but not yet paid by Party B to Party A, 
whether or not such amounts are due, for performance 
already provided pursuant to any and all Transactions.  

(d) Downgrade Event.  If at any time there shall occur a 
Downgrade Event in respect of Party B, then Party A may 
require Party B to provide Performance Assurance in an 
amount determined by Party A in a commercially 
reasonable manner. In the event Party B shall fail to 
provide such Performance Assurance or a guaranty or 
other credit assurance acceptable to Party A within three 
(3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then an Event of 
Default shall be deemed to have occurred and Party A 
will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article Five of 
this Master Agreement.  

(e) If specified on the Cover Sheet, Party B shall deliver to 
Party A, prior to or concurrently with the execution and 
delivery of this Master Agreement a guarantee in an 
amount not less than the Guarantee Amount specified on 
the Cover Sheet and in a form reasonably acceptable to 
Party A.  

8.2 Party B Credit Protection.  The applicable credit and 
collateral requirements shall be as specified on the Cover 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 

 

(e)  Not Used 

 

 

8.2 Seller Financial Information Party B Credit Protection.  
The applicable financial information credit and collateral 
requirements shall be provided as specified under either Option 
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Sheet and shall only apply if marked as “Applicable” on the 
Cover Sheet.  

(a) Financial Information. Option A: If requested by Party B, 
Party A shall deliver (i) within 120 days following the end 
of each fiscal year, a copy of Party A’s annual report 
containing audited consolidated financial statements for 
such fiscal year and (ii) within 60 days after the end of 
each of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, a 
copy of such Party’s quarterly report containing unaudited 
consolidated financial statements for such fiscal quarter. 
In all cases the statements shall be for the most recent 
accounting period and prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles; provided, 
however, that should any such statements not be 
available on a timely basis due to a delay in preparation 
or certification, such delay shall not be an Event of 
Default so long as such Party diligently pursues the 
preparation, certification and delivery of the statements.  

Option B: If requested by Party B, Party A shall deliver (i) 
within 120 days following the end of each fiscal year, a 
copy of the annual report containing audited consolidated 
financial statements for such fiscal year for the party(s) 
specified on the Cover Sheet and (ii) within 60 days after 
the end of each of its first three fiscal quarters of each 
fiscal year, a copy of quarterly report containing 
unaudited consolidated financial statements for such 
fiscal quarter for the party(s) specified on the Cover 
Sheet. In all cases the statements shall be for the most 
recent accounting period and shall be prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles; provided, however, that should any such 
statements not be available on a timely basis due to a 
delay in preparation or certification, such delay shall not 
be an Event of Default so long as the relevant entity 
diligently pursues the preparation, certification and 
delivery of the statements.  

Option C: Party B may request from Party A the 
information specified in the Cover Sheet.  

(b) Credit Assurances.  If Party B has reasonable grounds to 
believe that Party A’s creditworthiness or performance 
under this Agreement has become unsatisfactory, Party B 
will provide Party A with written notice requesting 
Performance Assurance in an amount determined by 

A or Option B described in this Section 8.2.  The Option selected 
is indicated below: on the Cover Sheet and shall only apply if 
marked as “Applicable” on the Cover Sheet.: 

�    Option A 

�    Option B 

(a) Financial Information. Option A:  If requested by BuyerParty 
B, SellerParty A shall deliver (i) within one hundred twenty (120) 
days following the end of each fiscal year, a copy of Seller’sParty 
A’s annual report containing audited consolidated financial 
statements for such fiscal year and (ii) within sixty (60) days after 
the end of each of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal 
year, a copy of such Party’s quarterly report containing 
unaudited consolidated financial statements for such fiscal 
quarter.  In all cases the statements shall be for the most recent 
accounting period and prepared in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles; provided, however, that should 
any such statements not be available on a timely basis due to a 
delay in preparation or certification, such delay shall not be an 
Event of Default so long as such Party diligently pursues the 
preparation, certification and delivery of the statements. 

 

Option B:  If requested by BuyerParty B, SellerParty A shall 
deliver to Buyer (i) within one hundred twenty (120) days 
following the end of each fiscal year, a copy of the Seller’s 
annual report containing audited consolidated financial 
statements for such fiscal year for the party(s) specified on the 
Cover Sheet and (ii) within sixty (60) days after the end of each 
of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, a copy of such 
Party’s quarterly report containing unaudited consolidated 
financial statements for such fiscal quarter for the party(s) 
specified on the Cover Sheet.  In all cases the statements shall 
be for the most recent accounting period and shall be prepared 
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; 
provided, however, that should any such statements not be 
available on a timely basis due to a delay in preparation or 
certification, such delay shall not be an Event of Default so long 
as the relevant entity diligently pursues the preparation, 
certification and delivery of the statements. 

 

Option C  Not Used 
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Party B in a commercially reasonable manner. Upon 
receipt of such notice Party A shall have three (3) 
Business Days to remedy the situation by providing such 
Performance Assurance to Party B. In the event that 
Party A fails to provide such Performance Assurance, or 
a guaranty or other credit assurance acceptable to Party 
B within three (3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then 
an Event of Default under Article Five will be deemed to 
have occurred and Party B will be entitled to the remedies 
set forth in Article Five of this Master Agreement.  

(c) Collateral Threshold.  If at any time and from time to time 
during the term of this Agreement (and notwithstanding 
whether an Event of Default has occurred), the 
Termination Payment that would be owed to Party B plus 
Party A’s Independent Amount, if any, exceeds the Party 
A Collateral Threshold, then Party B, on any Business 
Day, may request that Party A provide Performance 
Assurance in an amount equal to the amount by which 
the Termination Payment plus Party A’s Independent 
Amount, if any, exceeds the Party A Collateral Threshold 
(rounding upwards for any fractional amount to the next 
Party A Rounding Amount) (“Party A Performance 
Assurance”), less any Party A Performance Assurance 
already posted with Party B. Such Party A Performance 
Assurance shall be delivered to Party B within three (3) 
Business Days of the date of such request. On any 
Business Day (but no more frequently than weekly with 
respect to Letters of Credit and daily with respect to 
cash), Party A, at its sole cost, may request that such 
Party A Performance Assurance be reduced 
correspondingly to the amount of such excess 
Termination Payment plus Party A’s Independent 
Amount, if any, (rounding upwards for any fractional 
amount to the next Party A Rounding Amount). In the 
event that Party A fails to provide Party A Performance 
Assurance pursuant to the terms of this Article Eight 
within three (3) Business Days, then an Event of Default 
under Article Five shall be deemed to have occurred and 
Party B will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article 
Five of this Master Agreement.  

For purposes of this Section 8.2(c), the calculation of the 
Termination Payment shall be calculated pursuant to 
Section 5.3 by Party B as if all outstanding Transactions 
had been liquidated, and in addition thereto, shall include 
all amounts owed but not yet paid by Party A to Party B, 

 

(b)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c)  Not Used 
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whether or not such amounts are due, for performance 
already provided pursuant to any and all Transactions.  

(d) Downgrade Event.  If at any time there shall occur a 
Downgrade Event in respect of Party A, then Party B may 
require Party A to provide Performance Assurance in an 
amount determined by Party B in a commercially 
reasonable manner. In the event Party A shall fail to 
provide such Performance Assurance or a guaranty or 
other credit assurance acceptable to Party B within three 
(3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then an Event of 
Default shall be deemed to have occurred and Party B 
will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article Five of 
this Master Agreement.  

(e) If specified on the Cover Sheet, Party A shall deliver to 
Party B, prior to or concurrently with the execution and 
delivery of this Master Agreement a guarantee in an 
amount not less than the Guarantee Amount specified on 
the Cover Sheet and in a form reasonably acceptable to 
Party B.  

 
8.3 Grant of Security Interest/Remedies. To secure its 

obligations under this Agreement and to the extent either or 
both Parties deliver Performance Assurance hereunder, each 
Party (a “Pledgor”) hereby grants to the other Party (the 
“Secured Party”) a present and continuing security interest in, 
and lien on (and right of setoff against), and assignment of, 
all cash collateral and cash equivalent collateral and any and 
all proceeds resulting therefrom or the liquidation thereof, 
whether now or hereafter held by, on behalf of, or for the 
benefit of, such Secured Party, and each Party agrees to 
take such action as the other Party reasonably requires in 
order to perfect the Secured Party’s first-priority security 
interest in, and lien on (and right of setoff against), such 
collateral and any and all proceeds resulting therefrom or 
from the liquidation thereof. Upon or any time after the 
occurrence or deemed occurrence and during the 
continuation of an Event of Default or an Early Termination 
Date, the Non-Defaulting Party may do any one or more of 
the following: (i) exercise any of the rights and remedies of a 
Secured Party with respect to all Performance Assurance, 
including any such rights and remedies under law then in 
effect; (ii) exercise its rights of setoff against any and all 
property of the Defaulting Party in the possession of the Non-
Defaulting Party or its agent; (iii) draw on any outstanding 

 

 

 

(d)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(e)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 
8.3 Grant of Security Interest/Remedies.  To secure its 
obligations under this Agreement and to the extent Seller either 
or both Parties delivers the Project Development Security or 
Delivery Term Security, as applicable, Performance Assurance 
hereunder, Seller each Party (a “Pledgor”) hereby grants to 
Buyerthe other Party, as (the sSecured pParty), a present and 
continuing security interest in, and lien on (and right of setoff 
against), and assignment of, all such Performance Assurance 
posted with Buyer in the form of cash collateral and cash 
equivalent collateral and any and all proceeds resulting 
therefrom or the liquidation thereof, whether now or hereafter 
held by, on behalf of, or for the benefit of, Buyer. such Secured 
Party, and each Party Seller agrees to take such action as 
Buyerthe other Party reasonably requires in order to perfect a 
theSecured Party’s first-priority security interest in, and lien on 
(and right of setoff against), such Performance 
Assurancecollateral and any and all proceeds resulting therefrom 
or from the liquidation thereof.  Upon or any time after the 
occurrence or deemed occurrence and during the continuation of 
an Event of Default or an Early Termination Date, Buyer, as the 
Non-Defaulting Party, may do any one or more of the following:  
(ai) exercise any of the rights and remedies of a secured party 
with respect to all Project Development Security or Delivery 
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Letter of Credit issued for its benefit; and (iv) liquidate all 
Performance Assurance then held by or for the benefit of the 
Secured Party free from any claim or right of any nature 
whatsoever of the Defaulting Party, including any equity or 
right of purchase or redemption by the Defaulting Party. The 
Secured Party shall apply the proceeds of the collateral 
realized upon the exercise of any such rights or remedies to 
reduce the Pledgor’s obligations under the Agreement (the 
Pledgor remaining liable for any amounts owing to the 
Secured Party after such application), subject to the Secured 
Party’s obligation to return any surplus proceeds remaining 
after such obligations are satisfied in full.  

 

 

 

 

 

8.4 To secure its obligations under this Agreement, in addition to 
satisfying any credit terms pursuant to the terms of Section 
[8.1 or 8.2] to the extent marked applicable, Seller agrees to 
deliver to Buyer (the “Secured Party”) within thirty (30) days 
of the date on which all of the conditions precedent set forth 
in Section __ are either satisfied or waived, and Seller shall 
maintain in full force and effect a) until the Commercial 
Operation Date a [INSERT TYPE OF COLLATERAL] in the 
amount of $_____], the form of which shall be determined in 
[the sole discretion of] [or] [by] Buyer and  (b) from the 
Commercial Operation Date until the end of the Term  
[INSERT TYPE OF COLLATERAL]in the amount of $____], 
the form of which shall be determined [in the sole discretion 
of] [or][by] the Buyer.  Any such security shall not be deemed 
a limitation of damages.  

Term Security, as applicable, Performance Assurance including 
any such rights and remedies under law then in effect; (bii) 
exercise its rights of setoff against any and all property of Seller, 
as the Defaulting Party, in the possession of the BuyerNon-
Defaulting Party or Buyer’sit’s agent; (ciii) draw on any 
outstanding Letter of Credit issued for its benefit; and (div) 
liquidate all Project Development Security or Delivery Term 
Security, as applicable,Performance Assurance then held by or 
for the benefit of Buyerthe Secured Party free from any claim or 
right of any nature whatsoever of Seller of the Defaulting Party, 
including any equity or right of purchase or redemption by the 
Seller Defaulting Party.  The BuyerSecured Party shall apply the 
proceeds of the collateral realized upon the exercise of any such 
rights or remedies to reduce the Seller’sPledgor’s obligations 
under the Agreement (Sellerthe Pledgor remaining liable for any 
amounts owing to BuyertheSecured Party after such application), 
subject to the Buyer’sSecured Party’s obligation to return any 
surplus proceeds remaining after such obligations are satisfied in 
full. 

8.4 Performance Assurance. 

(a) Project Development Security; Delivery Term Security.  
To secure its obligations under this Agreement, in addition to 
satisfying any credit terms pursuant to the terms of Section [8.1 
or 8.2] to the extent marked applicable, Seller agrees to deliver 
to Buyer collateral to secure its obligations under this 
Agreement, which Seller shall maintain in full force and effect for 
the period posted with Buyer, as follows(the “Secured Party”) 
within thirty (30) days of the date on which all of the conditions 
precedent set forth in Section __ are either satisfied or waived, 
and Seller shall maintain in full force and effect a) until the 
Commercial Operation Date a [INSERT TYPE OF 
COLLATERAL] in the amount of $_____], the form of which shall 
be determined in [the sole discretion of] [or] [by] Buyer and  (b) 
from the Commercial Operation Date until the end of the Term  
[INSERT TYPE OF COLLATERAL]in the amount of $____], the 
form of which shall be determined [in the sole discretion of] 
[or][by] the Buyer.:  

(i) Project Development Security in the amount of $ [insert 
dollar amount] and in the form of [specify cash or Letter of 
Credit] with respect to this subpart (i) from the Execution Date of 
this Agreement until Seller posts Project Development Security 
pursuant to subpart (ii) below, with Buyer; 

(ii) Project Development Security in the amount of $ [insert 
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dollar amount] and in the form of [specify cash or Letter of 
Credit] with respect to this subpart (ii) from a date not later than 
thirty (30) days following the date on which all of the Conditions 
Precedent set forth in Article Eleven are either satisfied or 
waived until Seller posts Delivery Term Security pursuant to 
subpart (iii) below, with Buyer; and 

(iii), Delivery Term Security in the amount of $ [insert dollar 
amount] and in the form of [specify cash, Letter of Credit or 
Guarantee] with respect to this subpart (iii) from the Commercial 
Operation Date until the end of the Term.  

Any such Performance Assurancesecurity shall not be deemed a 
limitation of damages, unless otherwise specifically provided by 
the terms set forth in this Agreement.   

(b) Use of Project Development Security.  Buyer shall be 
entitled to draw upon the Project Development Security posted 
by Seller for Daily Delay Damages until such time as the Project 
Development Security is exhausted.  Buyer shall also be entitled 
to draw upon the Project Development Security for any damages 
arising upon Buyer’s declaration of an Early Termination Date.   

(c) Termination of Project Development Security.  If after 
the Commercial Operation Date no damages are owed to Buyer 
under this Agreement, then Seller shall no longer be required to 
maintain the Project Development Security, and Project 
Development Security amounts held by Buyer as Daily Delay 
Damages due to a delayed Construction Start Date shall be 
returned to Seller within five (5) Business Days of Seller’s 
provision of the Delivery Term Security; provided however, that 
with Buyer’s consent, Seller may elect to apply the Project 
Development Security toward the Delivery Term Security, if any, 
provided pursuant to this Section 8.4.   

(d) Payment and Transfer of Interest.  Buyer shall pay 
interest on cash held as Project Development Security or 
Delivery Term Security, as applicable, at the Interest Rate. On or 
before each Interest Payment Date, Buyer shall transfer the 
Interest Amount due to Seller for such security in the form of 
cash by wire transfer to the bank account specified under “Wire 
Transfer” in Appendix XI, Notices List. 

(e) Return of Delivery Term Security.   Buyer shall return 
the unused portion of Delivery Term Security, including the 
payment of any interest due thereon, pursuant to Section 8.4(d) 
above, to Seller promptly after the following has occurred: (a) the 
Term of the Agreement has ended, or subject to Section 8.3, an 
Early Termination Date has occurred, as applicable; and (b) all 
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payment obligations of the Seller arising under this Agreement, 
including compensation for Imbalance Energy, Termination 
Payment, indemnification payments or other damages are paid 
in full (whether directly or indirectly such as through set-off or 
netting).   

8.5 Letter of Credit. 

(a) If Seller has provided a Letter of Credit pursuant to any 
of the applicable provisions in this Article Eight, then Seller shall 
renew or cause the renewal of each outstanding Letter of Credit 
on a timely basis as provided in the relevant Letter of Credit and 
in accordance with this Agreement.  In the event the issuer of 
such Letter of Credit (x) fails to maintain a Credit Rating of at 
least an A2 by Moody’s and at least an A by S&P, (y) indicates 
its intent not to renew such Letter of Credit, or (z) fails to honor 
Buyer’s properly documented request to draw on an outstanding 
Letter of Credit by such issuer, Seller shall (A) provide a 
substitute Letter of Credit that is issued by a qualified bank 
acceptable to Buyer, other than the bank failing to honor the 
outstanding Letter of Credit, or (B) post cash in each case in an 
amount equal to the outstanding Letter of Credit within five (5) 
Business Days after Buyer receives Notice of such refusal 
(“Cure”), as applicable.  If Seller fails to Cure or if such Letter of 
Credit expires or terminates without a full draw thereon by Buyer, 
or fails or ceases to be in full force and effect at any time that 
such Letter of Credit is required pursuant to the terms of this 
Agreement, then Seller shall have failed to meet the 
creditworthiness/collateral requirements of Article Eight. 

(b) In all cases, the reasonable costs and expenses of 
establishing, renewing, substituting, canceling, increasing 
reducing, or otherwise administering the Letter of Credit shall be 
borne by Seller. 

 

(15)  Contract Modifications 

“Except to the extent herein provided for, no amendment 
or modification to this Agreement shall be enforceable 
unless reduced to writing and executed by both parties.” 

 

10.13  General. ….. Except to the extent herein provided 
for, no amendment or modification to this Agreement shall 
be enforceable unless reduced to writing and executed by 
both pParties. ……. 

Minor modifications made. 
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(18)  Application of Prevailing Wage 

“To the extent applicable, Seller shall comply with the 
prevailing wage requirements of Public Utilities Code 
section 399.14, subdivision (h).” 

 

3.1(l)  Prevailing Wage.  To the extent applicable, Seller 
shall comply with the prevailing wage requirements of 
California Public Utilities Code Section 399.14, subdivision 
(h). 

Minor modification made. 

 
 
August 1, 2007 
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This chart compares the modifiable STCs set forth in CPUC D.04-06-014, issued June 9, 2004, with the applicable modifiable STCs in PG&E’s 2008 form PPA for 
Baseload, Peaking or Dispatchable Product.  The CPUC’s modifiable STCs are shown in the first column, and the comparable STCs from PG&E’s form PPA are 
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Discussion of Marked Changes 

(7)  Performance Standards/Requirements 

Follow the color coded paragraphs to see where the 
CPUC’s modifiable language (or something similar) is 
located in PG&E’s PPA. 

(7) C.  Excuses for Failure to Perform 
“Net Rated Output Capacity. If the Net Rated Output Capacity at 
the Commercial Operation Date or at the end of the first twelve 
(12) consecutive months after the Commercial Operation Date 
[and every twelve (12) consecutive months thereafter] is less 
than _____MW, Buyer shall have the right to declare an Event of 
Default. For subsequent contract years, Buyer shall trigger an 
Annual Capacity Test to determine each year’s Net Rated Output 
Capacity by scheduling Deliveries from the facility for two 
consecutive weeks. Buyer shall provide Seller two (2) weeks 
notice of the Annual Capacity Test. For the second year and 
thereafter the Net Rated Output Capacity shall be the ratio of the 
sum of average hourly Energy Delivered for two (2) weeks 
divided by 336 hours (24 hours x 14 days). Energy Delivered 
shall exclude any energy greater than ____MW average in each 
hour. The resulting Net Rated Output Capacity shall remain in 
effect until the next Annual Capacity Test. The Net Rated Output 
Capacity shall not exceed the Contract Capacity of ___MW. 

Additional Event of Default. It shall be an additional Event of 
Default if (i) the Availability Adjustment Factor is less than 
_____% for ___ consecutive months, or (ii) Net Rated Output 
Capacity falls below _____MW. In no event shall the Seller have 
the right to procure Energy from sources other than the Facility 
for sale and delivery pursuant to this Agreement.” [See PG&E 

For purposes of clarification, PG&E rearranged the 
order of the paragraphs and incorporated certain 
provisions into different sections.  To facilitate review, 
the definitions of relevant defined terms follow each 
subsection below. 
 
5.1 Events of Default.  An “Event of Default” shall mean, 

5.1(b) with respect to Seller as the Defaulting Party, the 
occurrence of any of the following:…………. 

(iv) Net Rated Output Capacity (A) at the Commercial 
Operation Date is less than ______MW, or (B) at any 
time after the Commercial Operation Date is less than 
________ percent (__%) of the Declared Contract 
Capacity; [Seller and Buyer to develop testing 
requirements in Appendix VI, which test will be used 
to monitor the Declared Contract Capacity during the 
Delivery Term]  

(v) the Capacity Factor of the Project is less than _______ 
percent (__%) for twelve (12) consecutive months, for 
reasons other than Seller Excuse Hours.   The Parties 
agree that the Capacity Factor over a (12) consecutive 
month period (“CFannual”) shall be the weighted average 
of the Capacity Factors for each monthly TOD Period, 
such weighting to be an adjustment for the number of 
hours, as reduced by Seller Excuse Hours in the 
applicable TOD Period for each month: 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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Section 5.1(b)(i) below] 
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……………………………………………. 

[Note: The following Event of Default would apply only to 
Dispatchable Products] 

(vii) Availability Factor is less than ________ percent (__%) 
for __ consecutive months, as determined pursuant to the 
Capacity Test set forth in Appendix VI.  [Seller and Buyer to 
develop testing requirements in Appendix VI, which test will 
be used to monitor the Availability Factor] 

 

See also: 
3.1(f)  Contract Capacity/Declared Contract Capacity/Net Rated 
Output Capacity.   

(i) Contract Capacity; Declared Contract Capacity.  The 
capacity (“Contract Capacity”) of the Project at any time 
shall be the lower of the following: (A) [____] MW of 
Declared Contract Capacity or (B) the Net Rated Output 
Capacity of the Project.  Throughout the Delivery Term, 
Seller shall sell and Schedule all Product produced by the 
Project solely to Buyer and in no event shall Buyer be 
obligated to receive or pay for, in any hour, any Delivered 
Energy or Scheduled Energy, that exceeds the Contract 
Capacity.   

[Note: the following sentence shall only apply to the 
Dispatchable product.] 

Throughout the Delivery Term, Seller shall make available 
the Contract Capacity to Buyer at all times. 

(ii) Net Rated Output Capacity Testing.  Buyer shall have the 
right to request a Capacity Test as set forth in Appendix 
VI, to determine the Net Rated Output Capacity.  The 
resulting Net Rated Output Capacity shall remain in effect 
until the next Annual Capacity Test requested by Buyer.  
Appendix VI sets forth the agreements of Buyer and 
Seller with respect to the performance of Capacity Tests. 
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(7)  Performance Standards/Requirements 

(7) D. 

“Seller shall be excused from achieving the Availability 
Adjustment Factor for the applicable time period, in the 
event that Seller fails to deliver the Product to Buyer for 
any of the following reason: 

i.    during Force Majeure; 

ii.   by Buyer’s failure to perform; or, 

iii.  a reduction in Output as ordered under terms of the 
dispatch-down and Curtailment provisions (including 
CAISO or Buyer’s system emergencies.) 

 

 

 

Please note that PG&E uses Performance 
Adjustments and Availability Performance Adjustment 
Factors if the Availability Factor is not reached.  
Please refer to Article 4 of PG&E’s form PPA. 

 

 

(7)  Performance Standards/Requirements 

Follow the color coded paragraphs to see where the 
CPUC’s modifiable language (or something similar) is 
located in PG&E’s PPA. 

(7) E.  Excuses for Failure to Perform 

“Seller shall not be liable to Buyer for any damages 
determined pursuant to Article Four of the Agreement, in 
the event that Seller fails to deliver the Product to Buyer 
for any of the following reason: 

iv.  if the specified generation asset(s) are unavailable as 
a result of a Forced Outage (as defined in the NERC 
Generating Unit Availability Data System (GADS) 
Forced Outage reporting guidelines) and such Forced 
Outage is not the result of Seller’s negligence or willful 
misconduct; 

v.    Force Majeure; 

vi.   by the Buyer’s failure to perform; 

vii.  by scheduled maintenance outages of the specified 
units [PG&E did not use, but please refer to 3.7(b) 

For purposes of clarification, PG&E rearranged the 
order of the paragraphs and incorporated certain 
provisions into different sections.  To facilitate review, 
the definitions of relevant defined terms follow each 
subsection below. 
 

3.1(i) Performance Excuses. 

(i) Seller Excuses: Capacity Factor.   Seller shall be 
excused from achieving the Capacity Factor for the 
applicable time period during Seller Excuse Hours. 

1.163  “Seller Excuse Hours” means those hours during 
which Seller is unable to schedule or deliver Delivered 
Energy to Buyer as a result of (a) a Force Majeure 
event, (b) Buyer’s failure to perform, or (c) Dispatch 
Down Period [see below for definition]. 

1.51  “Dispatch Down Period” means the period of time 
during which (a) curtailments ordered from the 
CAISO, for reasons including but not limited to any 
system emergency, as defined in the CAISO Tariff 
(“System Emergency”) which otherwise do not 
constitute a Force Majeure under Section 1.72(a)(ii), 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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on Planned Outages]; or, a reduction in Output as 
ordered under terms of the dispatch down and 
Curtailment provisions (including CAISO or Buyer’s 
system emergencies).” 

The performance of the Buyer to receive the product may 
be excused only (i) during periods of Force Majeure, (ii) 
during periods of dispatch-down, or (iii) by the Seller’s 
failure to perform.” 

(b) curtailments ordered by Buyer based on any 
warning of an anticipated System Emergency, or 
warning of an imminent condition or situation, which 
jeopardizes Buyer’s electric system integrity or the 
integrity of other systems to which Buyer is 
connected, as determined by Buyer in Buyer’s sole 
discretion; (c) curtailments ordered by Buyer due to 
over generation as defined in the CAISO Tariff; (d)  
curtailments ordered by Buyer based upon Buyer’s 
forecast of over generation, including, but not limited 
to, a request by the CAISO to manage over 
generation conditions pursuant to CAISO Operating 
Procedure G 202, as it may be amended, 
supplemented or replaced (in whole or in part) from 
time to time; (e) curtailments ordered by the 
Participating Transmission Owner, which otherwise 
do not constitute a Force Majeure under Section 
1.72(a)(ii), or (f) there is scheduled or unscheduled 
maintenance on the Participating Transmission 
Owner’s transmission facilities that prevents (i) Buyer 
from receiving or (ii) Seller from delivering Delivered 
Energy at the Delivery Point. 

(ii) Buyer Excuses.  The performance of the Buyer to 
receive or pay for the Product mayshall be excused 
only (A) during periods of Force Majeure, (B) by the 
Seller’s failure to perform or (C) during Dispatch Down 
Periods.  

(iii) Dispatch Down/Curtailment.  Notwithstanding Section 
3.1(b) and this Section 3.1(i), Seller shall reduce 
delivery amounts as directed by the CAISO, Buyer, or 
the Participating Transmission Owner during any 
Dispatch Down Period provided that for a Dispatch 
Down Period as described in Section 1.51(b) through 
(d), such Dispatch Down Period shall be no more than 
fifty (50) hours during any Contract Year. 

(iv) No Excuse.  Except for a failure or curtailment resulting 
from a Force Majeure or during a Dispatch Down 
Period, the failure of electric transmission service shall 
not excuse performance with respect to either Party for 
the delivery or receipt of Energy to be provided under 
this Agreement. 
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(8)  Product Definitions 
“Unit Firm” means, with respect to a Transaction, that the 
Product subject to the Transaction is intended to be supplied 
from a specified generation asset or assets specified in the 
Transaction.  The following Products shall be considered “Unit 
Firm” products: 

“Peaking” means with respect to a Transaction, a Product for 
which Delivery Periods coincide with Peak Periods, as 
defined by Buyer.   

 
"Baseload" means with respect to a Transaction, a Product 
for which Delivery levels are uniform for all Delivery Periods.  

 

"Dispatchable" means with respect to a Transaction, a 
Product for which Seller makes available unit-contingent 
capacity for a Buyer to schedule and dispatch up or down at 
Buyer’s option.” 

The term “unit firm” is not used in PG&E’s form PPA . 

 

 

 

1.126  “Peaking” means with respect to a Transaction, a Product 
for which Energy must be delivered during hours ending 1300-
2000 on Monday-Friday, excluding NERC Holidays, during June 
through and including September Delivery Periods coincide with 
Peak Periods, as defined by Buyer. 

1.10  “Baseload” means with respect to a Transaction, a Product 
for which the Energy Ddelivery levels are uniform twenty-four 
(24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week for all Delivery 
Periods. 

1.53  “Dispatchable” means with respect to a Transaction, a 
Product for which Energy and capacity are available to Buyer for 
delivery on a Day-Ahead and Intra-Day Schedule, as such terms 
are defined in the CAISO Tariff.  [A Project providing a 
Dispatchable product must have a minimum run time of 8 
hours or less and a minimum down time of 8 hours or less.] 
Seller makes available unit-contingent capacity for a Buyer to 
schedule and dispatch up or down at Buyer’s option. 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 

 

(9)  Non-Performance or Termination Penalties and 
Default Provisions [note: strikeovers and underlines 
represent amendments made within CPUC D.04-06-014 itself] 
“5.1 Events of Default. An “Event of Default” shall mean, with 

respect to a Party (a “Defaulting Party”), the occurrence of 
any of the following:  

(a) the failure to make, when due, any payment required 
pursuant to this Agreement if such failure is not 
remedied within three (3) Business Days thirty (30) 
days after written notice;  

 

(b) any representation or warranty made by such Party 
herein is false or misleading in any material respect 
when made or when deemed made or repeated or 
with respect to the representations and warranties 
made pursuant to Section 10.2 of this Agreement or 
any additional representations and warranties agreed 

ARTICLE FIVE:  EVENTS OF DEFAULT; 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENT; REMEDIES 
 
5.1 Events of Default.  An “Event of Default” shall mean, 

(a) with respect to a Party that is subject to the Event of 
Default(a “Defaulting Party”) the occurrence of any of the 
following: 

(ia) the failure to make, when due, any payment required 
pursuant to this Agreement if such failure is not 
remedied within five (5) Business Days thirty (30) 
days after written Nnotice is received by the Party 
failing to make such payment;  

(iib) any representation or warranty made by such Party 
herein is false or misleading in any material respect 
when made or when deemed made or repeated or 
with respect to the representations and warranties 
made pursuant to Section 10.2 of this Agreement or 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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upon by the parties, any such representation and 
warranty becomes false or misleading in any material 
respect during the term of this Agreement or any 
Transaction entered into hereunder;  

(c) the failure to perform any material covenant or 
obligation set forth in this Agreement (except to the 
extent constituting a separate Event of Default, and 
except for such Party’s obligations to deliver or 
receive the Product, the exclusive remedy for which is 
provided in Article Four) if such failure is not remedied 
within three (3) Business Days after written notice; 

(d) such Party becomes Bankrupt; 

(e) the failure of such Party to satisfy the 
creditworthiness/collateral requirements agreed to 
pursuant to Article Eight hereof; 

(f) such Party consolidates or amalgamates with, or 
merges with or into, or transfers all or substantially all 
of its assets to, another entity and, at the time of such 
consolidation, amalgamation, merger or transfer, the 
resulting, surviving or transferee entity fails to assume 
all the obligations of such Party under this Agreement 
to which it or its predecessor was a party by operation 
of law or pursuant to an agreement reasonably 
satisfactory to the other Party; 

 

 

 

(g) if the applicable cross default section in the Cover 
Sheet is indicated for such Party, the occurrence and 
continuation of (i) a default, event of default or other 
similar condition or event in respect of such Party or 
any other party specified in the Cover Sheet for such 
Party under one or more agreements or instruments, 
individually or collectively, relating to indebtedness for 
borrowed money in an aggregate amount of not less 
than the applicable Cross Default Amount (as 
specified in the Cover Sheet), which results in such 
indebtedness becoming, or becoming capable at such 
time of being declared, immediately due and payable 
or (ii) a default by such Party or any other party 
specified in the Cover Sheet for such Party in making 

any additional representations and warranties agreed 
upon by the parties, any such representation and 
warranty becomes false or misleading in any material 
respect during the term of this Agreement or any 
Transaction entered into hereunder;  

(iiic) the failure to perform any material covenant or 
obligation set forth in this Agreement (except to the 
extent constituting a separate Event of Default, and 
except for such Party’s obligations to deliver or 
receive the Product, the exclusive remedy for which is 
provided in Article Four), if such failure is not 
remedied within thirty (30) days three (3) Business 
Days after written Nnotice;  

(ivd) such Party becomes Bankrupt; or 

[For subsection (e), See 5.1(b)(vi) below] 

 

(vf) such Party consolidates or amalgamates with, or 
merges with or into, or transfers all or substantially all 
of its assets to, another entity and, at the time of such 
consolidation, amalgamation, merger or transfer, the 
resulting, surviving or transferee entity fails to assume 
all the obligations of such Party under this Agreement 
to which it or its predecessor was a party by operation 
of law or pursuant to an agreement reasonably 
satisfactory to the other Party.  

5.1(b)(vi) the failure by Seller of such Party to satisfy the 
creditworthiness/collateral requirements agreed to 
pursuant to Sections 8.3, 8.4, or 8.5 of this Agreement 
Article Eight hereof.  

 

Note:  PG&E has not included (g) and (h) 
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on the due date therefore one or more payments, 
individually or collectively, in an aggregate amount of 
not less than the applicable Cross Default Amount (as 
specified in the Cover Sheet); 

(h) with respect to such Party’s Guarantor, if any: 

(i) if any representation or warranty made by a 
Guarantor in connection with this Agreement is 
false or misleading in any material respect when 
made or when deemed made or repeated; 

(ii) the failure of a Guarantor to make any payment 
required or to perform any other material 
covenant or obligation in any guaranty made in 
connection with this Agreement and such failure 
shall not be remedied within three (3) Business 
Days after written notice;  

(iii) a Guarantor becomes Bankrupt;  

(iv) the failure of a Guarantor’s guaranty to be in full 
force and effect for purposes of this Agreement 
(other than in accordance with its terms) prior to 
the satisfaction of all obligations of such Party 
under each Transaction to which such guaranty 
shall relate without the written consent of the 
other Party; or  

(v) a Guarantor shall repudiate, disaffirm, disclaim, 
or reject, in whole or in part, or challenge the 
validity of any guaranty.” 

 
(i) if at any time during the Term of Agreement, Seller 

delivers or attempts to deliver to the Delivery Point for 
sale under this Agreement electrical power that was 
not generated by the Unit(s)”; and 

(j) failure to meet the performance requirements agreed 
to pursuant to Section __ hereof.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1(b) with respect to Seller as the Defaulting Party, the 
occurrence of any of the following: 

(i) if at any time during the Term of Agreement, Seller 
delivers or attempts to deliver to the Delivery Point for 
sale under this Agreement electrical powerEnergy that 
was not generated by the Unit(s) Project, except with 
respect to Imbalance Energy; and 

(ii) an outage resulting from an event of Force Majeure that 
prevents the Project from delivering at least sixty 
percent of the Contract Quantity to the Delivery Point 
for a period of twelve (12) consecutive rolling months;  

(iii) failure by Seller to meet either of the Guaranteed 
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Project Milestones, set forth in Section 3.9(c)(iii), in 
each case after the applicable cure period has expired;  

(ivj) Net Rated Output Capacity (A) at the Commercial 
Operation Date is less than ______MW, or (B) at any 
time after the Commercial Operation Date is less than 
________ percent (__%) of the Declared Contract 
Capacity; [Seller and Buyer to develop testing 
requirements in Appendix VI, which test will be 
used to monitor the Declared Contract Capacity 
during the Delivery Term]  

(v) the Capacity Factor of the Project is less than _______ 
percent (__%) for twelve (12) consecutive months, for 
reasons other than Seller Excuse Hours.   The Parties 
agree that the Capacity Factor over a (12) consecutive 
month period (“CFannual”) shall be the weighted 
average of the Capacity Factors for each monthly TOD 
Period, such weighting to be an adjustment for the 
number of hours, as reduced by Seller Excuse Hours in 
the applicable TOD Period for each month: 
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;or 

(vi) [For subsection (vi), See 5.1(b)(vi) above] 

[Note: The following Event of Default would apply only to 
Dispatchable Products] 

(vii) Availability Factor is less than ________ percent (__%) 
for __ consecutive months, as determined pursuant to 
the Capacity Test set forth in Appendix VI.  [Seller and 
Buyer to develop testing requirements in Appendix 
VI, which test will be used to monitor the 
Availability Factor] 

Non-Performance/Termination Penalties 
“Gains” means with respect to any Party, an amount equal to 
the present value of the economic benefit to it, if any (exclusive 
of Costs), resulting from the termination of a Terminated 
Transaction for the remaining term of such Transaction, 

 

1.75  “Gains” means with respect to any Party, an amount equal 
to the present value of the economic benefit to it, if any 
(exclusive of Costs), resulting from the termination of a 
Terminated the Transaction for the remaining Delivery Ttermof 
such Transaction, determined in a commercially reasonable 
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determined in a commercially reasonable manner.  Factors used 
in determining economic benefit may include, without limitation, 
reference to information either available to it internally or 
supplied by one or more third parties, including, without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets market referent prices for 
renewable power set by the CPUC, comparable transactions, 
forward price curves based on economic analysis of the relevant 
markets, settlement prices for comparable transactions at liquid 
trading hubs (e.g., NYMEX), all of which should be calculated for 
the remaining term of the applicable Transaction and include the 
value of Environmental Attributes.” 

 

 
“Losses” means with respect to any Party, an amount equal to 
the present value of the economic loss to it, if any (exclusive of 
Costs), resulting from the termination of a Terminated 
Transaction for the remaining term of such Transaction, 
determined in a commercially reasonable manner.  Factors used 
in determining the loss of economic benefit may include, without 
limitation, reference to information either available to it internally 
or supplied by one or more third parties including without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets, market referent prices for 
renewable power set by the CPUC, comparable transactions,  
forward price curves based on economic analysis of the relevant 
markets, settlement prices for comparable transactions at liquid 
trading hubs (e.g. NYMEX), all of which should be calculated for 
the remaining term of the applicable Transaction and include 
value of Environmental Attributes.” 

 

 

 

 

“Costs” means, with respect to the Non-Defaulting Party, 
brokerage fees, commissions and other similar third party 
transaction costs and expenses reasonably incurred by such 
Party either in terminating any arrangement pursuant to which it 
has hedged its obligations or entering into new arrangements 

manner, subject to Section 5.2 hereof.  Factors used in 
determining economic benefit may include, without limitation, 
reference to information either available to it internally or 
supplied by one or more third parties, including, without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets, market price referent, 
market referent prices for renewable power set by the CPUC, a 
comparable transactions, forward price curves based on 
economic analysis of the relevant markets, settlement prices for 
a comparable transactions at liquid trading hubs (e.g., NYMEX), 
all of which should be calculated for the remaining Delivery 
Tterm of the applicable Transaction and include the value of 
Green Environmental Attributes 

1.98  “Losses” means, with respect to any Party, an amount 
equal to the present value of the economic loss to it, if any 
(exclusive of Costs), resulting from the termination of a 
Terminated the Transaction for the remaining Delivery Ttermof 
such Transaction, determined in a commercially reasonable 
manner, subject to Section 5.2 hereof.  Factors used in 
determining the loss of economic benefit may include, without 
limitation, reference to information either available to it internally 
or supplied by one or more third parties including, without 
limitation, quotations (either firm or indicative) of relevant rates, 
prices, yields, yield curves, volatilities, spreads or other relevant 
market data in the relevant markets, market price referent, 
market referent prices for renewable power set by the CPUC, a 
comparable transactions, forward price curves based on 
economic analysis of the relevant markets, settlement prices for 
a comparable transactions at liquid trading hubs (e.g. NYMEX), 
all of which should be calculated for the remaining term of the 
applicable Transaction to determine theand include value of the 
ProductEnvironmental Attributes.  If the Non-Defaulting Party is 
the Seller, then “Losses” shall exclude any loss of Production 
Tax Credits, Energy Tax Credits, or other federal or state tax 
credits related to the Project or generation therefrom. 
 

1.36  “Costs” means, with respect to the Non-Defaulting Party, 
(a) brokerage fees, commissions and other similar third party 
transaction costs and expenses reasonably incurred by such 
Party either in terminating any arrangement pursuant to which it 
has hedged its obligations or entering into new arrangements 
which replace a Terminated Transaction; and (b) all reasonable 
attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred by the Non-Defaulting 
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which replace a Terminated Transaction; and all reasonable 
attorneys’ fees and expenses incurred by the Non-Defaulting 
Party in connection with the termination of a Transaction”. 

 
“1.56 “Settlement Amount” means, with respect to a 
Transaction and the Non-Defaulting Party, the Losses or Gains, 
and Costs, expressed in U.S. Dollars, which such party incurs as 
a result of the liquidation of a Terminated Transaction pursuant 
to Section 5.2.” 

“5.2  Declaration of Early Termination Date and Calculation of 
Settlement Amounts: 

 If an Event of Default with respect to a Defaulting Party 
shall have occurred and be continuing, the other Party 
(“Non-Defaulting Party”) shall have the right to (i) designate 
a day, no earlier than the day such notice is effective and 
no later than 20 days after such notice is effective, as an 
early termination date (“Early Termination Date”) to 
accelerate all amounts owing between the Parties and to 
liquidate and terminate all, but not less than all, 
Transactions (each referred to as a “Terminated 
Transaction”) between the Parties, (ii) withhold any 
payments due to the Defaulting Party under this Agreement 
and (iii) suspend performance.  The Non-defaulting Party 
shall calculate, in a commercially reasonable manner, a 
Settlement Amount for each such Terminated Transaction 
as of the Early Termination Date.  Third parties supplying 
information for purposes of the calculation of Gains or 
Losses may include, without limitation, dealers in the 
relevant markets, end-users of the relevant product, 
information vendors and other sources of market 
information.  The Settlement Amount shall not include 
consequential, incidental, punitive, exemplary, indirect or 
business interruption damages. The Non-Defaulting Party 
shall not have to enter into replacement transactions to 
establish a Settlement Amount.”  

5.3 Net Out of Settlement Amounts. The Non-Defaulting Party 
shall aggregate all Settlement Amounts into a single 
amount by: netting out (a) all Settlement Amounts that are 
due to the Defaulting Party, plus, at the option of the Non-
Defaulting Party, any cash or other form of security then 
available to the Non-Defaulting Party pursuant to Article 
Eight, plus any or all other amounts due to the Defaulting 
Party under this Agreement against (b) all Settlement 

Party in connection with the termination of a Transaction. 

 
1.163  “Settlement Amount” means, with respect to a 
Transaction and the Non-Defaulting Party, the Losses or Gains, 
and Costs, expressed in U.S. Dollars, which such Party incurs as 
a result of the liquidation of a Terminated Transaction pursuant 
to Section 5.2. 

5.2  Declaration of Early Termination Date.  If an Event of Default 
with respect to a Defaulting Party shall have occurred and be 
continuing, the other Party (“Non-Defaulting  Party”) shall have 
the right (a) to send Notice, designating a day, no earlier than the 
day such Notice is deemed to be received and no later than 
twenty (20) days after such Notice is deemed to be received, as 
an early termination date of this Agreement (“Early Termination 
Date”), (b) to accelerate all amounts owing between the Parties, 
terminate the Transaction and end the Delivery Term effective as 
of the Early Termination Date and collect liquidated damages 
(“Termination Payment”), which shall be calculated in 
accordance with Section 5.3 below; (ii) withhold any payments 
due to the Defaulting Party under this Agreement; (c) suspend 
performance; and (d) exercise any other right or remedy 
available at Law or in equity to the extent otherwise permitted 
under this Agreement.  The Termination Payment will be the 
aggregate of all Settlement Amounts netted into a single amount, 
where the “Settlement Amount” is equal to the Losses or Gains, 
and Costs, which the Non-Defaulting Party incurs as a result of 
the termination of this Agreement.  If the Non-Defaulting Party’s 
aggregate Gains exceed its aggregate Losses and Costs, if any, 
resulting from the termination of this Agreement, the Termination 
Payment shall be zero. Disputes regarding the Termination 
Payment shall be determined in accordance with Article Twelve. 

 

5.3  Calculation of Early Termination Payment.  The Non-
Defaulting Party shall calculate, in a commercially reasonable 
manner, a Settlement Amount for the Terminated Transaction as 
of the Early Termination Date.  Third parties supplying 
information for purposes of the calculation of Gains or Losses 
may include, without limitation, dealers in the relevant markets, 
end-users of the relevant product, information vendors and other 
sources of market information.   If the Non-Defaulting Party uses 
the market price for a comparable transaction to determine the 
Gains or Losses, such price should be determined by using the 
average of market quotations provided by three (3) or more bona 
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Amounts that are due to the Non-Defaulting Party, plus any 
or all other amounts due to the Non-Defaulting Party under 
this Agreement, so that all such amounts shall be netted 
out to a single liquidated amount (the “Termination 
Payment”). If the Non-Defaulting Party’s aggregate Gains 
exceed its aggregate Losses and Costs, if any, resulting 
from the termination of this Agreement, the Termination 
Payment shall be zero.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.4 Notice of Payment of Termination Payment. As soon as 
practicable after a liquidation, notice shall be given by the 
Non-Defaulting Party to the Defaulting Party of the amount 
of the Termination Payment and whether the Termination 
Payment is due to the Non-Defaulting Party. The notice 
shall include a written statement explaining in reasonable 
detail the calculation of such amount and the sources for 
such calculation. The Termination Payment shall be made 
to the Non-Defaulting Party, as applicable, within two (2) 
Business Days after such notice is effective.  

5.5 Disputes With Respect to Termination Payment.  If the 
Defaulting Party disputes the Non-Defaulting Party’s 
calculation of the Termination Payment, in whole or in part, 
the Defaulting Party shall, within five (5) Business Days of 
receipt of Non-Defaulting Party’s calculation of the 
Termination Payment, provide to the Non-Defaulting Party 
a detailed written explanation of the basis for such dispute; 
provided, however, that if the Termination Payment is due 
from the Defaulting Party, the Defaulting Party shall first 
transfer Performance Assurance to the Non-Defaulting 

fide unaffiliated market participants.  If the number of available 
quotes is three, then the average of the three quotes shall be 
deemed to be the market price. Where a quote is in the form of 
bid and ask prices, the price that is to be used in the averaging is 
the midpoint between the bid and ask price.  The quotes 
obtained shall be: (a) for a like amount, (b) of the same Product, 
(c) at the same Delivery Point, and (d) for the remaining Delivery 
Term, or in any other commercially reasonable manner.  The 
Gains and Losses shall be calculated as the difference, plus or 
minus, between the economic value of the remaining Delivery 
Term of the Terminated Transaction and the equivalent 
quantities and relevant market prices for the same term that 
either are quoted by a bona fide market participant, as provided 
above, or which are reasonably expected to be available in the 
market for a replacement contract for the Transaction.  The 
Settlement Amount shall not include consequential, incidental, 
punitive, exemplary, indirect or business interruption damages.  
The Non-Defaulting Party shall not have to enter into 
replacement transactions to establish a Settlement Amount. 

_________________________________________________ 

5.4  Notice of Payment of Termination Payment.  As soon as 
practicable after a liquidation, Nnotice shall be given by the Non-
Defaulting Party to the Defaulting Party of the amount of the 
Termination Payment and whether the Termination Payment is 
due to the Non-Defaulting Party. The Nnotice shall include a 
written statement explaining in reasonable detail the calculation 
of such amount and the sources for such calculation. The 
Termination Payment shall be made to the Non-Defaulting Party, 
as applicable, within ten (10) Business Days after such Nnotice 
is effective. 

 

5.5  Disputes with Respect to Termination Payment.  If the 
Defaulting Party disputes the Non-Defaulting Party’s calculation 
of the Termination Payment, in whole or in part, the Defaulting 
Party shall, within five (5) Business Days of receipt of the Non-
Defaulting Party’s calculation of the Termination Payment, 
provide to the Non-Defaulting Party a detailed written 
explanation of the basis for such dispute; provided, however, that 
if the Termination Payment is due from the Defaulting Party, the 
Defaulting Party shall first transfer Performance Assurance to the 
Non-Defaulting Party in an amount equal to the Termination 
Payment. 
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Party in an amount equal to the Termination Payment.”  

(12)  Credit Terms 

 

8.1 Party A Credit Protection.  The applicable credit and 
collateral requirements shall be as specified on the Cover 
Sheet and shall only apply if marked as “Applicable” on the 
Cover Sheet. 

(a) Financial Information. Option A: If requested by Party A, 
Party B shall deliver (i) within 120 days following the end 
of each fiscal year, a copy of Party B’s annual report 
containing audited consolidated financial statements for 
such fiscal year and (ii) within 60 days after the end of 
each of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, a 
copy of Party B’s quarterly report containing unaudited 
consolidated financial statements for such fiscal quarter. 
In all cases the statements shall be for the most recent 
accounting period and prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles; provided, 
however, that should any such statements not be 
available on a timely basis due to a delay in preparation 
or certification, such delay shall not be an Event of 
Default so long as Party B diligently pursues the 
preparation, certification and delivery of the statements.  

 

 

 

 

 

Option B: If requested by Party A, Party B shall deliver (i) 
within 120 days following the end of each fiscal year, a 
copy of the annual report containing audited consolidated 
financial statements for such fiscal year for the party(s) 
specified on the Cover Sheet and (ii) within 60 days after 
the end of each of its first three fiscal quarters of each 
fiscal year, a copy of quarterly report containing 
unaudited consolidated financial statements for such 
fiscal quarter for the party(s) specified on the Cover 
Sheet. In all cases the statements shall be for the most 

ARTICLE EIGHT: CREDIT AND COLLATERAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
 

8.1 Party A Credit Protection.  The applicable credit and 
collateral requirements shall be as specified on the Cover 
Sheet and shall only apply if marked as “Applicable” on the 
Cover Sheet. 

(a) Buyer Financial Information. Option A: If requested by Seller 
Party A, Party B Buyer shall deliver to Seller (ai) within one 
hundred twenty (120) days afterfollowing the end of each 
fiscal year with respect to PG&E Corporation, a copy of 
PG&E Corporation’sParty B’s annual report containing 
audited consolidated financial statements for such fiscal year 
and (bii) within sixty (60) days after the end of each of PG&E 
Corporation’sits first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, 
a copy of PG&E Corporation’sParty B’s quarterly report 
containing unaudited consolidated financial statements for 
each such fiscal quarter. In all cases the statements shall be 
for the most recent accounting period and prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.  
Buyer shall be deemed to have satisfied such delivery 
requirement if the applicable report is publicly available on 
www.pge-corp.com or on the SEC EDGAR information 
retrieval system; provided, however, that should any such 
statements not be available on a timely basis due to a delay 
in preparation or certification, such delay shall not be an 
Event of Default, so long as such statements are provided to 
Seller upon their completion and filing with the SECParty B 
diligently pursues the preparation, certification and delivery of 
the statements.  

 

Option B not used 

 

 

 

 

 

As permitted by CPUC D.04-06-014, and in 
accordance with the spirit of CPUC R.01-
10-024, PG&E modified these modifiable 
STCs for purposes of clarification and to 
meet PG&E’s commercial and operational 
needs.   

By providing this modified provision in 
PG&E’s form PPA, bidders have an early 
opportunity to evaluate PG&E’s 
modifications and to prepare the most 
relevant, responsive offer. 
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recent accounting period and shall be prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles; provided, however, that should any such 
statements not be available on a timely basis due to a 
delay in preparation or certification, such delay shall not 
be an Event of Default so long as the relevant entity 
diligently pursues the preparation, certification and 
delivery of the statements.  

Option C: Party A may request from Party B the 
information specified in the Cover Sheet.  

(b) Credit Assurances.  If Party A has reasonable grounds to 
believe that Party B’s creditworthiness or performance 
under this Agreement has become unsatisfactory, Party A 
will provide Party B with written notice requesting 
Performance Assurance in an amount determined by 
Party A in a commercially reasonable manner. Upon 
receipt of such notice Party B shall have three (3) 
Business Days to remedy the situation by providing such 
Performance Assurance to Party A. In the event that 
Party B fails to provide such Performance Assurance, or 
a guaranty or other credit assurance acceptable to Party 
A within three (3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then 
an Event of Default under Article Five will be deemed to 
have occurred and Party A will be entitled to the remedies 
set forth in Article Five of this Master Agreement. 

(c) Collateral Threshold.  If at any time and from time to time 
during the term of this Agreement (and notwithstanding 
whether an Event of Default has occurred), the 
Termination Payment that would be owed to Party A plus 
Party B’s Independent Amount, if any, exceeds the Party 
B Collateral Threshold, then Party A, on any Business 
Day, may request that Party B provide Performance 
Assurance in an amount equal to the amount by which 
the Termination Payment plus Party B’s Independent 
Amount, if any, exceeds the Party B Collateral Threshold 
(rounding upwards for any fractional amount to the next 
Party B Rounding Amount) (“Party B Performance 
Assurance”), less any Party B Performance Assurance 
already posted with Party A. Such Party B Performance 
Assurance shall be delivered to Party A within three (3) 
Business Days of the date of such request. On any 
Business Day (but no more frequently than weekly with 
respect to Letters of Credit and daily with respect to 
cash), Party B, at its sole cost, may request that such 

 

 

 

 

 

Option C not used 

 

(b)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(c)  Not Used 
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Party B Performance Assurance be reduced 
correspondingly to the amount of such excess 
Termination Payment plus Party B’s Independent 
Amount, if any, (rounding upwards for any fractional 
amount to the next Party B Rounding Amount). In the 
event that Party B fails to provide Party B Performance 
Assurance pursuant to the terms of this Article Eight 
within three (3) Business Days, then an Event of Default 
under Article Five shall be deemed to have occurred and 
Party A will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article 
Five of this Master Agreement.  

For purposes of this Section 8.1(c), the calculation of the 
Termination Payment shall be calculated pursuant to 
Section 5.3 by Party A as if all outstanding Transactions 
had been liquidated, and in addition thereto, shall include 
all amounts owed but not yet paid by Party B to Party A, 
whether or not such amounts are due, for performance 
already provided pursuant to any and all Transactions.  

(d) Downgrade Event.  If at any time there shall occur a 
Downgrade Event in respect of Party B, then Party A may 
require Party B to provide Performance Assurance in an 
amount determined by Party A in a commercially 
reasonable manner. In the event Party B shall fail to 
provide such Performance Assurance or a guaranty or 
other credit assurance acceptable to Party A within three 
(3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then an Event of 
Default shall be deemed to have occurred and Party A 
will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article Five of 
this Master Agreement.  

(e) If specified on the Cover Sheet, Party B shall deliver to 
Party A, prior to or concurrently with the execution and 
delivery of this Master Agreement a guarantee in an 
amount not less than the Guarantee Amount specified on 
the Cover Sheet and in a form reasonably acceptable to 
Party A.  

8.2 Party B Credit Protection.  The applicable credit and 
collateral requirements shall be as specified on the Cover 
Sheet and shall only apply if marked as “Applicable” on the 
Cover Sheet.  

(a) Financial Information. Option A: If requested by Party B, 
Party A shall deliver (i) within 120 days following the end 
of each fiscal year, a copy of Party A’s annual report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(d)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 

 

(e)  Not Used 

 

 

 

8.2 Seller Financial Information Party B Credit Protection.  
The applicable financial information credit and collateral 
requirements shall be provided as specified under either Option 
A or Option B described in this Section 8.2.  The Option selected 
is indicated below: on the Cover Sheet and shall only apply if 
marked as “Applicable” on the Cover Sheet.: 

�    Option A 

�    Option B 
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containing audited consolidated financial statements for 
such fiscal year and (ii) within 60 days after the end of 
each of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, a 
copy of such Party’s quarterly report containing unaudited 
consolidated financial statements for such fiscal quarter. 
In all cases the statements shall be for the most recent 
accounting period and prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles; provided, 
however, that should any such statements not be 
available on a timely basis due to a delay in preparation 
or certification, such delay shall not be an Event of 
Default so long as such Party diligently pursues the 
preparation, certification and delivery of the statements.  

Option B: If requested by Party B, Party A shall deliver (i) 
within 120 days following the end of each fiscal year, a 
copy of the annual report containing audited consolidated 
financial statements for such fiscal year for the party(s) 
specified on the Cover Sheet and (ii) within 60 days after 
the end of each of its first three fiscal quarters of each 
fiscal year, a copy of quarterly report containing 
unaudited consolidated financial statements for such 
fiscal quarter for the party(s) specified on the Cover 
Sheet. In all cases the statements shall be for the most 
recent accounting period and shall be prepared in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles; provided, however, that should any such 
statements not be available on a timely basis due to a 
delay in preparation or certification, such delay shall not 
be an Event of Default so long as the relevant entity 
diligently pursues the preparation, certification and 
delivery of the statements.  

Option C: Party B may request from Party A the 
information specified in the Cover Sheet.  

(b) Credit Assurances.  If Party B has reasonable grounds to 
believe that Party A’s creditworthiness or performance 
under this Agreement has become unsatisfactory, Party B 
will provide Party A with written notice requesting 
Performance Assurance in an amount determined by 
Party B in a commercially reasonable manner. Upon 
receipt of such notice Party A shall have three (3) 
Business Days to remedy the situation by providing such 
Performance Assurance to Party B. In the event that 
Party A fails to provide such Performance Assurance, or 
a guaranty or other credit assurance acceptable to Party 

(a) Financial Information. Option A:  If requested by BuyerParty 
B, SellerParty A shall deliver (i) within one hundred twenty (120) 
days following the end of each fiscal year, a copy of Seller’sParty 
A’s annual report containing audited consolidated financial 
statements for such fiscal year and (ii) within sixty (60) days after 
the end of each of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal 
year, a copy of such Party’s quarterly report containing 
unaudited consolidated financial statements for such fiscal 
quarter.  In all cases the statements shall be for the most recent 
accounting period and prepared in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles; provided, however, that should 
any such statements not be available on a timely basis due to a 
delay in preparation or certification, such delay shall not be an 
Event of Default so long as such Party diligently pursues the 
preparation, certification and delivery of the statements. 

 

Option B:  If requested by BuyerParty B, SellerParty A shall 
deliver to Buyer (i) within one hundred twenty (120) days 
following the end of each fiscal year, a copy of the Seller’s 
annual report containing audited consolidated financial 
statements for such fiscal year for the party(s) specified on the 
Cover Sheet and (ii) within sixty (60) days after the end of each 
of its first three fiscal quarters of each fiscal year, a copy of such 
Party’s quarterly report containing unaudited consolidated 
financial statements for such fiscal quarter for the party(s) 
specified on the Cover Sheet.  In all cases the statements shall 
be for the most recent accounting period and shall be prepared 
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; 
provided, however, that should any such statements not be 
available on a timely basis due to a delay in preparation or 
certification, such delay shall not be an Event of Default so long 
as the relevant entity diligently pursues the preparation, 
certification and delivery of the statements. 

 

Option C  Not Used 

 

 

(b)  Not Used 
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B within three (3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then 
an Event of Default under Article Five will be deemed to 
have occurred and Party B will be entitled to the remedies 
set forth in Article Five of this Master Agreement.  

(c) Collateral Threshold.  If at any time and from time to time 
during the term of this Agreement (and notwithstanding 
whether an Event of Default has occurred), the 
Termination Payment that would be owed to Party B plus 
Party A’s Independent Amount, if any, exceeds the Party 
A Collateral Threshold, then Party B, on any Business 
Day, may request that Party A provide Performance 
Assurance in an amount equal to the amount by which 
the Termination Payment plus Party A’s Independent 
Amount, if any, exceeds the Party A Collateral Threshold 
(rounding upwards for any fractional amount to the next 
Party A Rounding Amount) (“Party A Performance 
Assurance”), less any Party A Performance Assurance 
already posted with Party B. Such Party A Performance 
Assurance shall be delivered to Party B within three (3) 
Business Days of the date of such request. On any 
Business Day (but no more frequently than weekly with 
respect to Letters of Credit and daily with respect to 
cash), Party A, at its sole cost, may request that such 
Party A Performance Assurance be reduced 
correspondingly to the amount of such excess 
Termination Payment plus Party A’s Independent 
Amount, if any, (rounding upwards for any fractional 
amount to the next Party A Rounding Amount). In the 
event that Party A fails to provide Party A Performance 
Assurance pursuant to the terms of this Article Eight 
within three (3) Business Days, then an Event of Default 
under Article Five shall be deemed to have occurred and 
Party B will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article 
Five of this Master Agreement.  

For purposes of this Section 8.2(c), the calculation of the 
Termination Payment shall be calculated pursuant to 
Section 5.3 by Party B as if all outstanding Transactions 
had been liquidated, and in addition thereto, shall include 
all amounts owed but not yet paid by Party A to Party B, 
whether or not such amounts are due, for performance 
already provided pursuant to any and all Transactions.  

(d) Downgrade Event.  If at any time there shall occur a 
Downgrade Event in respect of Party A, then Party B may 
require Party A to provide Performance Assurance in an 

 

 

 

 

 

(c)  Not Used 
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amount determined by Party B in a commercially 
reasonable manner. In the event Party A shall fail to 
provide such Performance Assurance or a guaranty or 
other credit assurance acceptable to Party B within three 
(3) Business Days of receipt of notice, then an Event of 
Default shall be deemed to have occurred and Party B 
will be entitled to the remedies set forth in Article Five of 
this Master Agreement.  

(e) If specified on the Cover Sheet, Party A shall deliver to 
Party B, prior to or concurrently with the execution and 
delivery of this Master Agreement a guarantee in an 
amount not less than the Guarantee Amount specified on 
the Cover Sheet and in a form reasonably acceptable to 
Party B.  

 
8.3 Grant of Security Interest/Remedies. To secure its 

obligations under this Agreement and to the extent either or 
both Parties deliver Performance Assurance hereunder, each 
Party (a “Pledgor”) hereby grants to the other Party (the 
“Secured Party”) a present and continuing security interest in, 
and lien on (and right of setoff against), and assignment of, 
all cash collateral and cash equivalent collateral and any and 
all proceeds resulting therefrom or the liquidation thereof, 
whether now or hereafter held by, on behalf of, or for the 
benefit of, such Secured Party, and each Party agrees to 
take such action as the other Party reasonably requires in 
order to perfect the Secured Party’s first-priority security 
interest in, and lien on (and right of setoff against), such 
collateral and any and all proceeds resulting therefrom or 
from the liquidation thereof. Upon or any time after the 
occurrence or deemed occurrence and during the 
continuation of an Event of Default or an Early Termination 
Date, the Non-Defaulting Party may do any one or more of 
the following: (i) exercise any of the rights and remedies of a 
Secured Party with respect to all Performance Assurance, 
including any such rights and remedies under law then in 
effect; (ii) exercise its rights of setoff against any and all 
property of the Defaulting Party in the possession of the Non-
Defaulting Party or its agent; (iii) draw on any outstanding 
Letter of Credit issued for its benefit; and (iv) liquidate all 
Performance Assurance then held by or for the benefit of the 
Secured Party free from any claim or right of any nature 
whatsoever of the Defaulting Party, including any equity or 
right of purchase or redemption by the Defaulting Party. The 
Secured Party shall apply the proceeds of the collateral 

 

 

(d)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 

(e)  Not Used 

 

 

 

 
8.3 Grant of Security Interest/Remedies.  To secure its 
obligations under this Agreement and to the extent Seller either 
or both Parties delivers the Project Development Security or 
Delivery Term Security, as applicable, Performance Assurance 
hereunder, Seller each Party (a “Pledgor”) hereby grants to 
Buyerthe other Party, as (the sSecured pParty), a present and 
continuing security interest in, and lien on (and right of setoff 
against), and assignment of, all such Performance Assurance 
posted with Buyer in the form of cash collateral and cash 
equivalent collateral and any and all proceeds resulting 
therefrom or the liquidation thereof, whether now or hereafter 
held by, on behalf of, or for the benefit of, Buyer. such Secured 
Party, and each Party Seller agrees to take such action as 
Buyerthe other Party reasonably requires in order to perfect a 
theSecured Party’s first-priority security interest in, and lien on 
(and right of setoff against), such Performance 
Assurancecollateral and any and all proceeds resulting therefrom 
or from the liquidation thereof.  Upon or any time after the 
occurrence or deemed occurrence and during the continuation of 
an Event of Default or an Early Termination Date, Buyer, as the 
Non-Defaulting Party, may do any one or more of the following:  
(ai) exercise any of the rights and remedies of a secured party 
with respect to all Project Development Security or Delivery 
Term Security, as applicable, Performance Assurance including 
any such rights and remedies under law then in effect; (bii) 
exercise its rights of setoff against any and all property of Seller, 
as the Defaulting Party, in the possession of the BuyerNon-
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realized upon the exercise of any such rights or remedies to 
reduce the Pledgor’s obligations under the Agreement (the 
Pledgor remaining liable for any amounts owing to the 
Secured Party after such application), subject to the Secured 
Party’s obligation to return any surplus proceeds remaining 
after such obligations are satisfied in full.  

 

 

 

 

8.4 To secure its obligations under this Agreement, in addition to 
satisfying any credit terms pursuant to the terms of Section 
[8.1 or 8.2] to the extent marked applicable, Seller agrees to 
deliver to Buyer (the “Secured Party”) within thirty (30) days 
of the date on which all of the conditions precedent set forth 
in Section __ are either satisfied or waived, and Seller shall 
maintain in full force and effect a) until the Commercial 
Operation Date a [INSERT TYPE OF COLLATERAL] in the 
amount of $_____], the form of which shall be determined in 
[the sole discretion of] [or] [by] Buyer and  (b) from the 
Commercial Operation Date until the end of the Term  
[INSERT TYPE OF COLLATERAL]in the amount of $____], 
the form of which shall be determined [in the sole discretion 
of] [or][by] the Buyer.  Any such security shall not be deemed 
a limitation of damages.  

Defaulting Party or Buyer’sit’s agent; (ciii) draw on any 
outstanding Letter of Credit issued for its benefit; and (div) 
liquidate all Project Development Security or Delivery Term 
Security, as applicable,Performance Assurance then held by or 
for the benefit of Buyerthe Secured Party free from any claim or 
right of any nature whatsoever Seller of the Defaulting Party, 
including any equity or right of purchase or redemption by the 
Seller Defaulting Party.  The BuyerSecured Party shall apply the 
proceeds of the collateral realized upon the exercise of any such 
rights or remedies to reduce the Seller’sPledgor’s obligations 
under the Agreement (Sellerthe Pledgor remaining liable for any 
amounts owing to BuyertheSecured Party after such application), 
subject to the Buyer’sSecured Party’s obligation to return any 
surplus proceeds remaining after such obligations are satisfied in 
full. 

8.4 Performance Assurance. 

(a) Project Development Security; Delivery Term Security.  
To secure its obligations under this Agreement, in addition to 
satisfying any credit terms pursuant to the terms of Section [8.1 
or 8.2] to the extent marked applicable, Seller agrees to deliver 
to Buyer collateral to secure its obligations under this 
Agreement, which Seller shall maintain in full force and effect for 
the period posted with Buyer, as follows(the “Secured Party”) 
within thirty (30) days of the date on which all of the conditions 
precedent set forth in Section __ are either satisfied or waived, 
and Seller shall maintain in full force and effect a) until the 
Commercial Operation Date a [INSERT TYPE OF 
COLLATERAL] in the amount of $_____], the form of which shall 
be determined in [the sole discretion of] [or] [by] Buyer and  (b) 
from the Commercial Operation Date until the end of the Term  
[INSERT TYPE OF COLLATERAL]in the amount of $____], the 
form of which shall be determined [in the sole discretion of] 
[or][by] the Buyer.:  

(i) Project Development Security in the amount of $ [insert 
dollar amount] and in the form of [specify cash or Letter of 
Credit] with respect to this subpart (i) from the Execution Date of 
this Agreement until Seller posts Project Development Security 
pursuant to subpart (ii) below, with Buyer; 

(ii) Project Development Security in the amount of $ [insert 
dollar amount] and in the form of [specify cash or Letter of 
Credit] with respect to this subpart (ii) from a date not later than 
thirty (30) days following the date on which all of the Conditions 
Precedent set forth in Article Eleven are either satisfied or 
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waived until Seller posts Delivery Term Security pursuant to 
subpart (iii) below, with Buyer; and 

(iii), Delivery Term Security in the amount of $ [insert dollar 
amount] and in the form of [specify cash, Letter of Credit or 
Guarantee] with respect to this subpart (iii) from the Commercial 
Operation Date until the end of the Term.  

Any such Performance Assurancesecurity shall not be deemed a 
limitation of damages, unless otherwise specifically provided by 
the terms set forth in this Agreement.   

(b) Use of Project Development Security.  Buyer shall be 
entitled to draw upon the Project Development Security posted 
by Seller for Daily Delay Damages until such time as the Project 
Development Security is exhausted.  Buyer shall also be entitled 
to draw upon the Project Development Security for any damages 
arising upon Buyer’s declaration of an Early Termination Date.   

(c) Termination of Project Development Security.  If after 
the Commercial Operation Date no damages are owed to Buyer 
under this Agreement, then Seller shall no longer be required to 
maintain the Project Development Security, and Project 
Development Security amounts held by Buyer as Daily Delay 
Damages due to a delayed Construction Start Date shall be 
returned to Seller within five (5) Business Days of Seller’s 
provision of the Delivery Term Security; provided however, that 
with Buyer’s consent, Seller may elect to apply the Project 
Development Security toward the Delivery Term Security, if any, 
provided pursuant to this Section 8.4.   

(d) Payment and Transfer of Interest.  Buyer shall pay 
interest on cash held as Project Development Security or 
Delivery Term Security, as applicable, at the Interest Rate. On or 
before each Interest Payment Date, Buyer shall transfer the 
Interest Amount due to Seller for such security in the form of 
cash by wire transfer to the bank account specified under “Wire 
Transfer” in the Cover Sheet. 

(e) Return of Delivery Term Security.   Buyer shall return 
the unused portion of Delivery Term Security, including the 
payment of any interest due thereon, pursuant to Section 8.4(d) 
above, to Seller promptly after the following has occurred: (a) the 
Term of the Agreement has ended, or subject to Section 8.3, an 
Early Termination Date has occurred, as applicable; and (b) all 
payment obligations of the Seller arising under this Agreement, 
including compensation for Imbalance Energy, Termination 
Payment, indemnification payments or other damages are paid 
in full (whether directly or indirectly such as through set-off or 
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netting).   

8.5 Letter of Credit. 

(a) If Seller has provided a Letter of Credit pursuant to any 
of the applicable provisions in this Article Eight, then Seller shall 
renew or cause the renewal of each outstanding Letter of Credit 
on a timely basis as provided in the relevant Letter of Credit and 
in accordance with this Agreement.  In the event the issuer of 
such Letter of Credit (x) fails to maintain a Credit Rating of at 
least an A2 by Moody’s and at least an A by S&P, (y) indicates 
its intent not to renew such Letter of Credit, or (z) fails to honor 
Buyer’s properly documented request to draw on an outstanding 
Letter of Credit by such issuer, Seller shall (A) provide a 
substitute Letter of Credit that is issued by a qualified bank 
acceptable to Buyer, other than the bank failing to honor the 
outstanding Letter of Credit, or (B) post cash in each case in an 
amount equal to the outstanding Letter of Credit within five (5) 
Business Days after Buyer receives Notice of such refusal 
(“Cure”), as applicable.  If Seller fails to Cure or if such Letter of 
Credit expires or terminates without a full draw thereon by Buyer, 
or fails or ceases to be in full force and effect at any time that 
such Letter of Credit is required pursuant to the terms of this 
Agreement, then Seller shall have failed to meet the 
creditworthiness/collateral requirements of Article Eight. 

(b) In all cases, the reasonable costs and expenses of 
establishing, renewing, substituting, canceling, increasing 
reducing, or otherwise administering the Letter of Credit shall be 
borne by Seller. 

(15)  Contract Modifications 

“Except to the extent herein provided for, no amendment 
or modification to this Agreement shall be enforceable 
unless reduced to writing and executed by both parties.” 

 

10.13  General. ….. Except to the extent herein provided 
for, no amendment or modification to this Agreement shall 
be enforceable unless reduced to writing and executed by 
both pParties. ……. 

Minor modifications made. 

(18)  Application of Prevailing Wage 

“To the extent applicable, Seller shall comply with the 
prevailing wage requirements of Public Utilities Code 
section 399.14, subdivision (h).” 

 

3.1(l)  Prevailing Wage.  To the extent applicable, Seller 
shall comply with the prevailing wage requirements of 
California Public Utilities Code Section 399.14, subdivision 
(h). 

Minor modification made. 

August 1, 2007 



 

 

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY ELECTRONIC MAIL OR U.S. MAIL 
 

 I, the undersigned, state that I am a citizen of the United States and am employed in 
the City and County of San Francisco; that I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and not a 
party to the within cause; and that my business address is Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 
Law Department B30A, 77 Beale Street, San Francisco, CA 94105. 
 
 I am readily familiar with the business practice of Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
for collection and processing of correspondence for mailing with the United States Postal 
Service.  In the ordinary course of business, correspondence is deposited with the United 
States Postal Service the same day it is submitted for mailing. 
   
 On the 1st day of August 2007, I served a true copy of: 

 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY’S 2008 RENEWABLE ENERGY 

PROCUREMENT PLAN AND DRAFT SOLICITATION PROTOCOL;  
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL UNDER SEAL 

CONSISTENT WITH THE CONFIDENTIALITY PROTECTIONS OF DECISION 
06-06-066 

 
 

[XX]   By Electronic Mail – serving the enclosed via e-mail transmission to each of the 
parties listed on the official service list for R.06-05-027 with an e-mail address. 
 
[XX]   By U.S. Mail – by placing the enclosed for collection and mailing, in the course of 
ordinary business practice, with other correspondence of Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 
enclosed in a sealed envelope, with postage fully prepaid, addressed to those parties listed on 
the official service list for R.05-12-013 without an e-mail address. 
 
 I certify and declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California 
that the foregoing is true and correct.    
 
 Executed on this 1st day of August, 2007 at San Francisco, California.   
 
 
 
 

                   /s/    
       KAREN PRICE 
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ABBAS M. ABED ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
402 WEST BROADWAY, STE 400 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101    
  Email:  aabed@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

JASON ABIECUNAS BLACK & BEATCH GLOBAL 
RENEWABLE ENERGY 
RENEWABLE ENERGY CONSULTANT 
11401 LAMAR 
OVERLAND PARK KS  66211       
  FOR: RENEWABLE ENERGY CONSULTANT 
  Email:  abiecunasjp@bv.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CALIFORNIA ENERGY MARKETS 
517-B POTRERO AVE 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94110       
  Email:  cem@newsdata.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CALIFORNIA ENERGY MARKETS 
517-B POTRERO AVE. 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94110-1431       
  FOR: CALIFORNIA ENERGY MARKETS 
  Email:  cem@newsdata.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

3 PHASES ENERGY SERVICES 
2100 SEPULVEDA BLVD., STE 37 
MANHATTAN BEACH CA  90266       
  Email:  energy@3phases.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ENERGY AMERICA, LLC 
ONE STAMFORD PLAZA, 8TH FLOOR 
263 TRESSER BLVD. 
STAMFORD CT  6901       
  Email:  cindy.sola@directenergy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

MRW & ASSOCIATES, INC. 
1814 FRANKLIN ST, STE 720 
OAKLAND CA  94612       
  Email:  mrw@mrwassoc.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

LEGAL AND REGULATORY DEPARTMENT 
CALIFORNIA ISO 
151 BLUE RAVINE ROAD 
FOLSOM CA  95630       
  FOR: CALIFORNIA ISO 
  Email:  e-recipient@caiso.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

SOCAL WATER/BEAR VALLEY ELECTRIC 
630 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD. 
SAN DIMAS CA  91773       
  Email:  kswitzer@gswater.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

STRATEGIC ENERGY, LTD. 
7220 AVENIDA ENCINAS, STE 120 
CARLSBAD CA  92009       
  Email:  customerrelations@sel.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

SEMPRA ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
101 ASH ST, HQ09 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101-3017       
  Email:  email@semprasolutions.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

AOL UTILITY CORP. 
12752 BARRETT LANE 
SANTA ANA CA  92705       
  Email:  lalehs101@hotmail.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

DAN ADLER DIRECTOR, TECH AND POLICY 
DEVELOPMENT 
CALIFORNIA CLEAN ENERGY FUND 
5 THIRD ST, STE 1125 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94103       
  Email:  Dan.adler@calcef.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CASE ADMINISTRATION 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770       
  FOR: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
  Email:  case.admin@sce.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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STACY AGUAYO 
APS ENERGY SERVICES COMPANY, INC. 
400 E. VAN BUREN ST, STE 750 
PHOENIX AZ  85004    
  FOR: APS Energy Company 
  Email:  stacy.aguayo@apses.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE  

LYNN M. ALEXANDER 
LMA CONSULTING 
129 REDWOOD AVE 
CORTE MADERA CA  94925       
  Email:  lynn@lmaconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CATHIE ALLEN CA STATE MGR. 
PACIFICORP 
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 2000 
PORTLAND OR  97232       
  Email:  californiadockets@pacificorp.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

GARY L. ALLEN 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770       
  Email:  gary.allen@sce.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

SCOTT J. ANDERS RESEARCH/ADMINISTRATIVE 
DIRECTOR 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCHOOL OF LAW 
5998 ALCALA PARK 
SAN DIEGO CA  92110       
  Email:  scottanders@sandiego.edu 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

ROD AOKI ATTORNEY 
ALCANTAR & KAHL, LLP 
120 MONTGOMERY ST,  STE 2200 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104       
  FOR: CAC 
  Email:  rsa@a-klaw.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Nilgun Atamturk 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
EXECUTIVE DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5303 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  nil@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

Amanda C. Baker 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY RESOURCES BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  ab1@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

ELIZABETH BAKER 
SUMMIT BLUE CONSULTING 
1722 14TH ST, STE 230 
BOULDER CO  80304       
  Email:  bbaker@summitblue.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

BARBARA R. BARKOVICH 
BARKOVICH & YAP, INC. 
44810 ROSEWOOD TERRACE 
MENDOCINO CA  95460       
  FOR: BARKOVICH AND YAP INC. 
  Email:  brbarkovich@earthlink.net 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

GREG BASS 
SEMPRA ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
101 ASH ST. HQ09 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101-3017       
  FOR: Sempra Energy Solutions 
  Email:  gbass@semprasolutions.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

R. THOMAS BEACH PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT 
CROSSBORDER ENERGY 
2560 NINTH ST, STE 213A 
BERKELEY CA  94710-2557       
  FOR: CROSSBORDER ENERGY 
  Email:  tomb@crossborderenergy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

KATE BEARDSLEY 
PG&E 
MAILCODE B9A 
PO BOX 770000 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94177       
  Email:  kebd@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JANELLE BELAND CHIEF OF STAFF 
OFFICE OF SENATOR LELAND Y. YEE 
STATE CAPITOL 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  janelle.beland@sen.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 
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C. SUSIE BERLIN 
MCCARTHY & BERLIN LLP 
100 PARK CENTER PLAZA, STE. 501 
SAN JOSE CA  95113    
  Email:  sberlin@mccarthylaw.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

DAVID A. BISCHEL PRESIDENT 
CALIFORNIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
1215 K ST, STE 1830 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: California Forestry Association 
  Email:  davidb@cwo.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

SCOTT BLAISING ATTORNEY 
BRAUN & BLAISING, P.C. 
915 L ST, STE 1420 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  blaising@braunlegal.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

BILLY BLATTNER 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY 
601 VAN NESS AVE, STE 2060 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102       
  FOR: SDG&E/SoCal Gas 
  Email:  wblattner@semprautilities.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

ASHLEE M. BONDS 
THELEN REID BROWN RAYSMAN&STEINER LLP 
SUITE 1800 
101 SECOND ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Email:  abonds@thelen.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Traci Bone 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
LEGAL DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5206 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  tbo@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

WILLIAM H. BOOTH ATTORNEY 
LAW OFFICE OF WILLIAM H. BOOTH 
1500 NEWELL AVE., 5TH FLR 
WALNUT CREEK CA  94556       
  FOR: Ridgewood Renewable Power, LLC and Ridgewood 

Olinda, LLC/CLECA 
  Email:  wbooth@booth-law.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

KEVIN BOUDREAUX MANAGER-RETAIL OPERATIONS 
CALPINE POWERAMERICA CA, LLC 
717 TEXAS AVE, STE 1000 
HOUSTON TX  77002       
  FOR: Calpine 
  Email:  kevin.boudreaux@calpine.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ROBERT T. BOYD 
GE WIND ENERGY 
6130 STONERIDGE MAIL ROAD, STE 300B 
PLEASANTON CA  94588-3287       
  FOR: GE WIND ENERGY 
  Email:  robert.boyd@ps.ge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

STEVE BRINK 
CALIFORNIA FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
1215 K ST, STE 1830 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: California Forestry Association 
  Email:  steveb@cwo.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

ADAM BRIONES 
THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE 
1918 UNIVERSITY AVE, 2ND FLR 
BERKELEY CA  94704       
  Email:  adamb@greenlining.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

GLORIA BRITTON 
ANZA ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE, INC. 
58470 HWY 371 
PO BOX 391909 
ANZA CA  92539       
  FOR: Anza Electric Cooperative 
  Email:  GloriaB@anzaelectric.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

DEBORAH BROCKETT CONSULTANT 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
SPEAR STREE TOWER, SUITE 1200 
ONE MARKET ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Email:  dbrockett@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

ANDREW B. BROWN ATTORNEY 
ELLISON, SCHNEIDER & HARRIS, LLP 
2015 H ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: Constellation New Energy, Inc. 
  Email:  abb@eslawfirm.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 
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NINA BUBNOVA CASE MANAGER 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PO BOX 770000, MAIL CODE B9A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94177    
  FOR: PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
  Email:  nbb2@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

CRAIG M. BUCHSBAUM ATTORNEY 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST, B30A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Email:  cmb3@pge.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

TRENT A. CARLSON 
RELIANT ENERGY 
1000 MAIN ST 
HOUSTON TX  77001       
  Email:  tcarlson@reliant.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DAN L. CARROLL ATTORNEY 
DOWNEY BRAND, LLP 
555 CAPITOL MALL, 10TH FLR 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: Mountain Utilities 
  Email:  dcarroll@downeybrand.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

TIMOTHY CASTILLE 
LANDS ENERGY CONSULTING, INC. 
18109 SE 42ND ST 
VANCOUVER WA  98683       
  Email:  castille@landsenergy.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

STEVE CHADIMA 
ENERGY INNOVATIONS, INC. 
130 WEST UNION ST 
PASADENA CA  91103       
  Email:  steve@energyinnovations.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JENNIFER CHAMBERLIN 
STRATEGIC ENERGY, LLC 
2633 WELLINGTON CT. 
CLYDE CA  94520       
  FOR: Strategic Energy 
  Email:  jchamberlin@strategicenergy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

CLIFF CHEN 
UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTIST 
2397 SHATTUCK AVE, STE 203 
BERKELEY CA  94704       
  Email:  cchen@ucsusa.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

WILLIAM H. CHEN 
CONSTELLATION NEW ENERGY, INC. 
SPEAR TOWER, 36TH FLOOR 
ONE MARKET ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  FOR: Constellation New Energy, Inc. 
  Email:  bill.chen@constellation.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ED CHIANG 
ELEMENT MARKETS, LLC 
ONE SUGAR CREEK CENTER BLVD., STE 250 
SUGAR LAND TX  77478       
  Email:  echiang@elementmarkets.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

MARY COLLINS POLICY ADVISOR TO COMMISSIONER 
LIEBERMAN 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
160 NORTH LASALLE ST, STE. C-800 
CHICAGO IL  60601       
  FOR: ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 
  Email:  mcollins@icc.illinois.gov 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

THOMAS P. CORR 
SEMPRA ENERGY GLOBAL ENTERPRISES 
101 ASH ST, HQ16C 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101       
  Email:  tcorr@sempra.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DOUGLAS E. COVER 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATES 
225 BUSH ST, STE 1700 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104       
  Email:  dcover@esassoc.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

BRIAN CRAGG ATTORNEY 
GOODIN, MAC BRIDE, SQUERI, RITCHIE & DAY 
505 SANSOME ST, STE 900 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111       
  FOR: Independent Energy Producers Association 

(IEPA)/Caithness Corporation 
  Email:  bcragg@goodinmacbride.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 
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HOLLY B. CRONIN STATE WATER PROJECT 
OPERATIONS DIV 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
3310 EL CAMINO AVE., LL-90 
SACRAMENTO CA  95821    
  Email:  hcronin@water.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE  

JOHN DALESSI 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, STE 600 
RANCHO CORDOVA CA  95670-6078       
  FOR: South San Joaquin Valley/Kings River Conservation 

District 
  Email:  jdalessi@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Christopher Danforth 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ELECTRICITY RESOURCES & PRICING BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4209 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  ctd@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

THOMAS R. DARTON 
PILOT POWER SERVICES, INC. 
SUITE 112 
9320 CHESAPEAKE DRIVE 
SAN DIEGO CA  92123       
  FOR: Pilot Power Group, Inc. 
  Email:  tdarton@pilotpowergroup.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

DOUG DAVIE 
DAVIE CONSULTING, LLC 
3390 BEATTY DRIVE 
EL DORADO HILLS CA  95762       
  Email:  dougdpucmail@yahoo.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

KEVIN DAVIES 
SOLAR DEVELOPMENT INC. 
2424 PROFESSIONAL DR. 
ROSEVILLE CA  95661-7773       
  Email:  kevin@solardevelop.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

KYLE DAVIS 
PACIFICORP 
825 NE MULNOMAH, STE 2000 
PORTLAND OR  97232       
  Email:  kyle.l.davis@pacificorp.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

NEAL DE SNOO 
CITY OF BERKELEY 
2180 MILVIA ST, 2ND FLR 
BERKELEY CA  94704       
  FOR: East Bay Power Authority/City of Berkeley 
  Email:  ndesnoo@ci.berkeley.ca.us 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Matthew Deal 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
EXECUTIVE DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  mjd@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

MICHAEL DEANGELIS 
SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
6201 S ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95817-1899       
  FOR: SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
  Email:  mdeange@smud.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

PAUL DELANEY 
AMERICAN UTILITY NETWORK (A.U.N.) 
10705 DEER CANYON DRIVE 
ALTA LOMA CA  91737       
  FOR: American Utility Network 
  Email:  pssed@adelphia.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RALPH E. DENNIS DIRECTOR, REGULATORY AFFAIRS 
FELLON-MCCORD & ASSOCIATES 
CONSTELLATION NEWENERGY-GAS DIVISION 
9960 CORPORATE CAMPUS DRIVE, STE 2000 
LOUISVILLE KY  40223       
  Email:  ralph.dennis@constellation.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DEREK DENNISTON 
THE DENNISTON GROUP, LLC 
101 BELLA VISTA AVE 
BELVEDERE CA  94920       
  FOR: THE DENNISTON GROUP, LLC 
  Email:  DCDG@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

WILLIAM F. DIETRICH ATTORNEY 
DIETRICH LAW 
2977 YGNACIO VALLEY ROAD, 613 
WALNUT CREEK CA  94598-3535       
  Email:  dietrichlaw2@earthlink.net 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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TREVOR DILLARD 
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 
PO BOX 10100 
6100 NEIL ROAD, MS S4A50 
RENO NV  89520    
  Email:  tdillard@sierrapacific.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

Paul Douglas 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY RESOURCES BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  psd@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

DANIEL W. DOUGLASS ATTORNEY 
DOUGLASS & LIDDELL 
21700 OXNARD ST, STE 1030 
WOODLAND HILLS CA  91367       
  FOR: ALLIANCE FOR RETAIL ENERGY MARKETS 
  Email:  douglass@energyattorney.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Dorothy Duda 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5109 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  dot@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

KEVIN DUGGAN 
CALPINE COPRORATION 
3875 HOPYARD ROAD, STE 345 
PLEASANTON CA  94588       
  Email:  duggank@calpine.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

KIRBY DUSEL 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, STE 600 
RANCHO CORDOVA CA  95670       
  Email:  kdusel@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JOHN DUTCHER VICE PRESIDENT - REGULATORY 
AFFAIRS 
MOUNTAIN UTILITIES 
3210 CORTE VALENCIA 
FAIRFIELD CA  94534-7875       
  Email:  ralf1241a@cs.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

KERRY EDEN DEPARTMENT OF WATER 
CITY OF CORONA DEPT. OF WATER & POWER 
730 CORPORATION YARD WAY 
CORONA CA  92880       
  Email:  kerry.eden@ci.corona.ca.us 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

HARVEY EDER 
PUBLIC SOLAR POWER COALITION 
1218 12TH ST., 25 
SANTA MONICA CA  90401       
  Email:  harveyederpspc.org@hotmail.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

BARRY H. EPSTEIN 
FITZGERALD,ABBOTT & BEARDSLEY, LLP 
1221 BROADWAY, 21ST FLR 
OAKLAND CA  94612       
  FOR: FITZGERLAND, ABBOTT & BEARDSLEY, LLP 
  Email:  bepstein@fablaw.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

SAEED FARROKHPAY 
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
110 BLUE RAVINE RD., STE 107 
FOLSOM CA  95630       
  Email:  saeed.farrokhpay@ferc.gov 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DIANE I. FELLMAN ATTORNEY 
FPL ENERGY, LLC 
234 VAN NESS AVE 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102       
  Email:  diane_fellman@fpl.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

PAUL FENN 
LOCAL POWER 
4281 PIEDMONT AVE. 
OAKLAND CA  94611       
  Email:  paulfenn@local.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

LAW DEPARTMENT FILE ROOM 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PO BOX 7442 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94120-7442       
  Email:  cpuccases@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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CENTRAL FILES 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC 
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT, CP31E 
SAN DIEGO CA  92123    
  FOR: SAN DIEGO GAS & ELELCTRIC 
  Email:  centralfiles@semprautilities.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

Julie A. Fitch 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
DIVISION OF STRATEGIC PLANNING 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5119 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  jf2@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

RYAN FLYNN 
PACIFICORP 
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, 18TH FLR 
PORTLAND OR  97232       
  Email:  ryan.flynn@pacificorp.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Thomas Flynn 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY RESOURCES BRANCH 
770 L ST, STE 1050 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  trf@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

BRUCE FOSTER VICE PRESIDENT 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
601 VAN NESS AVE, STE. 2040 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102       
  Email:  bruce.foster@sce.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

BRIAN C. FRECKMANN 
C/O FOUNDATION PARTNERS 
100 DRAKES LANDING ROAD, NO. 125 
GREENBRAE CA  94904       
  Email:  brian@banyansec.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

MATTHEW FREEDMAN ATTORNEY 
THE UTILITY REFORM NETWORK 
711 VAN NESS AVE, STE 350 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102       
  FOR: TURN 
  Email:  freedman@turn.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

SUSAN FREEDMAN 
SAN DIEGO REGIONAL ENERGY OFFICE 
8520 TECH WAY, STE 110 
SAN DIEGO CA  92123       
  Email:  susan.freedman@sdenergy.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CLARE LAUFENBER GALLARDO 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 NINTH ST, MS-46 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  claufenb@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

DAN GEIS 
THE DOLPHIN GROUP 
925 L ST, STE 800 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: Inland Empire Utilities Agency 
  Email:  dgeis@dolphingroup.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ROBERT B. GEX ATTORNEY, 
DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP 
505 MONTGOMERY ST, STE 800 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111-6533       
  Email:  bobgex@dwt.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JEDEDIAH J. GIBSON 
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
2015 H ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  jjg@eslawfirm.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Anne Gillette 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY RESOURCES BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  aeg@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

MICHAEL J. GILMORE 
INLAND ENERGY 
SOUTH TOWER SUITE 606 
3501 JAMBOREE RD 
NEWPORT BEACH CA  92660       
  Email:  michaelgilmore@inlandenergy.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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RAMONA GONZALEZ 
EAST BAY MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
375 ELEVENTH ST, M/S NO. 205 
OAKLAND CA  94607    
  Email:  ramonag@ebmud.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

JEFFREY P. GRAY ATTORNEY 
DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE, LLP 
505 MONTGOMERY ST, STE 800 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111-6533       
  FOR: Calpine Power America-CA, llc 
  Email:  jeffgray@dwt.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JOE GRECO 
CAITHNESS OPERATING COMPANY 
9590 PROTOTYPE COURT, STE 200 
RENO NV  89521       
  Email:  jgreco@caithnessenergy.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DANIEL V. GULINO 
RIDGEWOOD POWER MANAGEMENT, LLC 
947 LINWOOD AVE 
RIDGEWOOD NJ  7450       
  FOR: RIDGEWOOD POWER MANAGEMENT, LLC 
  Email:  dgulino@ridgewoodpower.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ROB GUNNIN VICE PRESIDENT SUPPLY 
COMMERCE ENERGY, INC. 
600 ANTON BLVD., STE 2000 
COSTA MESA CA  92626       
  Email:  rgunnin@commerceenergy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Julie Halligan 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CONSUMER PROTECTION AND SAFETY DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 2203 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  jmh@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

TOM HAMILTON MANAGING PARTNER 
ENERGY CONCIERGE SERVICES 
321 MESA LILA RD 
GLENDALE CA  91208       
  Email:  THAMILTON5@CHARTER.NET 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JANICE G. HAMRIN 
CENTER FOR RESOURCE SOLUTIONS 
PRESIDIO BUILDING 97 
PO BOX 29512 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94129       
  FOR: CENTER FOR RESOURCE SOLUTIONS 
  Email:  jhamrin@resource-solutions.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

PETER W. HANSCHEN ATTORNEY 
MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP 
101 YGNACIO VALLEY ROAD, STE 450 
WALNUT CREEK CA  94596       
  Email:  phanschen@mofo.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

ARNO HARRIS 
RECURRENT ENERGY, INC. 
220 HALLECK ST., STE 220 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94129       
  Email:  arno@recurrentenergy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

FRANK W. HARRIS REGULATORY ECONOMIST 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
2244 WALNUT GROVE 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770       
  FOR: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
  Email:  frank.w.harris@sce.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

ARTHUR HAUBENSTOCK ATTORNEY 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST, B30A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  FOR: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
  Email:  alhj@pge.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

LYNN M. HAUG ATTORNEY 
ELLISON, SCHNEIDER & HARRIS, LLP 
2015 H ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814-3512       
  FOR: Corona Department of Water and Power 
  Email:  lmh@eslawfirm.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ANN HENDRICKSON 
COMMERCE ENERGY, INC. 
222 WEST LAS COLINAS BLVD., STE 950E 
IRVING TX  75039       
  Email:  ahendrickson@commerceenergy.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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SETH D. HILTON 
STOEL RIVES 
111 SUTTER ST., STE 700 
SAN FRANCISSCO CA  94104    
  Email:  sdhilton@stoel.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

LENNY HOCHSCHILD EVOLUTION MARKETS, LLC 
RENEWABLE ENERGY MARKETS 
425 MARKET ST, STE 2200 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  FOR: RENEWABLE ENERGY MARKETS 
  Email:  lennyh@evomarkets.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JOHN B. HOFMANN 
REGIONAL COUNCIL OF RURAL COUNTIES 
801 12TH ST, STE 600 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: Regional Council of Rural Counties 
  Email:  jhofmann@rcrcnet.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

DAVID L. HUARD ATTORNEY 
MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
11355 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD 
LOS ANGELES CA  90064       
  FOR: MANATT, PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
  Email:  dhuard@manatt.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

TAMLYN M. HUNT ENERGY PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL 
26 W. ANAPAMU ST., 2/F 
SANTA BARBARA CA  93101       
  FOR: COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL 
  Email:  thunt@cecmail.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

CAROL J. HURLOCK 
CALIFORNIA DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES 
JOINT OPERATIONS CENTER 
3310 EL CAMINO AVE. RM 300 
SACRAMENTO CA  95821       
  Email:  hurlock@water.ca.gov 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

MICHAEL A. HYAMS POWER ENTERPRISE-
REGULATORY AFFAIRS 
SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMM 
1155 MARKET ST., 4TH FLR 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94103       
  Email:  mhyams@sfwater.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

MWIRIGI IMUNGI 
THE ENERGY COALITION 
15615 ALTON PARKWAY, STE 245 
IRVINE CA  92618       
  Email:  imungi@energycoalition.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JONATHAN JACOBS 
PA CONSULTING GROUP 
390 INTERLOCKEN CRESCENT, STE 410 
BROOMFIELD CO  80021       
  Email:  jon.jacobs@paconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

TODD JAFFE ENERGY BUSINESS BROKERS AND 
CONSULTANTS 
3420 KEYSER ROAD 
BALTIMORE MD  21208       
  Email:  tjaffe@energybusinessconsultants.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Aaron J. Johnson 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
DRA - ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4202 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  ajo@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

MARC D. JOSEPH ATTORNEY 
ADAMS, BROADWELL, JOSEPH & CARDOZO 
601 GATEWAY BLVD., STE. 1000 
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO CA  94080       
  FOR: ADAMS BROADWELL JOSEPH & CARDOZO 
  Email:  mdjoseph@adamsbroadwell.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

EVELYN KAHL ATTORNEY 
ALCANTAR & KAHL, LLP 
120 MONTGOMERY ST, STE 2200 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104       
  FOR: Occidental Power Services, Inc. 
  Email:  ek@a-klaw.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Sara M. Kamins 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY RESOURCES BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  smk@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 
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CATHY A. KARLSTAD 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE. 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770    
  FOR: Southern California Edison Company 
  Email:  cathy.karlstad@sce.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE  

JOSEPH M. KARP ATTORNEY 
WINSTON & STRAWN LLP 
101 CALIFORNIA ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111-5802       
  FOR: California Wind Energy Association 
  Email:  jkarp@winston.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RANDALL W. KEEN ATTORNEY 
MANATT PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
11355 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES CA  90064       
  FOR: MANATT PHELPS & PHILLIPS, LLP 
  Email:  rkeen@manatt.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

CAROLYN KEHREIN 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
1505 DUNLAP COURT 
DIXON CA  95620-4208       
  FOR: Energy Users Forum 
  Email:  cmkehrein@ems-ca.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

STEVEN KELLY POLICY DIRECTOR 
INDEPENDENT ENERGY PRODUCERS ASSN 
1215 K ST, STE 900 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  steven@iepa.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DOUGLAS K. KERNER ATTORNEY 
ELLISON, SCHNEIDER & HARRIS, LLP 
2015 H ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: ELLISON, SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
  Email:  dkk@eslawfirm.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

NIELS KJELLUND 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST, MAIL CODE B9A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105-1814       
  Email:  nxk2@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

GREGORY S. G. KLATT 
DOUGLASS & LIDDELL 
21700 OXNARD ST, STE 1030 
WOODLAND HILLS CA  91367-8102       
  FOR: Alliance for Retail Energy Markets 
  Email:  klatt@energyattorney.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

GARSON KNAPP 
FPL ENERGY, LLC 
770 UNIVERSE BLVD. 
JUNO BEACH FL  33408       
  Email:  garson_knapp@fpl.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

BILL KNOX 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 NINTH ST, MS 45 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814-5504       
  Email:  bknox@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

SUZANNE KOROSEC 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
MS-31 
1516 9TH ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95184       
  Email:  skorosec@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

AVIS KOWALEWSKI 
CALPINE CORPORATION 
3875 HOPYARD ROAD, STE 345 
PLEASANTON CA  94588       
  FOR: CalpinePowerAmerica-CA,LLC 
  Email:  kowalewskia@calpine.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

EDWARD V. KURZ ATTORNEY 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PO BOX 7442 
77 BEALE ST., MAIL CODE B30A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Email:  evk1@pge.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

STEPHANIE LA SHAWN 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PO BOX 770000, MAIL CODE B9A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94177       
  Email:  S1L7@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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PAUL LACOURCIERE ATTORNEY 
THELEN REID BROWN RAYSMAN & STEINER LLP 
101 SECOND ST, STE 1800 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105    
  Email:  placourciere@thelen.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

JOSEPH LANGENBERG 
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA POWER 
949 EAST ANNADALE AVE., A210 
FRESNO CA  93706       
  Email:  Joe.Langenberg@gmail.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ERIC LARSEN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST 
RCM INTERNATIONAL 
PO BOX 4716 
BERKELEY CA  94704       
  FOR: RCM International 
  Email:  elarsen@rcmdigesters.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RICH LAUCKHART 
GLOBAL ENERGY 
SUITE 200 
2379 GATEWAY OAKS DR. 
SACRAMENTO CA  95833       
  Email:  rlauckhart@globalenergy.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CLARE LAUFENBERG 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 NINTH ST,  MS 46 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  claufenb@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

JUDE LEBLANC 
BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP 
600 ANTON BLVD., STE 900 
COSTA MESA CA  92626       
  FOR: BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP 
  Email:  jleblanc@bakerlaw.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

EVELYN C. LEE ATTORNEY 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST, MAIL DROP 30A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  FOR: PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
  Email:  ecl8@pge.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

BRENDA LEMAY DIRECTOR OF PROJECT 
DEVELOPMENT 
HORIZON WIND ENERGY 
1600 SHATTUCK, STE 222 
BERKELEY CA  94709       
  Email:  brenda.lemay@horizonwind.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CONSTANCE LENI 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
MS-20 
1516 NINTH ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  cleni@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

JOHN  W. LESLIE ATTORNEY 
LUCE, FORWARD, HAMILTON & SCRIPPS, LLP 
11988 EL CAMINO REAL, STE 200 
SAN DIEGO CA  92130-2592       
  Email:  jleslie@luce.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Ellen S. LeVine 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
LEGAL DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5028 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  esl@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

DONALD C. LIDDELL ATTORNEY 
DOUGLASS & LIDDELL 
2928 2ND AVE 
SAN DIEGO CA  92103       
  FOR: Stirling Energy Systems 
  Email:  liddell@energyattorney.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RONALD LIEBERT ATTORNEY 
CALIFORNIA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 
2300 RIVER PLAZA DRIVE 
SACRAMENTO CA  95833       
  Email:  rliebert@cfbf.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JANICE LIN MANAGING PARTNER 
STRATEGEN CONSULTING LLC 
146 VICENTE ROAD 
BERKELEY CA  94705       
  Email:  janice@strategenconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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KAREN LINDH 
LINDH & ASSOCIATES 
7909 WALERGA ROAD,  NO. 112, PMB 119 
ANTELOPE CA  95843    
  Email:  karen@klindh.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

GRACE LIVINGSTON-NUNLEY ASSISTANT PROJECT 
MANAGER 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PO BOX 770000 MAIL CODE B9A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94177       
  Email:  gxl2@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JODY LONDON 
JODY LONDON CONSULTING 
PO BOX 3629 
OAKLAND CA  94609       
  FOR: Sustainable Conservation and RCM International 
  Email:  jody_london_consulting@earthlink.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Mark R. Loy 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY COST OF SERVICE & NATURAL GAS BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4205 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  mrl@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

ED LUCHA 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST, MAIL CODE B9A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Email:  ell5@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JANE E. LUCKHARDT ATTORNEY 
DOWNEY BRAND LLP 
555 CAPITOL MALL, 10TH FLR 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  jluckhardt@downeybrand.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

LYNELLE LUND 
COMMERCE ENERGY, INC. 
600 ANTON BLVD., STE 2000 
COSTA MESA CA  92626       
  Email:  llund@commerceenergy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

CHARLES MANZUK 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC 
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT, CP 32D 
SAN DIEGO CA  92123       
  Email:  cmanzuk@semprautilities.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Jaclyn Marks 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
EXECUTIVE DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5306 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  jm3@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

TIM MASON 
1000 FRESNO AVE. 
BERKELEY CA  94707       
  Email:  timmason@comcast.net 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Burton Mattson 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5104 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  bwm@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

CHRISTOPHER J. MAYER 
MODESTO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
PO BOX 4060 
MODESTO CA  95352-4060       
  Email:  chrism@mid.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

MICHAEL MAZUR CHIEF TECHNICAL OFFICER 
3 PHASES ENERGY SERVICES, LLC 
2100 SEPULVEDA BLVD., STE 38 
MANHATTAN BEACH CA  90266       
  Email:  mmazur@3phases.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

KEITH MC CREA ATTORNEY 
SUTHERLAND, ASBILL & BRENNAN 
1275 PENNSYLVANIA AVE, NW 
WASHINGTON DC  20004-2415       
  FOR: CA Manufacturers & Technology Assn. 
  Email:  keith.mccrea@sablaw.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 
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RICHARD MCCANN 
M.CUBED 
2655 PORTAGE BAY ROAD, STE 3 
DAVIS CA  95616    
  Email:  rmccann@umich.edu 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

KARLY MCCRORY 
SOLAR DEVELOPMENT 
2424 PROFESSIONAL DRIVE 
ROSEVILLE CA  95677       
  Email:  karly@solardevelop.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

LIZBETH MCDANNEL 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE., QUAD 4D 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770       
  Email:  lizbeth.mcdannel@sce.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

KAREN MCDONALD 
POWEREX CORPORATION 
1400, 
666 BURRAND ST 
VANCOUVER BC  V6C 2X8      CANADA 
  FOR: Powerex Corporation 
  Email:  karen.mcdonald@powerex.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JAN MCFARLAND 
AMERICANS FOR SOLAR POWER 
1100 11TH ST, STE 323 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: Americans for Solar Power 
  Email:  janmcfar@sonic.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JEANNE MCKINNEY 
THELEN REID BROWN RAYSMAN & STEINER 
101 SECOND ST, STE 1800 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

BRUCE MCLAUGHLIN ATTORNEY 
BRAUN & BLAISING P.C. 
915 L ST, STE 1420 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  FOR: BRAUN & BLAISING P.C. 
  Email:  mclaughlin@braunlegal.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JAMES MCMAHON SENIOR ENGAGEMENT MANAGER 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, STE 600 
RANCHO CORDOVA CA  95670-6078       
  FOR: California Department of Water Resources 
  Email:  JMcMahon@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

RACHEL MCMAHON 
CEERT 
1100 11TH ST, STE 311 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  rachel@ceert.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JACK MCNAMARA ATTORNEY 
MACK ENERGY COMPANY 
PO BOX 1380 
AGOURA HILLS CA  91376-1380       
  Email:  jackmack@suesec.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

MICHAEL MEACHAM ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE 
MANAGER 
CITY OF CHULA VISTA 
276 FOURTH AVE 
CHULA VISTA CA  91910       
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ELENA MELLO 
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY 
6100 NEIL ROAD 
RENO NV  89520       
  Email:  emello@sppc.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CHARLES MIDDLEKAUFF ATTORNEY 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  FOR: Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
  Email:  crmd@pge.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ROSS MILLER 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 9TH ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  rmiller@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 
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KAREN NORENE MILLS ATTORNEY 
CALIFORNIA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 
2300 RIVER PLAZA DRIVE 
SACRAMENTO CA  95833    
  Email:  kmills@cfbf.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE  

MARCIE MILNER 
CORAL POWER, L.L.C. 
4445 EASTGATE MALL, STE 100 
SAN DIEGO CA  92121       
  Email:  mmilner@coral-energy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

MICHAEL D. MONTOYA ATTORNEY 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770       
  FOR: Southern California Edison Company 
  Email:  mike.montoya@sce.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ANN MOORE 
CITY OF CHULA VISTA 
276 FOURTH AVE 
CHULA VISTA CA  91910       
  FOR: The City of Chula Vista 
  Email:  amoore@ci.chula-vista.ca.us 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RONALD MOORE 
GOLDEN STATE WATER/BEAR VALLEY ELECTRIC 
630 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD 
SAN DIMAS CA  91773       
  Email:  rkmoore@gswater.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

GREGG MORRIS 
GREEN POWER INSTITUTE 
2039 SHATTUCK AVE., STE 402 
BERKELEY CA  94704       
  FOR: Green Power Inst. 
  Email:  gmorris@emf.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

STEPHEN A.S. MORRISON ATTORNEY 
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, RM 234 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102       
  FOR: City of San Francisco 
  Email:  stephen.morrison@sfgov.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

DAVID MORSE 
1411 W, COVELL BLVD., STE 106-292 
DAVIS CA  95616-5934       
  Email:  demorse@omsoft.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Jay Morse 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY RESOURCES BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4209 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  jxm@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

SUSAN MUNVES ENERGY AND GREEN BLDG. PROG. 
ADMIN. 
CITY OF SANTA MONICA 
1212 5TH ST, FIRST FLR 
SANTA MONICA CA  90401       
  Email:  susan.munves@smgov.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

CLYDE MURLEY 
1031 ORDWAY ST 
ALBANY CA  94706       
  Email:  clyde.murley@comcast.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

MEGAN MACNEIL MYERS ATTORNEY 
LAW OFFICES OF MEGAN MACNEIL MYERS 
PO BOX 638 
LAKEPORT CA  95453       
  FOR: Americans for Solar Power 
  Email:  meganmmyers@yahoo.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

SARA STECK MYERS 
LAW OFFICES OF SARA STECK MYERS 
122 28TH AVE. 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94121       
  FOR: Center for Energy Efficiency and Renewable 

Technologies 
  Email:  ssmyers@worldnet.att.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JESSICA NELSON 
PLUMAS-SIERRA RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP 
73233 STATE ROUTE 70, STE A 
PORTOLA CA  96122-7064       
  Email:  notice@psrec.coop 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 
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ROBERT NICHOLS 
NEW WEST ENERGY 
MAILING STATION ISB 665 
BOX 61868 
PHOENIX AZ  85082-1868    
  Email:  rsnichol@srpnet.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE  

DESPINA NIEHAUS 
SAN DIEGO GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT, CP32H 
SAN DIEGO CA  92123-1530       
  Email:  dniehaus@semprautilities.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

RICK C. NOGER 
PRAXAIR PLAINFIELD, INC. 
2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD, STE 400 
WILMINGTON DE  19808       
  Email:  rick_noger@praxair.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Noel Obiora 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
LEGAL DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4107 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  nao@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

CHRISTOPHER O'BRIEN SHARP SOLAR 
VP STRATEGY AND GOVERNMENT RELATIONS 
3808 ALTON PLACE NW 
WASHINGTON DC  20016       
  FOR: SHARP SOLAR SYSTEMS DIVISION 
  Email:  obrienc@sharpsec.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

STANDISH O'GRADY 
FRIENDS OF KIRKWOOD ASSOCIATION 
31 PARKER AVE 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94118       
  Email:  sho@ogrady.us 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DAVID OLIVARES ELECTRIC RESOURCE 
MODESTO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
PO BOX 4060 
MODESTO CA  95352       
  FOR: Electric Resource Planning and Development 

Modesto Irrigation District 
  Email:  davido@mid.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DAVID OLIVER 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING 
3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, STE 600 
RANCO CORDOVA CA  95670       
  Email:  david.oliver@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DAVID OLSEN 
IMPERIAL VALLEY STUDY GROUP 
3804 PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY 
VENTURA CA  93001       
  Email:  olsen@avenuecable.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DAVID ORTH 
KINGS RIVER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 
4886 EAST JENSEN AVE 
FRESNO CA  93725       
  FOR: Kings River Conservation District 
  Email:  dorth@krcd.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

FREDERICK M. ORTLIEB OFFICE OF CITY ATTORNEY 
CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
1200 THIRD AVE, STE 1100 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101       
  FOR: CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
  Email:  fortlieb@sandiego.gov 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JOHN PAPPAS UTILITY ELECTRIC PORTFOLIO 
MANAGEMENT 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST, N12E 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Email:  jsp5@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

LAURIE PARK 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, STE 600 
RANCHO CORDOVA CA  95670-6078       
  FOR: NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
  Email:  lpark@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JON W. PARNELL MANAGER - CROSS VALLEY CANAL 
KERN COUNTY WATER AGENCY 
3200 RIO MIRANDA DRIVE 
BAKERSFIELD CA  93308       
  Email:  jparnell@kcwa.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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JUDY PAU 
DAVIS WRIGHT TREMAINE LLP 
505 MONTGOMERY ST, STE 800 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111-6533    
  Email:  judypau@dwt.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

CARL PECHMAN 
POWER ECONOMICS 
901 CENTER ST 
SANTA CRUZ CA  95060       
  Email:  cpechman@powereconomics.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

NORMAN A. PEDERSEN 
HANNA AND MORTON LLP 
444 S FLOWER ST.,  STE 1500 
LOS ANGELES CA  90071-2916       
  FOR: Southern California Generation Coalition 
  Email:  npedersen@hanmor.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JANIS C. PEPPER 
CLEAN POWER MARKETS, INC. 
PO BOX 3206 
LOS ALTOS CA  94024       
  FOR: CLEAN POWER MARKETS, INC. 
  Email:  pepper@cleanpowermarkets.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

GABE PETLIN 
3 PHASES ENERGY SERVICES 
PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO 
6 FUNSTON AVE 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94129       
  Email:  gpetlin@3phases.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JACK PIGOTT 
GEN 3 SOLAR, INC. 
31302 HUNTSWOOD AVE 
HAYWARD CA  94544       
  Email:  jpigott@gen3solar.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

WILL PLAXICO 
HELIOS ENERGY, LLC 
31897 DEL OBISPO ST. STE 220 
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO CA  92675       
  Email:  wplaxico@heliosenergy.us 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RYAN PLETKA RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECT 
MANAGER 
BLACK & VEATCH 
11401 LAMAR 
OVERLAND PARK KS  66211       
  FOR: BLACK & VEATCH 
  Email:  pletkarj@bv.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

KEVIN PORTER 
EXETER ASSOCIATES, INC. 
SUITE 310 
5565 STERRETT PLACE 
COLUMBIA MD  21044       
  Email:  porter@exeterassociates.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

SNULLER PRICE 
ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS 
101 MONTGOMERY, STE 1600 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104       
  FOR: ENERGY AND ENBIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS 
  Email:  snuller@ethree.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

RASHA PRINCE 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
555 WEST 5TH ST, GT14D6 
LOS ANGELES CA  90013       
  FOR: San Diego Gas & Electric 
  Email:  rprince@semprautilities.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

NICOLAS PROCOS 
ALAMEDA POWER & TELECOM 
2000 GRAND ST 
ALAMEDA CA  94501-0263       
  FOR: Utility Analyst 
  Email:  procos@alamedapt.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

MARC PRYOR 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 9TH ST, MS 20 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  mpryor@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

NANCY RADER 
CALIFORNIA WIND ENERGY ASSOCIATION 
2560 NINTH ST, STE 213A 
BERKELEY CA  94710       
  FOR: California Wind Energy Association 
  Email:  nrader@calwea.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 
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HEATHER RAITT 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 9TH ST, MS 45 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814    
  FOR: CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
  Email:  hraitt@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE  

ERIN RANSLOW 
NAVIGANT CONSULTING, INC. 
3100 ZINFANDEL DRIVE, STE 600 
RANCHO CORDOVA CA  95670-6078       
  Email:  cpucrulings@navigantconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JOHN R. REDDING 
ARCTURUS ENERGY CONSULTING 
44810 ROSEWOOD TERRACE 
MENDOCINO CA  95460       
  FOR: Silicon Valley Manufacturers Group 
  Email:  johnrredding@earthlink.net 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

PHILLIP REESE INC. 
C/O REESE-CHAMBERS SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS, 
PO BOX 8 
3379 SOMIS ROAD 
SOMIS CA  93066       
  FOR: The California Biomass Energy Alliance 
  Email:  phil@reesechambers.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

MADDIE REICHER 
EVOLUTION MARKETS 
425 MARKET ST, SUTE 2209 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  Email:  mreicher@evomarkets.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

L. JAN REID 
COAST ECONOMIC CONSULTING 
3185 GROSS ROAD 
SANTA CRUZ CA  95062       
  FOR: Aglet Consumer Alliance 
  Email:  janreid@coastecon.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RHONE RESCH 
SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION 
805 FIFTEENTH ST, NW, STE 510 
WASHINGTON DC  20005       
  Email:  rresch@seia.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

THEODORE E. ROBERTS ATTORNEY 
SEMPRA ENERGY 
101 ASH ST, HQ 12B 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101-3017       
  FOR: Sempra Energy Solutions 
  Email:  troberts@sempra.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

HAROLD M. ROMANOWITZ 
OAK CREEK ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC. 
14633 WILLOW SPRINGS ROAD 
MOJAVE CA  93501       
  FOR: OAK CREEK ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC. 
  Email:  hal@rwitz.net 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

GRANT A. ROSENBLUM STAFF COUNSEL 
CALIFORNIA ISO 
151 BLUE RAVINE ROAD 
FOLSOM CA  95630       
  FOR: CALIFORNIA ISO 
  Email:  grosenblum@caiso.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

TIM ROSENFELD 
131 CAMINO ALTO, STE D 
MILL VALLEY CA  94941       
  Email:  tim@marinemt.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JP ROSS DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
THE VOTE SOLAR INITIATIVE 
300 BRANNAN ST, STE 609 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94107       
  FOR: THE VOTE SOLAR INITIATIVE 
  Email:  jpross@votesolar.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ROB ROTH 
SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
6201 S ST MS 75 
SACRAMENTO CA  95817       
  FOR: SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
  Email:  rroth@smud.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Nancy Ryan 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
EXECUTIVE DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5217 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  ner@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 
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JUDITH SANDERS 
CALIFORNIA ISO 
151 BLUE RAVINE ROAD 
FOLSOM CA  95630    
  Email:  jsanders@caiso.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE  

DAVID SAUL COO 
SOLEL, INC. 
701 NORTH GREEN VALLEY PKY, STE 200 
HENDERSON NV  89074       
  FOR: SOLEL, INC. 
  Email:  david.saul@solel.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JANINE L. SCANCARELLI ATTORNEY 
FOLGER, LEVIN & KAHN, LLP 
275 BATTERY ST, 23RD FLR 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111       
  Email:  jscancarelli@flk.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JENINE SCHENK 
APS ENERGY SERVICES 
400 E. VAN BUREN ST, STE 750 
PHOENIX AZ  85004       
  Email:  jenine.schenk@apses.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

STEVEN S. SCHLEIMER DIRECTOR,COMPLIANCE & 
REGULATORY AFFAIRS 
BARCLAYS BANK, PLC 
200 PARK AVE, FIFTH FLR 
NEW YORK NY  10166       
  Email:  steven.schleimer@barclayscapital.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

REED V. SCHMIDT 
BARTLE WELLS ASSOCIATES 
1889 ALCATRAZ AVE 
BERKELEY CA  94703-2714       
  Email:  rschmidt@bartlewells.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DONALD SCHOENBECK 
RCS, INC. 
900 WASHINGTON ST, STE 780 
VANCOUVER WA  98660       
  FOR: CAC 
  Email:  dws@r-c-s-inc.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Brian D. Schumacher 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  bds@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

Andrew Schwartz 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
EXECUTIVE DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5215 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  as2@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

MICHAEL SHAMES ATTORNEY 
UTILITY CONSUMERS' ACTION NETWORK 
3100 FIFTH AVE, STE B 
SAN DIEGO CA  92103       
  Email:  mshames@ucan.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

LINDA Y. SHERIF ATTORNEY 
CALPINE CORPORATION 
3875 HOPYARD ROAD, STE 345 
PLEASANTON CA  94588       
  FOR: CALPINE CORP. 
  Email:  sherifl@calpine.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

WILLIAM P. SHORT 
RIDGEWOOD POWER MANAGEMENT, LLC 
947 LINWOOD AVE 
RIDGEWOOD NJ  7450       
  FOR: RIDGEWOOD POWER MANAGEMENT, LLC 
  Email:  bshort@ridgewoodpower.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Anne E. Simon 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5024 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  aes@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

Sean A. Simon 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY RESOURCES BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  svn@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 
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KEVIN J. SIMONSEN 
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
646 EAST THIRD AVE 
DURANGO CO  81301    
  Email:  kjsimonsen@ems-ca.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

AIMEE M. SMITH ATTORNEY 
SEMPRA ENERGY 
101 ASH ST HQ13 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101       
  FOR: SEMPRA ENERGY 
  Email:  amsmith@sempra.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

Donald R. Smith 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ELECTRICITY RESOURCES & PRICING BRANCH 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4209 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  dsh@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

CAROL A. SMOOTS 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
607 FOURTEENTH ST, NW, STE 800 
WASHINGTON DC  20005       
  Email:  csmoots@perkinscoie.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JAMES D. SQUERI ATTORNEY 
GOODIN MACBRIDE SQUERI DAY & LAMPREY 
505 SANSOME ST, STE 900 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94111       
  FOR: California Retailers Association 
  Email:  jsqueri@goodinmacbride.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

SEEMA SRINIVASAN ATTORNEY 
ALCANTAR & KAHL, LLP 
120 MONTGOMERY ST, STE 2200 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104       
  Email:  sls@a-klaw.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CARL STEEN 
BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP 
600 ANTON BLVD., STE 900 
COSTA MESA CA  92626       
  FOR: BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP 
  Email:  csteen@bakerlaw.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

Merideth Sterkel 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
ENERGY DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  mts@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

MONIQUE STEVENSON 
SEA BREEZE PACIFIC REGIONAL TRANSMISSION 
LOBBY BOX 91 
333 SEYMOUR ST., STE 1400 
VANCOUVER BC  V5B 5A6      CANADA 
  Email:  MoniqueStevenson@SeaBreezePower.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

F. Jackson Stoddard 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
LEGAL DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5125 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  fjs@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

PATRICK STONER PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMISSION 
1303 J ST, STE 250 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  pstoner@lgc.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

VENKAT SURAVARAPU ASSOCIATES DIRECTOR 
CAMBRIDGE ENERGY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
1150 CONNECTICUT AVE NW, STE. 201 
WASHINGTON DC  20036       
  FOR: CAMBRIDGE ENERGY RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
  Email:  vsuravarapu@cera.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

KENNY SWAIN 
POWER ECONOMICS 
901 CENTER ST 
SANTA CRUZ CA  95060       
  Email:  kswain@powereconomics.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

KEITH SWITZER 
GOLDEN STATE WATER COMPANY 
630 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD. 
SAN DIMAS CA  91773-9016       
  Email:  kswitzer@gswater.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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KAREN TERRANOVA 
ALCANTAR  & KAHL, LLP 
120 MONTGOMERY ST, STE 2200 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104    
  FOR: Cogeneration Association of Califoria 
  Email:  filings@a-klaw.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

LEE TERRY 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
3310 EL CAMINO AVE 
SACRAMENTO CA  95821       
  Email:  lterry@water.ca.gov 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

PATRICIA THOMPSON 
SUMMIT BLUE CONSULTING 
2920 CAMINO DIABLO, STE 210 
WALNUT CREEK CA  94597       
  Email:  pthompson@summitblue.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

NELLIE TONG 
KEMA, INC. 
492 NINTH ST, STE 220 
OAKLAND CA  94607       
  Email:  nellie.tong@us.kema.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JANE H. TURNBULL 
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF CALIFORNIA 
64 LOS ALTOS SQUARE 
LOS ALTOS CA  94022       
  Email:  jaturnbu@ix.netcom.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ANDREW J. VAN HORN 
VAN HORN CONSULTING 
12 LIND COURT 
ORINDA CA  94563       
  Email:  andy.vanhorn@vhcenergy.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

EDWARD VINE 
LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY 
BUILDING 90-4000 
BERKELEY CA  94720       
  Email:  elvine@lbl.gov 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

SYMONE VONGDEUANE 
SEMPRA ENERGY SOLUTIONS 
101 ASH ST, HQ09 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101-3017       
  Email:  svongdeuane@semprasolutions.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

WILLIAM V. WALSH ATTORNEY 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE. 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770       
  FOR: Southern California Edison 
  Email:  william.v.walsh@sce.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ROBIN J. WALTHER 
1380 OAK CREEK DRIVE, NO. 316 
PALO ALTO CA  94304-2016       
  Email:  rwalther@pacbell.net 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

DEVRA WANG 
NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 
111 SUTTER ST, 20TH FLR 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94104       
  FOR: NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 
  Email:  dwang@nrdc.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JOY A. WARREN ATTORNEY 
MODESTO IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
1231 11TH ST 
MODESTO CA  95354       
  Email:  joyw@mid.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JAMES WEIL DIRECTOR 
AGLET CONSUMER ALLIANCE 
PO BOX 37 
COOL CA  95614       
  Email:  jweil@aglet.org 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JON WELNER 
PAUL HASTINGS JANOFSKY & WALKER LLP 
55 SECOND ST, 24TH FLR 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105-3441       
  Email:  jonwelner@paulhastings.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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WILLIAM W. WESTERFIELD III ATTORNEY 
ELLISON, SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP 
2015 H ST 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814    
  FOR: Sierra Pacific Power Company 
  Email:  www@eslawfirm.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE  

Jane Whang 
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
LEGAL DIVISION 
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5029 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94102-3214       
  Email:  jjw@cpuc.ca.gov 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 

KEITH WHITE 
931 CONTRA COSTA DRIVE 
EL CERRITO CA  94530       
  Email:  keithwhite@earthlink.net 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

VALERIE J. WINN 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
PO BOX 770000, B9A 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94177-0001       
  Email:  vjw3@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

REID WINTHROP 
PILOT POWER GROUP, INC. 
8910 UNIVERSITY CENTER LANE, STE 520 
SAN DIEGO CA  92122       
  Email:  rwinthrop@pilotpowergroup.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

RYAN WISER 
BERKELEY LAB 
MS-90-4000 
ONE CYCLOTRON ROAD 
BERKELEY CA  94720       
  FOR: BERKELEY LAB 
  Email:  rhwiser@lbl.gov 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

VIKKI WOOD 
SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT 
6301 S ST, MS A204 
SACRAMENTO CA  95817-1899       
  Email:  vwood@smud.org 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

JAMES B. WOODRUFF 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE, STE 342, GO1 
ROSEMEAD CA  91770       
  Email:  woodrujb@sce.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CATHY S. WOOLLUMS 
MIDAMERICAN ENERGY HOLDINGS COMPANY 
106 EAST SECOND ST 
DAVENPORT IA  52801       
  Email:  cswoollums@midamerican.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

CYNTHIA WOOTEN 
LUMENX CONSULTING, INC. 
1126 DELAWARE ST 
BERKELEY CA  94702       
  Email:  cwooten@lumenxconsulting.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

LINDA WRAZEN 
SEMPRA ENERGY REGULATORY AFFAIRS 
101 ASH ST, HQ16C 
SAN DIEGO CA  92101       
  Email:  lwrazen@sempraglobal.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 

ELIZABETH WRIGHT 
OCCIDENTAL POWER SERVICES, INC. 
5 GREENWAY PLAZA, STE 110 
HOUSTON TX  77046       
  Email:  ej_wright@oxy.com 
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

ANDY WUELLNER 
MOUNTAIN UTILITIES 
PO BOX 1 
KIRKWOOD CA  95646       
  Status:  APPEARANCE 

JASON YAN 
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
77 BEALE ST, MAIL CODE B13L 
SAN FRANCISCO CA  94105       
  FOR: PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY 
  Email:  jay2@pge.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION 
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HUGH YAO 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANY 
555 W. 5TH ST, GT22G2 
LOS ANGELES CA  90013    
  Email:  hyao@semprautilities.com 
  Status:  INFORMATION  

KATE ZOCCHETTI 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 9TH ST, MS-45 
SACRAMENTO CA  95814       
  Email:  kzocchet@energy.state.ca.us 
  Status:  STATE-SERVICE 
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